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Abstract
Background: The food environment (FE) is being increasingly recognized as an
important and modifiable determinant of diet quality and weight status. Hundreds of
FE measures exist, resulting in a lack of comparability between studies. This is
particularly problematic given that evaluating FEs’ impact on population health
requires valid and reliable FE measures.
Methods: A population-based, stratified random sample was recruited from southern
Ontario (N=4902 individuals within 2228 households). Socio-demographic data, and
self-reported weight, height and waist circumference (WC) were collected from
household members. Diet quality was assessed using diet record data collected from
a subset of participants (n=1170 individuals within 690 households). The main food
shopper in each household reported perceptions of their neighbourhood FE. Seven
objective measures characterized the FE of 421 food stores and 912 restaurants in the
study region. Euclidean-distance buffers around each household were created at
250m, 500m, 1000m, and 1500m; FE scores from each measure were aggregated
within each buffer. These datasets were used to investigate three different research
issues. In Chapter 3, construct validity of four of the measures was examined using a
multitrait-multimethod matrix (MTMM). In Chapter 4, multiple regression analyses
determined the extent to which objective measures predicted residents’ perceptions;
multilevel multiple regression analyses determined the extent to which perceptions
and objective measures predicted individuals’ body mass index (BMI), WC and diet
quality. In Chapter 5, mediation analyses were conducted to determine whether
residents’ perceptions explained associations between objective measures and
outcomes.

Results: MTMM results revealed that common FE measures purportedly assessing the
same constructs may in fact be measuring different constructs, and that food
availability and food quality may not be separate and distinct constructs as previously
thought. Perceptions were not highly correlated with objective FE measures.
Regression analyses results revealed that many objective measures predict residents’
perceptions. Objective measures (notably food access and food affordability
measures) predicted BMI and WC while perceptual variables did not. Mediation
analyses findings revealed that perceptions do not mediate associations between
objective measures and diet quality, BMI, or WC.
Conclusion: MTMM results suggest a method effect, in that what is actually being
measured seems to differ by assessment method employed, which has implications
for research and practice. Findings may support FE policies or programs focused on
objective (rather than perceived) FE features, since objective features better predict
weight outcomes and perceptions do not mediate these associations. Specifically,
strategies to restrict convenience store access and improve the affordability of
nutritious foods relative to non-nutritious foods seem to be supported by these
findings.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to food environments
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1. Introduction
The food environment has been defined as “a group of factors including the
types of retail food outlets and the availability, quality, and price of different kinds of
foods, such as prepared foods, fresh produce, and other groceries, in a given
geographical area” ((2)p. 61). Federal, provincial, and territorial governments are
interested in the effects of food environment features on the dietary behaviours and
health of the population, as evidenced by the 2012 report, Measuring the Food
Environment (3) commissioned by the Office of Nutrition Policy and Promotion at
Health Canada. Indeed, federal, provincial and territorial Ministers of Health and of
Health Promotion/Healthy Living have suggested that increasing the availability and
accessibility of nutritious foods, particularly among vulnerable populations, is a policy
intervention that may hold promise in reducing childhood obesity (4). Since healthy
diets are essential for maintaining health and preventing chronic disease, municipal
and regional governments in Canada are beginning to consider policies that would
limit residents’ exposure to less nutritious foods, or programs that would increase
access to nutritious foods within food outlets. For example, several municipalities in
Quebec are considering restricting access to non-nutritious foods through zoning
regulations prohibiting fast food outlets from opening within walking distance of
schools (3); Toronto Public Health is currently conducting a study to determine the
feasibility of a Healthy Corner Stores program that would increase access to nutritious
foods in underserved Toronto neighbourhoods (personal communication, Brian Cook,
Toronto Public Health).
Although governments at all levels are interested in addressing inequalities in
food environments and several jurisdictions have taken steps to implement policies or
programs aimed at improving food environments, extant research shows inconsistent
associations between food environments and residents’ diet-related health
outcomes, such as diet quality, weight status, and chronic diseases (5-9). In part, this
is due to inconsistent food environment assessment methods, an incomplete
understanding of how different assessment methods are related, and an unclear
picture of how food environments “get under the skin” of local residents.
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1.1

Pressing issues requiring further study
Literature reviews (5-8, 10-12) have identified several gaps, including three

pressing issues requiring further study. First, over 500 measures of the food
environment exist (13), and there is little consistency between assessment methods
in the published literature, making generalizations or comparisons across studies very
difficult. The use of inconsistent assessment methods is particularly problematic,
given that food environment policies cannot be rigorously assessed without valid and
reliable food environment measures.
Second, researchers have inconsistently operationalized the relevant
geographic scale at which food environment features are hypothesized to act,
obscuring the relationship between food environments and residents’ diet-related
outcomes. This is because relationships at one scale may not exist at other scales (14,
15). Considerations of geographic scale have important implications for policies or
programs aimed at improving food environments. For example, while the impact of
food environment characteristics at one scale may be relevant for residents’ dietrelated outcomes, the same geographic scale may not correspond to administrative
neighbourhood boundaries within which policy makers can act.
Third, the relationship between objective measures and residents’
perceptions of their food environments is unclear; most studies have not found
objective measures to be highly correlated with residents’ perceptions (16-18),
although perceptions have been hypothesized to mediate the association between
objective food environment measures and residents’ diet-related outcomes (1). The
relationship between objective and perceived food environment measures is
particularly important for theory development (e.g., how are food environments
associated with residents’ perceptions and diet-related health outcomes within an
ecological framework?), methodological refinement (e.g., which objective measures
are most strongly correlated with residents’ perceptions?), and also for policy or
programs (e.g., should programs focus on improving objective accessibility of
nutritious foods, or on increasing residents’ awareness of local, nutritious foods?). As
will be discussed in Chapter 2, many conceptual frameworks have been presented.
The frameworks differ in terms of theoretical emphasis on different types of
constructs, the categorization of different variables into different ecological levels,
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and mechanisms by which food environments are hypothesized to affect residents’
health. Since extant food environment literature often relies on implicit assumptions
to guide researchers’ choice of food environment assessment measures, the research
described in this dissertation explicitly tests Glanz and colleagues’ frequently-cited
conceptual model (18) in particular with the goal of refining it, which is an important
step in this nascent field.
The research presented in this dissertation contributes to knowledge
advancement in each of these identified knowledge gaps. First, seven different
objective food environment assessment tools and one perceptual food environment
assessment tool were employed, making it possible to compare tools within the same
population. Second, the research uses buffer zones at different geographic scales,
ranging from 250 to 1500m, to examine how geographic scale influences construct
validity and may be differentially associated with diet-related outcomes. Third, both
objective and perceptual food environment variables derived from the eight different
assessment methods were used to characterize residents’ food environment
exposures, and were compared to see which methods lend themselves to the
creation of variables that most strongly predict residents’ diet quality, body mass
index, and waist circumference. Finally, the research explicitly tests whether
residents’ perceptions mediate the associations between objective food environment
measures and diet-related health outcomes as proposed in Glanz and colleagues’
conceptual model (18). Although several studies implicitly assume that residents’
perceptions mediate associations between objective measures and diet-related
outcomes, no studies to date have explicitly tested this hypothesis. The three studies
presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 all contribute to the refinement of Glanz and
colleagues’ model, as will be discussed in the concluding chapter. This research took
place in close collaboration with the Region of Waterloo’s Public Health Department,
to ensure that findings are translated into meaningful and relevant policy messages in
a region where healthy food systems are a priority (19, 20).
1.2

Theoretical Approach and Research Aims
The field of food environment research is still in its infancy (8, 9, 21). As will

be described more fully in Chapter 2, there is little consistency in terms of conceptual
models upon which researchers rely to design food environment studies, develop
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assessment methods, or identify outcomes of interest. While policy-makers are
becoming increasingly interested in food environment interventions, certain
foundational measurement issues have yet to be fully addressed, precluding
researchers from providing solid evidence to policy-makers to inform potentially
effective food environment interventions. This dissertation addresses several of these
foundational measurement issues with an eye toward informing future interventions.
This dissertation uses an ecological approach to conceptualize food
environments. Chapter 2 will describe a literature review of conceptual models of the
food environment, and will provide justification for the use of Glanz and colleagues’
conceptual model (1) to inform the study design, variable selection, and statistical
tests of the research questions described in this dissertation. Figure 1-1 is a
reproduction of Glanz and colleagues’ model. Glanz and colleagues used an ecological
approach to categorize policy variables, environmental variables, and individual
variables that act as determinants of eating patterns. This dissertation focuses on the
community nutrition environment (variables related to food access, such as the type
and location of food stores), the consumer nutrition environment (for example, the
availability of healthy options and within-outlet marketing), and the perceived
nutrition environment as determinants of diet-related health outcomes. Of note, the
research presented in this dissertation deviates from Glanz and colleagues’ model by
examining diet quality and weight outcomes as outcomes of interest rather than
“eating patterns” per se. A variety of outcomes were examined; diet quality was used
to operationalize eating patterns, and weight related outcomes (body mass index and
waist circumference) were also considered potential outcomes of interest. Weightrelated outcomes are determined in part by eating patterns (22-24). It was therefore
expected that weight outcomes may additionally be predicted by food environment
variables. Certain socio-demographic characteristics that have been associated with
both food environment exposures and diet-related outcomes were also included as
covariates as discussed below. Chapter 4 will directly test the hypothesized
relationship represented by the arrow between the community and consumer
nutrition environment and the outcome of interest (eating patterns for Glanz and
colleagues; diet quality and measures of obesity for the current research). Chapter 5
directly tests the hypothesized mediated effect by which objective community and
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consumer food environments affect outcomes of interest through residents’
perceptions. Mediators transmit the effect of an independent, antecedent variable to
the outcome of interest (25, 26). In Figure 1-1, these relationships are represented by
the arrow from the community and consumer nutrition environment to the perceived
nutrition environment (exposure to mediator), and the arrow from the perceived
nutrition environment to the outcome of interest (mediator to outcome).
To overcome some of the issues identified in the extant literature, this
dissertation presents the rationale, methods, results, and implications of three
studies, and concludes with a discussion of contributions made, lessons learned, and
plans for future work. This dissertation has two main, overarching themes to which
each subsequent chapter contributes. The first theme is the construct validation of
environmental measures. Construct validity comprises both operational definitions
(how are constructs measured?) and syntactical definitions (how do constructs fit
together in a theoretical system?) (27). Both components of construct validity will be
addressed in the following chapters.
The second overarching theme is to assess cross-sectional associations
between community and consumer food environment characteristics and
neighbourhood residents’ diet quality and weight status. The research presented in
Chapters 4 and 5 specifically aims to examine how food environments “get under the
skin” of residents. In other words, the research aims to assess hypotheses about
mechanisms by which objective food environment features may be cross-sectionally
associated with diet-related outcomes. Indeed, the impetus for the research
described in this dissertation is to assess these associations for the purpose of
contributing to advancing scholarship in the field and to promoting evidence-based
policies, as will be described in detail in Chapter 6.
The next section provides an overview of the methods employed throughout
this dissertation; the final section outlines the structure of this dissertation.
2. Overview of Methods
The studies described in this dissertation draw on data from the NEWPATH
(Neighbourhood Environments in Waterloo Region: Patterns of Transportation and
Health) project and from primary food environment data collected for the purposes
of the studies described herein. NEWPATH recruited participants from Kitchener
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(population 219,153), Cambridge (population 126,748), and Waterloo (population
98,780)(28), the three cities within the Region (Figure 1-2 provides a map of the
Region of Waterloo). The three cities are spatially contiguous, and the Region of
Waterloo’s Official Plan guides the urban planning in each city (Pat Fisher, Public
Health Planner, Region of Waterloo, personal communication). Therefore, not only
are the three cities spatially contiguous, it is likely that given the governance
structure, they are more homogeneous in urban form than would be three cities with
different governing bodies. This has implications for the research presented here in
that variability in food environments features, which is dependent to a large extent
on urban form, is likely lower than it would be had cities in different regions,
provinces, or countries been examined. In terms of research findings, this fact may
mean that associations between food environment features and diet-related
outcomes are underestimated, since, if a true relationship exists, reduced variability
in an independent variable means that the full range of exposures will not have been
captured. Similar findings have been reported with walkability and physical activity
research; single-country studies of walkability likely underestimate associations
between walkability and physical activity because walkability varies exponentially
more between rather than within countries (29).
One of NEWPATH’s aims was to characterize associations between objective
and subjective aspects of built environments including walkability, physical activity,
dietary behaviours, and health outcomes in an urban, population-based sample.
NEWPATH data collection occurred in six phases between May 2009 and May 2010
(conditional response rates, the proportion of household that completed the survey
once recruited, varied between 56% and 64% over the six phases); food environment
data were collected between May and August, 2010. The NEWPATH study received
ethics clearance from the University of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics and the
Behavioural Research Ethics Board at the University of British Columbia. Ethics
clearance was not necessary for food environment data collection, as no data were
collected from human participants. Table 1-1 describes the variables analyzed in the
following chapters. The following discussion provides an overview of the study,
participants and measures. Relevant statistical analyses are presented in Chapters 3,
4, and 5.
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2.1

Participants
Because NEWPATH aimed to examine features of the built environment in

relation to health outcomes, the sample was stratified by neighbourhood walkability,
household income and household size, with allocation to achieve high statistical
power to detect hypothesized effects of walkability (30). Proportional sampling was
used to recruit a stratified random sample (N=4902 individuals in 2228 households)
representative of income and household size in the study area according to 2006
Canadian census data. Although proportional sampling was employed to ensure that
the NEWPATH sample was representative of the broader study region, there were
difficulties in recruiting households into the low-income, large-household, high
walkability cell. Therefore, data were additionally weighted to reflect 2006 Canadian
census data.
Households were recruited in day-pairs across all days of the week; everyone
in the household over the age of 10 years participated in the study. All analyses
presented in this dissertation were restricted to participants 19 years of age and
older, since children and youth may interact differently with the built environment
than adults (12), and the number of children and youth in the dataset was insufficient
to support age-specific analyses. Moreover, children and youth did not provide data
on education level, which was considered a covariate in all regression analyses
(discussed below). As described in Table 1-1, data used in the following studies were
multilevel, with individual data at level 1 and household data at level 2.
Participating households were recruited to complete either a “simple” or
“complex” survey package. The “simple” version included a telephone recruitment
survey (which included demographic information on households and individuals) and
a paper questionnaire that included food environment perceptions of the selfidentified main food shopper. All participants self-reported their weight, height, and
waist circumference. Participants from households who completed a “complex”
survey package additionally completed food records over the two days of the survey.
For the following studies, the sample comprised 4102 individuals within 2223
households (2932 individuals in 1533 households completed the “simple” survey
package; 1170 individuals within 690 households completed the “complex” survey
package) who had complete data on all variables of interest.
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2.2

Measures

2.2.1 Outcome variables
Diet Quality
Two-day food record data from all participants completing the “complex”
survey were used to calculate average Healthy Eating Index adapted for Canada (HEIC) scores over the two-day survey (31). The HEI-C is a comprehensive diet quality
indicator based on dietary adequacy (including the number of servings of vegetables
and fruits, whole grains, number of grams of saturated fats) and moderation
(including the proportion of energy intake from saturated fats and sodium intake).
The HEI-C reflects Canadian food intake recommendations based on participants’ age
and sex, and ranges from 0 to 100; higher scores represent better diet quality (31).
Mean HEI-C scores was considered a continuous variable to capture even small
variations in diet quality, which may not have been captured using a more crude
categorical outcome of diet quality. The HEI-C is a state-of-the-science measure of
diet quality given its comprehensive nature and its operationalization of national
guidelines on healthy eating. While the HEI-C captures diet quality, it does not reflect
overall caloric consumption. Therefore, it better reflects the quality of the diet (in
terms of micronutrients and certain macronutrients, notably saturated fat) rather
than the overall amount consumed.
Anthropometric measures: body mass index and waist circumference.
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated based on self-reported weight and
height (kg/m2). The mean of two self-reported waist circumference (WC) measures
was used to determine WC, consistent with protocol from previous research that
showed self-reported WC to be a satisfactorily accurate proxy for measured WC (32).
Although survey respondents generally overestimate height and underestimate
weight (33, 34), estimates of health risks associated with variations in self-reported
BMI are not significantly different than those associated with variations in measured
BMI (35). WC was additionally included as an anthropometric outcome of interest
given that it has been shown to be clinically superior to BMI in terms of predicting
mortality risk (36).
2.2.2 Food Environment Exposures
Food Environment Perceptions
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The self-identified main food shopper in every household was asked to rate
their agreement or disagreement on a 4-point Likert scale (ranging from 1=strongly
disagree to 4=strongly agree) with statements that were intended to address
residents’ perceptions of food access, food availability, food quality, and food
affordability (asterisks indicate that items below were reverse-scored). Four
statements related to food access: “There are no food outlets in my
neighbourhood*”; “It is easy to purchase fresh fruits and vegetables in my
neighbourhood”; “It is easy to purchase low-fat products (such as low-fat milk or lean
meats) in my neighbourhood”; “There are a lot of fast food restaurants in my
neighbourhood*”. Three statements related to food availability: “There is a large
selection of fresh fruits and vegetables available in my neighbourhood”; “There is a
large selection of low-fat products available in my neighbourhood”; “It is easy to eat
healthily at the restaurants in my neighbourhood.” Three statements related to food
affordability: “I shop elsewhere because the prices in my neighbourhood are too
high*”; “The produce in my neighbourhood is more expensive than that in other
neighbourhoods*”; “The low-fat products in my neighbourhood are more expensive
than those in other areas.*” Two statements related to food quality: “The fresh
produce in my neighbourhood is of high quality”; “The low-fat products in my
neighbourhood are of high quality.” Therefore, access perceptions were scored out of
16, availability perceptions were scored out of 12, affordability perceptions were
scored out of 12, and quality perceptions were scored out of 8.
Although the questions were intended to assess residents’ perceptions of the
four distinct constructs mentioned above, high correlations between access,
availability and quality scores (Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items for the
three scores was 0.904) justified the creation of an “access-related” perceptual
variable; access, availability, and quality scores were thus summed and standardized.
Perceptions of food affordability were not correlated with the other three measures,
and therefore the affordability score was standardized on its own. The two resulting
perceptual variables were treated as continuous variables. In both cases, higher
scores represent increased agreement with statements related to improved
neighbourhood food access, availability, quality, or affordability. These two
perceptual variables were used in Chapters 4 and 5; Chapter 3 made use of the
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distinct perceptions scores along each construct, since determining convergent and
discriminant validity among measures purportedly assessing different constructs was
the main objective.
Objective food environment assessment procedures
All food environment data collection tools and protocols employed in this
research are appended to this dissertation (see Appendices A-F). All objectivelymeasured food environment exposures are listed in Table 1-1. Six observers with at
least two years of university education collected objective food environment data.
After successfully completing a Nutrition Environment Measures Survey “Train the
Trainer” workshop in 2008, I trained raters to use the Nutrition Environment
Measures Survey-Stores (NEMS-S)(37), the Nutrition Environment Measures Survey –
Restaurants (NEMS-R) (38), and linear shelf-space measures of specific “healthy” and
“unhealthy” items (14, 39) listed in Table 1-1 according to standard protocol. Training
included classroom sessions and fieldwork in food outlets, with feedback on results,
and took approximately one week until raters consistently achieved all correct
answers on measures. During debriefing sessions, discrepancies were discussed and
consensus on appropriate data was reached. Decision rules were added to protocol
handbooks, which trainers took to each outlet assessment to support precision in
rating. Different raters periodically assessed the same outlet throughout data
collection to compare results; immediate feedback was given to limit drift from
occurring in observations. I participated in all data collection. Inter-rater reliability
was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients for the shelf-space measure, and
ranged from a mean ICC=0.858 for canned fruit to mean ICC=0.996 for fresh
vegetables (mean ICC for all specific items assessed = 0.940).
Names and addresses of all food outlets in the three cities (Kitchener,
Cambridge, and Waterloo) were obtained from the public health inspection database
maintained by the Region of Waterloo’s Public Health Department. One of each chain
restaurant (e.g., McDonald’s, Burger King), convenience store (e.g., 7-11), pharmacy
(e.g., Shopper’s Drug Mart), and warehouse club or superstore (e.g., Walmart) were
randomly selected from the database to be assessed, since chains strive to maintain
consistency in menus, available products, and promotions. Every grocery store and
specialty store and each independently owned restaurant, convenience store, and
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pharmacy were assessed. The amounts and types of foods in grocery stores seemed
to vary by the size of grocery store (L. Minaker, unpublished observation), thus, every
grocery store was assessed. Stores were assessed using the NEMS-S(37), and linear
shelf-space measures of specific “healthy” and “unhealthy” items (14, 39), listed in
Table 1-1. In restaurants, the NEMS-R (38) was completed.
In total, 611 restaurants were assessed (full-service restaurants, limitedservice eating places, and drinking places). NEMS-R scores from the randomlyselected chain restaurants were imputed into the same 301 additional chain
restaurants listed in the Public Health Inspection database, resulting in data from 912
unique restaurant locations being compiled. Forty-seven supermarkets and grocery
stores were assessed, 47 specialty stores were assessed, 169 convenience stores
(including those attached to gas bars) were assessed, 9 pharmacies were assessed,
and 3 warehouse clubs open to the general public without a membership were
assessed. Approximately 11% of grocery stores and 10% of convenience stores
identified in the Public Health Inspection Database were either not applicable to the
NEMS-S or shelf-space measures or were not at the address given. Four convenience
stores and one grocery store were found through direct observation (40), and were
not listed in the public health database. In total, assessments on 94% of outlets that
were at the location listed, open during business hours, and applicable to the food
environment assessment methods were carried out, with the highest refusal rate
among convenience stores. Reasons for missing data include the food outlet being
closed for renovations or that the owner or manager refused the raters access to
their establishment. A probability-based technique was used to randomly assign
NEMS-S scores and shelf-space data from the observed stores to missing data from
similar types of stores (n=131, 31% of stores; 10% of the total number of outlets); this
procedure has been used in previous food environment research (14). Final buffer
zone databases were based on data from 421 food stores and 912 restaurants within
the study area. Buffer zone creation is described below.
Geographic Scale Operationalization
ArcGIS 9.1 was used to establish Euclidean distance buffer zones around
respondents’ home addresses at 250m, 500m, 1000m, and 1500m. Table 1-1
describes how each variable was aggregated within each buffer zone.
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Covariates
Socioeconomic position (SEP) is associated with both residents’ perceptions
and with food environment characteristics (16, 17, 41-43). In the research described
in this dissertation, household income was considered low (<$35,000 per year),
medium ($35,000 to $85,000 per year) and high (>$85,000 per year), based on sample
stratification. Participants reported their highest level of education reached, which
was categorized as low (highschool completion or lower), medium (some college or
university), or high (at least a university undergraduate degree completed). For the
present study, level-1 covariates include education level, sex, and age. Level-2
covariates include household income and car ownership, as described in Table 1-1.
3. Structure of the Dissertation
The rest of this dissertation follows a “paper” format, rather than a traditional
format, and includes a literature review followed by three manuscripts and a
concluding chapter. Chapter 2 presents findings from a comprehensive literature
review, which provides the research context for the studies presented in this
dissertation.
Chapter 3 addresses the operational component of construct validity of food
environment measures using a multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) matrix approach.
Chapter 3 presents the first study to my knowledge to adapt this traditional
psychometric procedure for use with environmental constructs and measures, and
does so at a variety of geographic scales to determine whether geographic scale
influences construct validity of environmental measures.
Chapter 4 extends the exploration of construct validity of environmental
measures by considering syntactical definitions. It does so by exploring a) how
perceived food environment constructs are predicted by objective food environment
measures, and b) whether objective and perceived food environment characteristics
predict diet quality, body mass index, and waist-circumference in a population-based
sample. The multilevel regressions employed in Chapter 4 help to elucidate how some
of the food environment characteristics hypothesized to predict diet-related
outcomes fit within a conceptual food environment model.
Chapter 5 further extends the evaluation of the syntactical component of
construct validity by testing mediation of hypothesized pathways by which food
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environments predict diet-related outcomes. Specifically, Chapter 5 presents the first
study to our knowledge to explicitly test Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual hypothesis
that residents’ perceptions of their food environments mediate associations between
objective food environment characteristics and diet-related outcomes.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are intended to be stand-alone papers worthy of
submission to academic journals. Chapter 6, the conclusion, is intended to be
dissertation-specific, and reflects on the contributions to theory, knowledge, and
practice made by the studies described in this dissertation.
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Table 1-1. Overview of variables used in the analyses in the following chapters
Variable Name
Level 1: Individual
Outcome
Diet Quality

Scale

Description

Continuous

Body Mass Index
(BMI)
Waist
Circumference
Covariates
Sex
Age
Education level

Continuous

Operationalized as Healthy Eating Index adapted for
Canada (HEI-C), a comprehensive diet quality score
ranging from 0 to 100, with increasing scores reflecting
“healthier diets”, defined as those adhering to
Canada’s Food Guide to Health Eating.
Self-reported weight (kg) divided by self-reported
2
height (m ).
Mean self-reported waist circumference of two
measurement participants were instructed to take.

Continuous

Nominal
Interval
Ordinal

Level 2: Household
Perceptual Exposures
Access-related
Continuous
perceptions

Affordability
perceptions

Objective Exposures
Distance from
home to the
nearest grocery
store
Distance from
home to the
nearest
convenience store
Distance from
home to the
nearest fast food
outlet
Store intensity

Restaurant
intensity

Continuous

Male, female
Participant’s age in years
Low (high school completion or lower), medium (at
least some post-secondary), and high (at least an
undergraduate degree)

Perceptions of the main food shopper in each
household related to neighbourhood food access,
quality and availability were standardized and
transformed using Box-Cox transformations to ensure
normality.
Perceptions of the main food shopper in each
household related to neighbourhood food affordability
was standardized and transformed using Box-Cox
transformations to ensure normality.

Continuous

Network distance from respondent’s home to the
nearest grocery store (km).

Continuous

Network distance from respondent’s home to the
nearest convenience store (km).

Continuous

Network distance from respondent’s home to the
nearest fast food outlet (km).

Continuous

The number of food stores (including grocery store,
convenience stores, pharmacies, big-box stores and
specialty stores) within a specified buffer zone.
The number of restaurants (including fast food outlets,
sit-down restaurants, buffet restaurants, and bars or
pubs that are open at least part of the day to the
general public) within a specified buffer zone.

Continuous
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Table 1-1. Overview of variables used in the analyses in the following chapters
Diversity
Interval
The number of diverse types of food outlets within a
specified buffer zone.
Retail Food
Continuous
The ratio of the number of fast food outlets and
Environment Index
convenience stores to the number of grocery stores
(RFEI)
and specialty stores.

Nutrition
Environment
Measures Survey –
Stores (NEMS-S)

Continuous

Nutrition
Environment
Measures Survey –
Restaurants
(NEMS-R)

Continuous

Linear shelf-space
of fruits and
vegetables

Continuous

Linear shelf-space
of energy dense
snack foods

Continuous

Covariates
Household income

Ordinal

Car ownership

Nominal

The NEMS-S tool is an inventory measure that assesses
specific food item availability, relative affordability of
regular vs. more nutritious options of specific foods,
and the quality of fresh fruits and vegetables. The
mean NEMS-S sub-scores related to availability,
affordability, and quality components of all food stores
within the specified buffer zone were calculated.
The NEMS-R tool is an inventory measure that assesses
food access, food availability, food affordability and
barriers and facilitators to healthy eating in
restaurants. The mean NEMS-R sub scores related to
access, availability, affordability, and barriers and
facilitators to healthy eating components of all
restaurants within the specified buffer zone were
calculated.
The linear shelf-space of fresh, frozen and canned
varieties of fruits and vegetables was measured in all
food stores. Cumulative linear shelf-space of fruits and
vegetables from all food stores within a specified
buffer zone was calculated (m).
The linear shelf-space of energy dense snack foods
(including salty snack foods, cookies and crackers,
donuts and pastries, candy, and carbonated beverages)
was measured in all stores. Cumulative linear shelfspace of energy dense snack foods from all food stores
within a specified buffer zone was calculated (m).
Low (<$35,000 per year), medium ($35,000 to $85,000
per year), and high (>$85,000 per year)
Whether or not the household owns a car
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Figure 1-1: Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual model of Community Nutrition
Environments (1).
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Figure 1-2: Map of the Region of Waterloo
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Chapter 2. Food environments: theory, evidence, and future directions
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environments: theory, evidence, and future directions. Obesity Reviews.
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1. Introduction
Determinants of food choice act and interact at different levels to create
conditions that promote overweight and obesity (44-50). A growing body of research
focuses on identifying associations between aspects of the built environment and
diet-related outcomes (11, 12, 49, 51-53), often with the goal of informing upstream
policy initiatives designed to improve population diet quality (44, 54). However,
inconsistent methodologies, inadequate theoretical consideration, and overreliance
on cross-sectional studies have created uncertainty with respect to the relationship
between food environment (FE) characteristics and diet-related health outcomes,
including obesity (52). This review of conceptual models of the FE adds to this
literature by reviewing the historical context of food choice research, discussing
theoretical and conceptual models of FEs, discussing the state of the science in light
of two especially relevant conceptual models, describing commonly-studied FE
characteristics, and evaluating concepts and definitions of neighbourhoods most
often used in FE literature. The paper outlines recommendations to guide future FE
research.
2. Methods
This review focuses on conceptual and theoretical underpinnings of
community and consumer food environment research as relevant to diet-related
outcomes. Community nutrition environments are reflected in measures of food
access, and are distinct from consumer nutrition environments, which represent
characteristics of the FE important to consumers who have already reached their food
store or restaurant destinations (e.g., food availability, affordability, quality, and
barriers and facilitators to healthy eating) (1). As such, reviews (both systematic and
meta-analyses) and conceptual papers related to FE characteristics were sought from
three databases (Web of Science, Scopus, and PubMed (Medline)) using the search
terms: (1) “built environment*”, “food environment*”, “nutrition environment*”
“obesogenic”, “food desert*”, “food access”, “food scape”, “food retail*”, and (2)
"diet*", "adiposity", "obesity", “obese”, “fruit” “vegetable”, “weight”, "body mass
index", “BMI”, “concept*”, where asterisks represent wild cards. Databases were
searched for reviews or conceptual papers published until March 2012. Reference
searches of relevant papers were also conducted.
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The search was restricted to reviews or conceptual papers examining at least
one aspect of community or consumer nutrition environments and their relationships
with diet-related health outcomes (e.g., dietary patterns or behaviours, food
purchasing, or weight-related outcomes). The socio-economic patterning of FEs (e.g.,
research on ‘food deserts’ or ‘food swamps’) was considered out-of-scope for the
current review, as were reviews focused solely on food insecurity. Criteria for
inclusion of reviews or conceptual papers were that they (1) reported a systematic
review, meta-analyses, or addressed conceptual or theoretical matters related to at
least one aspect of community or consumer food environments as well as at least one
diet-related health outcome, (2) reported on studies conducted among humans in
developed countries and (3) were published in English. Because the interest of the
current review is conceptual and theoretical models rather than the veracity of claims
made regarding associations between FE characteristics and diet-related health
outcomes, the quality of the reviews was not assessed.
3. Results
The initial search for reviews and conceptual papers returned 663 papers.
Based on the title scan, papers that focused solely on genetics or policy or program
interventions, and papers that did not focus on human populations were excluded,
which resulted in 163 reviews or conceptual models with potentially relevant titles.
Thirty-nine duplicates were removed, leaving 124 for abstract reviews. The abstract
scan further reduced the number of papers for full-text review to 69. Papers that did
not directly address aspects of the community or consumer nutrition environment,
papers that addressed built environments in relation to physical activity (to the
exclusion of diet-related health outcomes), and papers that focused on describing
interventions in the absence of research and evaluation were excluded, as were
conceptual papers that did not offer recommendations for future research. Seven
additional, relevant papers were identified through reference searches of the
selected articles. Forty-nine studies met the inclusion criteria and inform the current
review (27 literature reviews (six of which also included conceptual models), and 22
conceptual papers). Conceptual papers were defined as articles that addressed
conceptual issues in the field but did not specify methodology related to the literature
review.
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3.1

Food Choices: From Individual to Ecological Perspectives
Historically, theories of food choice emphasized factors influencing decisions

made by individuals. This approach rested on the premise that, given adequate
knowledge, individual consumers would forgo dietary behaviours shown to be
unhealthy in order to prevent future illness (55). This belief pervades public opinion,
with up to 90% of Americans attributing obesity to individual behaviour alone (56),
perhaps in part due to media coverage of obesity that emphasizes personal
responsibility and individual decision making (57). This is important for the
development of obesity-related healthy public policies because beliefs about the
causes of obesity help determine public support of such policies (58, 59).
Contrary to public opinion, however, psychosocial factors only explain a
fraction of dietary behaviours (60). Moreover, emphasising individual responsibility
negates the role of social context in shaping behaviour and implies an artificial
separation between people and their environments (61). Exclusively focusing on
individual-level determinants of diet quality “ignores what is known about human
behaviour and minimizes the importance of evidence about the environmental
assault on health” (62) (p. 256). Finally, the abundance of individual-level
interventions and the high prevalence of appropriate tools with which to gauge their
success have not resulted in populations adopting healthier diets (63).
As a complement to individual-level theories of food choice, environmentallevel theories emphasize physical and social variables (see, for example, (64-66)).
While not exclusively concerned with food and diet, a common framework used to
characterise aspects of “obesogenic” environments is the ANGELO (analysis grid for
environments linked to obesity) framework (67). In this framework, determinants of
obesity-related health behaviours can be categorized as physical, economic, political
or sociocultural features of settings (micro-level) or sectors (macro-level). Advocates
of an environmental perspective have stated, “obese individuals cannot be expected
to have total self-control over their weight in an environment that promotes weight
gain by reinforcing overeating and inactivity any more than they can control their
genes.” (65) (p. 202). Environmental factors such as nearly unlimited access to highly
palatable and calorically-dense foods, which are generally consumed in large portion
sizes (64) are primary determinants of the dramatic increase in obesity prevalence
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over the last few decades. Other important factors thought to contribute to obesity,
from this perspective, are area-level disadvantage (68) and place of residence (65),
with disadvantaged people being less able to withstand the “toxic environment”(69)
than more advantaged people.
Environmental perspectives avoid the “blame the victim” sentiment elicited
by many individual-level theories. Moreover, they are able to explain how excess
caloric consumption has increased so rapidly in the past few decades better than
individual-level theories. Environmental-level interventions may benefit the entire
population, rather than only selected individuals, and may also be more easily
sustained than individual-level interventions. However, a sole focus on the
environment as the cause of caloric overconsumption ignores the fact that not all
people within a given environment have poor diets. In other words, solely focusing on
the environment ignores human agency: the ability of people to become empowered
to resist obesogenic environments and change their behaviours (70).
An ecological (or multilevel) perspective of food choices retains the strengths
of both extreme positions while avoiding many of their respective weaknesses. An
ecological approach is “a way of approaching issues that accounts for
interrelationships between persons and settings, constructionist premises,
collaborative style, and social process” (50), (p. 308). An ecological model is defined
as “a formalized conceptualization of the individual and environmental determinants
of health behaviours and public health outcomes.” (50) (p. 308). One key feature of
the ecological approach is its recognition that behaviours are influenced by
determinants within a number of different contexts, namely: intra- and inter-personal
factors, community (which includes FE characteristics) and organizational factors, and
public policies (50, 71-73).
Richard and colleagues (50) recently argued that an ecological perspective is
appropriate for understanding dietary behaviours, and noted that the recognition of
social and environmental determinants of food choice has gained momentum over
the past two decades. Although developments in the field of nutrition lag behind
those in physical activity, diet research does show signs of becoming more ecological
in orientation (44-47, 49, 50, 74, 75). In research, the last two decades have seen a
reconceptualization of food choices as a matter of “personal responsibility” to food
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choices as being embedded within various contexts. Importantly, determinants at
different levels are dynamically linked. For example, zoning bylaws (public policy
level) may influence the geographic placement of food stores (community level),
which can further influence how families procure foods (interpersonal level). While
features of the FE can constrain healthy food choices, they are not static; individuals’
decisions can either reproduce or transform social structures, as suggested by
Giddens’ structuration theory (76). In terms of FEs, for example, land-use planning
decisions by municipal actors (representing human agency) can affect the location of
grocery stores (an aspect of social structure), while individuals’ patronage of grocery
stores and purchases within grocery stores (agency) can affect the food supply within
grocery stores (structure).
Researchers have embraced ecological models as a way of understanding the
reality that behaviours cannot be divorced from contexts, which themselves are
created by patterns of interactions between different levels of determinants. Policies
and interventions related to obesity also benefit from ecological perspectives, as the
most effective interventions are expected to be those operating on multiple levels to
create an environment in which the default option is a healthy option (77). Benefits of
including policy components in comprehensive obesity interventions are that
everyone within the jurisdiction is affected by the policy, and that effects should last
as long as the policy is in effect (and as long as the person lives there) (77).
3.2

Food Environment Conceptual Models
The literature review revealed that 18 conceptual models addressing aspects

of the FE and diet-related health outcomes have been published (1, 6, 11, 44, 78-91).
The earliest conceptual model was published in 2001; 15 (83%) of the models have
been published in the last five years. All but two of the models (89%) were consistent
with an ecological approach. Table 2-1 describes the conceptual models reviewed,
including the ecological levels included in each model, the constructs addressed, the
outcome of interest, and a general description. The following section describes and
compares several of the published models of the FE. This discussion is not exhaustive;
models were chosen to show variation in concepts, disciplines of origin, and foci.
Glanz and colleagues (1) presented a parsimonious, ecological conceptual
model of FEs (see figure 2-1). The model was intended as a starting point for
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categorizing and thinking about environmental variables related to eating behaviours.
This model incorporated constructs theoretically and empirically related to eating
patterns from several academic fields, including public health, health psychology,
consumer psychology, and urban planning. Community nutrition environments were
reflected in measures of food access, and were distinct from consumer nutrition
environments, which represented characteristics of the FE important to consumers
who have already reached their food store or restaurant destinations (e.g., food
availability, affordability, quality, and barriers and facilitators to healthy eating).
Sociodemographic factors were seen as mediating and/or moderating the impact of
FE variables on eating patterns.
Daniel and colleagues’ model (86) made an important contribution by
specifying hypothesized causal pathways by which environmental characteristics
(including opportunities to procure nutritious foods) affect cardiometabolic disease
and its consequences. Also unique to this model was its reliance on lifecourse theory.
The importance of time was conceptualized both in terms of ongoing evolution of
person-place interactions as well as cumulative exposures, variable induction periods,
and lagged outcomes. Although the authors focused on cardiometabolic disease, it
seems feasible that other diet-related health outcomes might involve similar causal
pathways. Daniel and colleagues’ model is a comprehensive and complex model,
specifying many processes and pathways between environment and outcomes. While
the model is useful in terms of conceptualizing specific biological pathways, its
complexity may make it unwieldy for a single study to attempt to operationalize all of
the model’s features. The model also does not lend itself to cross-sectional studies,
given its focus on lifecourse theory.
Lytle’s (92) conceptual model extended previously published contributions by
considering how individual, environmental, and social factors explain variance in
eating behaviours (see figure 2-2). This model proposed that as individual and social
factors (intra- and interpersonal factors as well as organizational factors) become
increasingly restricted (e.g., through lower income or lower social support) the
environment (community and public policy factors) explains a higher proportion of
variance in eating behaviours. Based on this conceptual model, Lytle suggested that
understanding how the FE affects diet quality may be especially important in
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populations for whom individual and social factors are very restricted. In Lytle’s
conception, eating behaviours of socio-economically disadvantaged people would be
more strongly associated with the quality of their FE compared to advantaged people.
Lytle’s conception may have empirical merit. For example, in Los Angeles, people who
did not own cars (an example of a social or individual restriction) and who lived in
areas of high fast food concentration were 12 lbs heavier compared to those living in
areas of zero fast food concentration. The difference in high to zero fast food
concentration among car owners, on the other hand, was found to be 1lb (93),
supporting the hypothesis that those who are more restricted may be more reliant on
their immediate environments than those who are less restricted.
Forsyth and colleagues’(94) model emerged from a land-use and
transportation background, and depicted how transportation and land use intersect
with food purchasing and consumption. The model was ecologically constructed,
recognizing individual, social, and economic determinants of food behaviours.
“Personal constraints” were viewed as moderators of food preference, and a number
of FE factors related to food availability and access were hypothesized to moderate
the relationship between food preference and consumption. Forsyth and colleagues’
conceptual model is unique in its mention of food sources beyond stores and
restaurants, by recognizing local agriculture and opportunities for gardening (95, 96).
Rose and colleagues (79) presented a theoretical framework of food
purchases based on an economic model of food consumption. The framework
considered aspects of the consumer nutrition environment, specifically in-store prices
and in-store characteristics as well as the community nutrition environment (e.g.,
food store placement and neighbourhood food access), in line with the authors’
recommendation to pursue a multi-dimensional understanding of food purchasing.
These authors did not consider aspects of the organizational nutrition environment
nor did they consider food purchases from restaurants, which may be a limitation of
the framework. Moreover, they recognized that although the arrows in the figure
have been drawn in one direction, demand influences supply as well.
Although outcomes of interest vary between models (e.g., dietary patterns vs.
cardiovascular disease vs. food purchasing), all models presented above address
socioeconomic status an important factor to consider in the relationship between FE
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characteristics and outcomes. Glanz and colleagues’ (2005) model is especially useful
for organizing how researchers and practitioners can think about FE characteristics by
distinguishing between community and consumer nutrition environments and then
by categorizing characteristics such as food availability, food affordability and food
quality. Lytle’s (2009) model is helpful in providing a conceptual framework regarding
the differential impact of FEs on individuals’ dietary behaviours based on the level of
restriction of other individual and social factors. Together, these two models provide
a comprehensive view of FEs and their interactions with other variables to affect
population diet quality that can be used across disciplines to act as a conceptual
foundation for food environment research.
3.3

Food Environment Characteristics
This review uses Glanz and colleagues’ model for organizing food

environment characteristics, recognizing that the food environment characteristics
described here can be situated as physical features (food access, food availability,
food quality) or economic features (food affordability) of micro-environmental
settings (usually neighbourhoods) as per the ANGELO framework. Systematic
evaluation of Lytle’s model has only been conducted in one review to date, as
discussed below. Therefore, although Lytle’s model was identified as important in the
development of future research, it was not used to organize the following discussions
in the same way as Glanz and colleagues’ model.
Table 2-2 outlines the findings of the 27 reviews published to date, and
identifies whether the reviews’ results support Glanz and colleagues’ and Lytle’s
conceptual models. The first review was published in 2000, and 22 of the reviews
(81%) have been published in the last five years. Eight reviews focused solely on
youth (defined as children and adolescents)(6, 21, 97-102), seven reviews focused
solely on adults (5, 85, 87, 103-106), and 12 reviews included studies among both
youth and adult populations (11, 77, 78, 80, 107-114). Only one of the reviews (107)
found no support for Glanz and colleagues’ model; this review only examined one
article that showed no relationship between proximity to fast food outlets and weight
status in low-income children. Twelve (44%) of the reviews found generally significant
associations in the hypothesized directions between aspects of the FE and dietrelated health outcomes (support for Glanz and colleagues’ model) and 14 (52%)
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showed mixed results (mixed support for Glanz and colleagues’ model). Only one
review explicitly reported on characteristics that modified associations between
environmental variables and outcomes (5): in support of Lytle’s model, this review
found that associations between FE characteristics and outcomes appeared stronger
among women and low-SES individuals. Of the 26 reviews that did not explicitly
examine hypotheses related to Lytle’s model, 16 (62%) recommended that future
studies examine how individual or social factors moderate associations between FE
characteristics and outcomes. In other words, although the majority of the reviews
did not provide empirical support for Lytle’s model, Lytle’s model was conceptually
supported in terms of reviews’ authors identifying the importance of testing her
hypothesis.
FE characteristics have been objectively and subjectively assessed. Four
objectively-measured characteristics of the local FE have been identified as
influencing diet and/or health outcomes: food access, food availability, food
affordability, and food quality (115, 116). Implicitly or explicitly, research on FEs
assumes that improved FEs (operationalized as increased access, availability,
affordability, or quality of healthy food) will be tied to improved population-level
dietary behaviour and weight status irrespective of human agency (117). The
following discussion draws on the reviewed literature to address objectivelymeasured characteristics of the FE shown to be correlated with residents’ diets. The
importance of subjectively-measured characteristics will be subsequently discussed.
3.3.1 Objectively-Measured Characteristics
Community Nutrition Environment: Food Access
Food access has been the most frequently studied of the four constructs
described here, and can be considered as a measure of the “community nutrition
environment” as per Glanz and colleagues’ model (117). Potential access, which
represents food availability and which has spatial (geographic) and nonspatial (e.g.,
social) dimensions, differs conceptually from realized access, which reflects actual use
(118). Food access can be operationalized as geographic proximity (e.g., distance
between a person’s home and the nearest grocery store), density (e.g., concentration
of fast food outlets or proportion of unhealthy to healthy food stores types within a
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defined geographic area) and variety (e.g., degree of different types of food outlets
within a specified area) (119).
Food access measures categorize food stores and restaurants as “healthy”
(e.g., supermarkets or fruit and vegetable markets) or “unhealthy” (e.g., fast-food
outlets and convenience stores). Using these classifications, food access measures are
considered a proxy for healthy food availability. Assuming that healthy food
availability varies by store type is not without merit, since food availability, food
quality, and affordability have been found to differ by store type (37, 120, 121).
Relying solely on food access to operationalize the quality of the FE, however, is
limited because neighbourhood differences in food availability (i.e., the underlying
characteristic theoretically associated with dietary behaviours) exist even after
accounting for store type (122-125). In addition, using only food access measures to
describe FEs ignores the fact that physical disabilities, lack of access to a vehicle for
grocery shopping, lack of culturally appropriate foods, and inadequate family income
can all impair food access (126-128). Despite the theoretical problems, food access is
used to characterize the FE because the data are relatively simple to obtain and
assessment methods are relatively easy to use. Questions about the reliability and
validity of food access measures have not been satisfactorily answered. Four
traditional data sources for food access data have been identified: fieldwork (e.g.,
“ground-truthing” to document whether an identified food store actually exists, and if
so, what type of food store it is), land use and parcel data (often available in
municipal GIS databases, these data contain information about land parcels and
buildings), health and agriculture department licensing data (collected at the
municipal level, the regional or county level, or the state or province level, these data
reflect public concerns such as food safety), and commercial business data (for
example, telephone directories, business directories, and company websites. In
general, studies examining food access necessitate the use of GIS to derive food
access scores for different areas.
Of the 20 systematic literature reviews that included more than one study
examining associations between food access and diet-related outcomes, 12 showed
mixed results (6, 9, 11, 77, 80, 99, 102-104, 109, 111, 113), and 8 showed generally
positive results (5, 21, 85, 87, 100, 105, 110, 112). These findings provide mixed
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support for Glanz and colleagues’ hypothesis that community nutrition environments
are associated with diet-related outcomes.
Five longitudinal studies have been published within the last year and were
not included in any of the reviews to date. These studies are among the first efforts to
examine food access over time and its association with dietary behaviours or weight.
The first prospective cohort study on point reported that supermarket access was
generally not related to diet quality or fruit and vegetable intake, but that fast food
access (defined as fast food outlets located within 3km of respondents’ homes) did
predict consumption of fast food among low income, male respondents (129).
Authors note that relying solely on food access may have caused null findings, and
suggest that evidence of health benefits of nearby supermarkets may reflect selfselection bias – a confounding individual-level factor related to both diet behaviours
and neighbourhood selection (129). Another study showed no relationship between
neighbourhood fast food access and fast food consumption in a large, national sample
of young adults in the U.S. (130). A third study found that only the neighbourhood
density of small grocery stores measure was significantly related to weight status
among urban residents over time (131). The fourth study assessed the association
between weight and proximity to food establishments over a 30-year period. Results
indicated that each 1km increase in distance to the closest fast food outlet was
associated with a 0.11 unit decrease in BMI, but only for women. Other food
environment characteristics were either inconsistently or not significantly associated
with BMI (132). The final longitudinal study, conducted among children, found that
differential exposure to food outlets did not independently explain weight gain over
time (133). All five longitudinal studies examining food access and diet-related
outcomes over time have found a limited impact among both children and adults,
although two (129, 132) show support for Lytle’s hypothesis that environmental
features explain more in terms of diet-related behaviours or outcomes in some
populations relative to others.
Consumer Nutrition Environment: Food Availability
Food availability pertains to the “consumer nutrition environment” (117) and
can be operationalized through check lists (e.g., yes/no questions on the availability of
specific foods) or shelf-space measures (e.g., linear length of shelf-space allotted to
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specific foods or food groups) (134). Measuring food availability overcomes some of
the limitations associated with relying solely on food access to define a healthy FE:
there is no need to assume store type is an adequate proxy for healthy food
availability when availability is directly measured. Despite this, social constructs such
as neighbourhood disorder, safety concerns, and residents’ concerns about food
quality may nonetheless impede residents’ use of local food stores where fresh
produce and other healthy foods might be available (135, 136).
Overall, food availability has increased over the past few decades, with
approximately 520 more calories available in 2003 than in 1970 in the U.S. (137) and
up to 530 more calories available in 2002 than in 1985 in Canada (138), mainly in the
form of salad oils, wheat flour, soft drinks and shortening (23). Only three reviews
included studies examining food availability in relation to dietary outcomes. Both
reviews on studies conducted among children found restaurant fruit and vegetable
availability predictive of intake. Specifically, one review found that three out of four
associations between restaurant fruit and vegetable availability and fruit and
vegetable intake were significant and positive, although one association between
grocery store fruit and vegetable availability was not correlated with fruit and
vegetable consumption (21). The other found that the only neighbourhood food
environment variable that received preliminary support in terms of determining
dietary behaviours was the availability of fruits and vegetables in restaurants (102).
The third review, examining evidence from studies conducted among adults,
suggested that good local availability of fruits and vegetables seems to be significantly
associated with intake, although the authors caution that evidence is limited (104).
Two recent studies examined neighbourhood food availability and were not
included in any reviews. One study found that neighbourhood availability of dark
green and orange vegetables was significantly associated with residents’ consumption
(139). Contrary to its hypothesis, another study found higher healthy food availability
associated with higher BMI among urban residents of predominantly white
neighbourhoods and with lower BMI among urban residents of predominantly black
and low-SES neighbourhoods (140). Pathways by which healthy food availability
impacts diet and weight status are still unclear.
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Consumer nutrition environment: Food Affordability
The inverse relationship between energy density and energy cost has been
well-documented, and is reflected in the lower cost of diets high in refined grains and
added fats and sugars being compared to diets based on whole grains, fresh
vegetables and fruits and lean meats and dairy (141-143). The cost of healthy food
has risen much faster than unhealthy foods in the U.S. (18% price increase for healthy
foods and -1.8% increase for unhealthy foods between 2004 and 2006 in Seattle)
(144) and Australia (14-18% price increase in healthy foods, but no difference in
unhealthy foods) (145). In a number of studies conducted in various microenvironmental settings such as cafeterias in workplaces and schools, decreasing the
cost of targeted “healthy foods” consistently resulted in increased consumption,
regardless of visual promotion (45, 146-149). Given the importance of food
affordability for the diet quality of populations, as well as its potential amenability to
policy change (e.g., through subsidization or taxes), researchers have begun to
examine the impact of food affordability in neighbourhood settings as well. Of five
reviews including more than one study on food affordability, all found significant,
positive associations between healthy food affordability and diet-related outcomes.
Two reviews among children found food cost to be an important determinant of
dietary behaviours, particularly for lower-income children (98, 101). All other reviews
examined studies conducted among both youth and adults. One found greater cost
barriers to fast food consumption to be associated with healthier diets and reduced
levels of obesity (110), another found that affordability of fruits and vegetables was
associated with lower gains in BMI (80). The final review indicated that price might be
a more salient determinant of dietary intake than food access, particularly for fast
food intake (109).Measures of food affordability, like other measures of FE
constructs, are inconsistent, which may partly explain inconsistent findings. Overall,
few studies have examined associations between neighbourhood food affordability
and diet-related outcomes.
In a recent longitudinal study among young adults, a 10% increase in the price
of fast food was associated with a 13.2% reduction in the probability of obesity for
men, although this effect was no longer significant after controlling for other sociodemographic factors, indicating that these factors may overcome the effect of food
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prices for young adults (150). Food and restaurant prices have been found to exert
small effects on weight outcomes, although these findings vary by socioeconomic
status, with the association between prices and weight stronger among more
disadvantaged populations, which supports Lytle’s hypothesis that individuals
experiencing more restrictions may be more dependent on immediate food
environment features than less restricted individuals (151, 152). One recent study
found no association between neighbourhood healthy food price score and weight
status (153), although relative higher food prices of fruits and vegetables has been
associated with lower frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption (154), lower fibre
intake, and higher BMI among children (151, 155, 156). On the other hand, relative
higher prices of fast food have been associated with better diet quality among young
children (151).
Consumer nutrition environment: Food Quality
Few studies have assessed neighbourhood food quality (116). Food quality,
like availability and affordability, is an attribute of the neighbourhood food supply
that is most often subsumed by food access measures (i.e., store type is used as a
proxy for food quality). This strategy is not without merit, as food quality has been
found to vary by store type, with convenience stores generally selling fresh produce
of lower quality than grocery stores (37, 157). Food quality is related to food
availability in that the quality of available foods acts as a determinant of food
purchasing behaviours. Poor food quality (e.g., withered or bruised fresh produce,
rotting meat, and expired canned foods) acts as a deterrent of food purchasing (158).
None of the 27 literature reviews assessed here addressed food quality.
In summary, food access is often used as a proxy for features of the consumer
nutrition environment, particularly food availability, because food access measures
are easier and less resource-intensive to create and use. Findings from the literature
review suggest that while food access is the most commonly studied characteristic to
date, food affordability may be a more important neighbourhood determinant of
diet-related outcomes. Many of the literature reviews have found mixed findings;
reasons for this will be discussed in the recommendations section. The following
discussion describes subjectively-measured FE characteristics.
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3.3.2 Subjectively-Measured Characteristics
The majority of the literature reviews described here included objective FE
measures to the exclusion of residents’ perceptions. Despite this, assessing residents’
perceptions of their FEs is an important contribution to establishing an ecological
perspective, and was recommended by six of the reviews assessed (5, 6, 80, 99, 107,
113). “An important consideration in assessing the FE in the context of an ecologic
model is how the individual chooses to behave in the environment” (159) (p. S140).
Considering individual perceptions is appropriate given the suitability of an ecological
perspective for examining dietary outcomes.
Residents’ perceptions differ significantly from observed aspects of the FE
(160, 161), consistent with research examining perceived vs. objective aspects of
physical activity environments (162). Perceptions of FE constructs may be more
strongly correlated with food-related behaviours such as food purchasing (43) and
diet quality (42, 163) than objective FE measures. Including individual residents’
perceptions in FE studies may advance the understanding of how individuals intersect
with their environments (159), and may inform policy recommendations. Finding that
objective but not perceptive access to food is associated with diet quality has very
different policy implications than finding the opposite. In the first case, findings would
suggest that improved access (i.e., more grocery stores, fewer fast food outlets) may
improve health. In the second case, findings would suggest that strategies to improve
residents’ perceptions of their local FEs should be pursued. Questions about how
individuals interact with their environments to procure food and to eat have not been
adequately addressed in the current literature (164-166). As eloquently stated by
Cummins (166), “Without a deeper and more complex understanding of how
‘environment’ gets into the ‘body’, interventions based exclusively upon existing
theoretical models will never be able to fulfill their public health potential.” (p. 197)
Examining residents’ perceptions may also inform the criticism outlined
above regarding the validity of only using food access measures to characterise FEs. In
terms of whether food access measures adequately capture other FE characteristics,
emerging research indicates that food availability may, in fact, be a construct
separate and distinct from food access. For example, residents’ perceptions of
neighbourhood healthy food availability showed only a low correlation with the
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density of supermarkets within a one mile radius of their homes (160), which led
study authors to conclude that perceived healthy food availability may indeed be
tapping into a different construct than food access. Importantly, residents’ positive
perceptions of availability of fruits and vegetables were positively associated with
intake, regardless of food store type and location, which are two key aspects of food
access measures (163). Similar to objective measures, FE perceptions have been
inconsistently associated with outcomes. One study conducted in the U.S. found no
association between perceived neighbourhood affordability and fruit and vegetable
intake (163), while an Australian study found that residents’ perceptions of
neighbourhood food affordability almost wholly mediated the association between
socioeconomic position and diet quality (42). Finally, perceptions of the quality of
fresh produce have been associated with fruit and vegetable consumption (124) and
identified as an important factor in food choices (167).
In summary, residents’ perceptions can inform objective FE research. Using
subjective measures to characterise FEs can complement objectively-measured
characteristics and also contribute to an ecological understanding of FEs. The
following section addresses how neighbourhoods, particular geographic contexts that
have been identified as relevant settings for food environment research and action,
have been conceptualized and defined.
3.4

Neighbourhood: Conception and Definition
Zenk and colleagues (2) defined the neighbourhood FE as “a group of factors

including the types of retail food outlets and the availability, quality, and price of
different kinds of foods, such as prepared foods, fresh produce, and other groceries,
in a given geographical area” (p. 61). In this definition, the authors summarize in one
sentence the constructs of the FE most frequently assessed in the literature.
Alternative definitions of neighbourhoods are relevant for different research
questions, and the relevant geographic area may vary according to the processes
through which the area effect is hypothesized to operate (168). Operationalizing
neighbourhoods for research is a challenging endeavour, because people live and
function in multiple settings; people live and work in multiple geographic areas and
influential environments are often nested, and; single neighbourhoods contain
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multiple types of environments, including physical, social, cultural, and policy
environments (169).
“Neighbourhoods” in FE research have been operationalized as pre-defined
administrative areas, ego-centered areas (e.g., Euclidean or network-distance buffer
zones around homes), and activity spaces. The majority of studies to date have relied
on administrative boundaries (5, 113, 119), partly because many potentially relevant
and publicly available data exists at the level of census tracts or agglomeration areas,
and partly because individuals can be easily aggregated into administrative
boundaries. In addition, administrative boundaries are useful for policy applications,
since governing bodies have jurisdiction over administratively-bounded areas..
Administrative boundaries, however, do not necessarily represent neighbourhoods as
experienced by residents (170), nor are they based on geographic scales that would
theoretically influence the outcome of interest.
Buffer zones are ego-centered geographic areas created for respondents’
home address or other places of interest (e.g., schools or worksites). If
neighbourhoods are conceived as buffer zones, individual data cannot be aggregated
because buffer zones are specific to each point (e.g., home or school). Acknowledging
this difficulty, however, it may be more theoretically justified to use buffer zones than
administrative boundaries because it is likely that residents would perceive
neighbourhoods as including their home and the surrounding area, which a buffer
zone captures. There is no consensus around what buffer zone scale is most
associated with residents’ weight or diet quality, although buffer zones should
theoretically capture areas where food is procured. A recent review reported that
buffer sizes around residences ranged from 100m to almost 5km (5).
One limitation associated with both administrative boundaries and buffers is
the assumption that people stay in their neighbourhoods to purchase foods and/or to
eat out. In other words, neighbourhood FE research assumes that individuals buy
food in their own census tracts, buffer zones, or zip codes – an assumption for which
there is no evidence (5, 43, 84, 171). One U.S. study found that people travel an
average of three to five miles for food-related purchasing (172). It has further been
suggested that individuals can sometimes travel far geographical distances for food to
places that are “relationally” proximate because of social ties or previous familiarity
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(173, 174). This limitation is also relevant to Lytle’s hypothesis, that individual and
social factors can moderate associations between FE features and outcomes.
Specifically, while people are able to move out of their administrative boundaries or
buffer zones to procure food, the area relevant to diet-related outcomes may be
moderated by car ownership, access to public transportation, and mobility issues,
among other factors.
The size of geographic area relevant to different health outcomes is still
poorly understood, although recent research on “activity spaces” relevant to diet and
physical activity has begun to address this question (175-177). This most recent
stream of research fits theoretically within a socio-ecological framework in that it
examines how people interact with their environments to procure food, and on a
larger scale than qualitative inquiry would allow. Activity spaces have been
operationalized differently, and have been found to vary by individual sociodemographic characteristics (in support of Lytle’s hypothesis) and by activity space
definition. Importantly, activity space research could provide a more solid evidence
base for policies related to supporting healthy food systems than the current state of
the evidence, which mainly examines residential neighbourhoods (5).
4. Recommendations
Huang and Glass (178) recommended a multilevel obesity research strategy,
characterized by cross-disciplinary questions and research strategies, building
capacity in multilevel research, and maintaining a global perspective on obesity. They
note that the dominant, individual-level focus in obesity research has been
inadequate to achieve population-level change and argue that, “Until healthy eating
and physical activity become naturally embedded in everyday life, there is little
chance that the burden of the obesity epidemic will diminish.” (p. 1813). In order to
fulfill the goals of building cross-disciplinary research teams and multilevel study
designs, several gaps in the current FE literature must be addressed. The following
discussion aims to highlight challenges in the field and to provide recommendations
for future research. In the current review of literature reviews and conceptual papers,
the most commonly-recommended directions for future research were to develop
and refine valid and reliable FE assessment methods, and to use these methods
consistently in studies (78% of reviews and 73% of conceptual papers), to examine
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whether associations between FE characteristics and diet-related outcomes are
mediated or moderated by intra- and inter-personal variables (67% of reviews and
36% of conceptual papers), to engage in longitudinal studies and natural experiments
(63% of reviews and 50% of conceptual papers), and to use theory and conceptual
models to inform study design, FE assessment method selection, and outcomes of
interest (48% of reviews and 73% of conceptual papers). Other common themes
included recommending replication of studies and improved study methods to
increase comparability among studies (44% of reviews and 14% of conceptual
papers), operationalizing neighbourhood based on theoretical considerations (44% of
reviews and 27% of conceptual papers), using multilevel study designs and analytic
models (26% of reviews and 18% of conceptual papers), and to use multidisciplinary
teams to address complex issues of the FE (22% of reviews and 23% of conceptual
papers).
4.1

Theory and Conceptual Models
A recent review noted, “It is remarkable that within the abundance of studies

of environmental influences on overweight, clear, conceptually sound hypotheses of
the underlying process by which environmental factors impact on behaviour are
lacking.” (53), (p. e140). The lack of peer-reviewed reward structure for employing
conceptual models and the multidisciplinary nature of food environment research
have been identified as challenges to increasing the rate at which researchers rely on
conceptual models to inform their studies (179). While different models may
resonate with different disciplines (for example, Forsyth and colleagues’ model (94)
may resonate with urban planners and Rose and colleagues’ (79) model might be
more salient for economists), this paper argues that Glanz and colleagues’ model (1)
and Lytle’s model (83) are useful across disciplines, and provide a useful way of both
categorizing food environment characteristics as well as hypothesizing that increasing
individual and social restrictions result in an increased proportion of variance in
eating behaviours explained by food environments. The conceptual models should be
improved and refined based on recent evidence (94, 110), and should underlie
research and interventions (11, 104).
In addition to explicitly theorizing about how FEs affect diet-related
outcomes, the way neighbourhood is operationalized should also be theoretically-
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founded (7, 11). Justifications for why and how neighbourhood is defined should be
explicit and tied to outcomes. Future work could look at effects of different
geographic scales and address why some associations between aspects of the FE and
diet-related outcomes vary by scale.
4.2

Study Design and Measurement Strategies
A number of study design issues have been addressed, including the

inconsistent methodologies used to assess FEs (9, 104), psychometric and ecometric
evaluation of assessment methods, the need for mixed-methods study designs and
the high prevalence of cross-sectional research on point.
4.2.1 Inconsistent Measures:
The issue of inconsistent measurement and the concomitant inability to
adequately compare studies is the most commonly-cited challenge, with 78% of
reviews and 73% of conceptual papers addressing this particular issue. Several
reviews that were determined to be out-of-scope for the current review focus
exclusively on assessment methods (119, 134, 180-182), and point to the need for
researchers to develop and refine valid and reliable tools as well as to test their
application in a variety of subgroups. Currently, over 500 articles and instruments that
assess aspects of FEs have been compiled by the National Cancer Institute (see
https://riskfactor.cancer.gov/mfe/). One recent systematic review noted the wide
range of methods by which researchers classify food outlets (117); another noted that
most studies used their own definition of “fast food” in fast food access studies (9).
Given that the National Cancer Institute already maintains a database of FE measures,
it may be a logical body to also propose definitions of food outlet types.
In addition to the variety of actual FE assessment methods, geographic
metrics used vary widely (7, 12). Within the general categories of administrative units,
buffer zones, and activity spaces (discussed above), there are no “gold standards”
when it comes to which geographic scale best captures meaningful FE exposures.
Future research should provide explicit rational for operationalizing neighbourhood to
improve study comparability and to clarify the meaning of different boundaries and
measures (11). FE-related activity space research, which examines individuals’
movements and travel within their environments, can be used to examine
accessibility to services based on travel patterns rather than residential locale.
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Recently, activity space research methods have been applied to food environments
(175-177); these methods have been identified as being on the forefront of food
environment research advancement (183)
4.2.2 Psychometric and Ecometric Measurement Approaches:
Lytle asked, “To what psychometric standards should tools that assess the FE
be held?” (92)(p. S135). She distinguished psychometrics (the field of study concerned
with measurement theory and methods, including reliability and validity) from
ecometrics (community members’ perceptions of their neighbourhoods), and
suggested how traditional psychometric terms translate to FE characteristics. For
example, construct validity is “the extent to which the measure ‘behaves’ in a way
consistent with theoretical hypotheses” (p. S136). Several studies have attempted to
assess construct validity by assessing agreement between residents’ perceptions and
at least one objective measure (41, 160, 184, 185). These studies generally indicate
that food environment measures (particularly subjective vs. objective) are not
strongly associated (41, 160, 184). Only one study used more than one objectivelydefined measure in its analyses (184) and none have simultaneously considered how
different objective measures of the food environment might be related to each other.
The question of whether different objective measures are truly measuring the
constructs they purport to measure remains. Because measures differ in the
resources needed to implement, there is a need among both researchers and
practitioners to know how closely a healthy food environment characterised by one
method corresponds to its characterization by another method. By examining several
methods simultaneously in the same population, it will become clearer whether less
resource intensive methods will provide similar results to more resource intensive
methods. Future research should explore whether traditional psychometric methods
such as a multitrait-multimethod matrix (186) and/or factor analysis (187) could be
applied to FE measures. Moreover, cost-benefit analyses would also make unique
contributions to determine the relative quality of output from various methods
relative to the resources required to implement.
4.2.3 Mixed-Methods Study Designs:
Most studies have used either quantitative or qualitative methods to assess
FEs. Including FE perceptions in quantitative studies is suitable for an ecological
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approach and was recommended by 22% of the reviews and 23% of the conceptual
papers. While appropriate methods differ given the research question, conducting
mixed-methods study in the same area can help to elucidate how people feel and
think about their environments with respect to food access, availability, affordability,
and quality (92, 188). Several questions could be assessed with mixed-method
designs, including, “How well do objective assessment methods capture residents’
lived experiences?” or “Do objective or perceptive characteristics better predict
outcomes of interest?” In general, residents’ perceptions are not strongly correlated
with objectively-measured environmental characteristics, and individual- and
neighbourhood-level factors can affect FE perceptions (17, 160, 189). The importance
of establishing how closely objectively measured vs. subjectively derived FE
characteristics predict outcomes is in the policy implications, described above.
4.2.4 Overreliance on cross-sectional study designs:
Sixty percent of the reviews and half of the conceptual papers examined here
recommended that future studies employ longitudinal designs and take advantage of
natural experiments (e.g., the opening or closing of a large supermarket), since crosssectional studies limit causal inferences. The longitudinal studies to date examining
food access have found limited (129, 131, 132) or no effect (130, 133) on diet-related
outcomes. Future longitudinal studies should incorporate aspects of the consumer
nutrition environment in addition to food access measures.
4.2.5 Data Limitations
Several important data limitations have been identified in the FE literature.
Three main limitations with respect to data have been identified. First, detail and
completeness of data are not uniform across regions or research questions. FE data
available from different data sources can be disparate, with corresponding
implications for study findings (94). Selection of data sources should be explicitly
outlined in methods sections, along with details regarding data quality. Second, as
with any methodological literature, complex data structures require complex
statistical models and reporting. Researchers must consider benefits and drawbacks
to using aggregate data (e.g., giving the mean score of responses from individuals
living within a census block group) vs. buffer zone data (e.g., each household has its
own unique buffer zone, even though buffer zones can overlap). Finally, there are
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several considerations related to data given the relative newness of the field.
Specifically, the large amount of data collected in some studies may lead researchers
to conduct atheoretical statistical tests, which may lead to statistically significant
findings due to chance. In addition, gold standard FE assessment methods have not
yet been described; little is known about how well methods assessing different
constructs predict outcomes. Moreover, methods that purportedly measure certain
constructs (e.g., food availability and food affordability) are more time and resource
intensive to implement than those measuring food access. It is still unclear whether
investing the time and resources into using FE checklists or shelf-space measurements
rather than GIS-derived food access measures are worth the extra investment (in
terms of better predicting outcomes of interest). Studies aimed at examining
construct validity that employ more than one type of FE measure could contribute to
answering the questions of the importance of certain trait-method variables in
predicting diet-related outcomes.
4.2.6 Contexts
Contexts are common considerations in health geography and social
epidemiology. FEs may not “get into the body” the same way in all communities.
Community characteristics include predominant culture, area-level income, social
capital, and built and natural environments in which the neighbourhoods are situated.
For example, a predominantly upper-class neighbourhood with high rates of vehicle
ownership might be far less dependent on their immediate environments for food
than an area in which very few residents own vehicles and access to public
transportation is poor. Reviews have identified the need to examine where people
actually procure food and eat (94); to explore whether individual-level factors such as
whether someone works at home, the elderly, or those with reduced mobility are
disproportionately affected by area exposures (11); to examine the influence of the
FE on minorities and children (53, 110, 190), and; to seek a broader understanding of
historical, political and cultural underpinnings to socioeconomic characteristics and
racial segregation in an area (9). Using Lytle’s model as a conceptual framework will
help organize study designs aimed at assessing how contexts influence the
relationship between FE characteristics and diet-related outcomes. In addition,
researchers should explore cross-level interactions to examine whether certain
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individual factors moderate relationship between environments and outcomes.
Finally, researchers should pursue activity space research (e.g., (176, 177)) to
determine theoretically meaningful places and to explore how activity spaces vary by
individual and social restrictions.
5. Conclusion
This paper examines literature reviews and conceptual papers to situate FE
research within an ecological approach, and recommends two particularly salient
conceptual models for consideration in future research. FE characteristics have been
described, common operationalizations of neighbourhoods have been examined, and
future directions for the field have been recommended. This chapter argues that
while different measures and definitions of neighbourhoods may be appropriate for
different areas of inquiry, method selection and neighbourhood operationalization
should be explicitly and theoretically justified. Promising avenues of research include
work on activity spaces, particularly related to food procurement, and greater
consideration of psychometric evaluation of FE constructs. Finally, researchers should
consider the policy implications of their findings (20). Policies related to the FE are
becoming increasingly common (19, 191-193). While many factors are at play in
determining policies related to food environments (19), there may be a window of
opportunity in terms of public support for FE policies. The recommendations have
been presented here in the hopes that stronger evidence will help facilitate policy
decisions aimed at improving public health.
Although two conceptual models were presented as especially salient for
guiding FE research (Glanz and colleagues’ model and Lytle’s model), the remainder of
this dissertation employs Glanz and colleagues’ model for study design, variable
selection, and statistical analyses, to keep the scope of the dissertation manageable
and to test construct validity of the constructs proposed by Glanz and colleagues as
well as hypothesized pathways by which food environments “get under the skin” of
residents. As mentioned, Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual model has been presented
as a useful way of organizing food environment constructs and Lytle’s model
hypothesizes how social and individual restrictions modify associations between food
environments and diet-related health outcomes. While the following three studies
presented in this dissertation employ Glanz and colleagues’ model for the overarching
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objective of construct validation of environmental measures, future research should
employ Lytle’s model to examine how social and individual restrictions in fact modify
the relationship between food environments and outcomes of interest. Such a study
could, for example, examine food environment variables as predictors of diet-related
health outcomes through the creation of income-specific statistical models to
examine how neighbourhood food affordability predicts diet quality for low income
relative to high income. This type of study would also be useful for policymakers who
may want to support “priority neighbourhoods”. If Lytle’s hypothesis is supported
empirically, policymakers could be encouraged to act to improve food environments
in areas where a significant proportion of the population is “restricted”, either
through reduced income, reduced mobility, or other social or individual restrictions
that may be more reliant on their immediate environments for food.
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Table 2-1: Description of conceptual models relevant to food environment research presented by year
Author,
year
Booth et
al, 2001

Ecological levels included

Diez
Roux,
2003

Intrapersonal: stress and psychosocial
factors
Interpersonal: social environment (e.g.,
social support and cohesion, social
norms)
Organizational: n/a Community:
physical environment (e.g., availability
and cost of healthy foods)
Public Policy: n/a

Intrapersonal: self-identities, genetics,
physiology, social roles, sociodemographics
Interpersonal: relationships, cultural
identities
Organizational: Behaviour settings
include workplace, school, day care
Community: Behaviour settings include
food stores, restaurants, and
neighbourhoods
Public Policy: proximal and distal
leverage points (e.g., food industry,
government, information industry)

Constructs
Addressed
Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability,
barriers and
facilitators
to healthy
eating

Outcome

Description

Dietary
behaviours

Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability

Cardiovascular risk
or disease

An ecological model for physical activity and eating behaviour
is presented. Hypothesized influences on nutrition related to
food stores included packaging of healthful foods, coupons
for processed foods, prevalence of small stores in
disadvantaged areas, perceived food cost, junk food
placement, in-store promotion of healthy foods, shelf-space
of healthy foods, and portion size/unit packaging. Influences
related to neighbourhoods included the presence of vending
machines, fast food outlets and farmers' markets, outdoor
advertising, and supermarket and minimart access. Influences
related to restaurants included portion size, limited choices
of healthy foods, prompting for additional items, pricing for
combination meals, availability of nutrition information, food
processing or preparation, and consumption incentives.
Proximal factors are considered enablers of choice, while
distal factors are considered behavioural settings, proximal
and distal leverage points.
The aim of the model is to represent hypothesized causal
pathways by which environmental features influence the
development of cardiovascular disease. The conceptual
model includes the "availability and relative cost of healthy
foods" and "food and tobacco advertising" as two of eight
features of the physical environment related to diet that
impacts proximate biological factors (such as blood pressure
and BMI), which can lead to cardiovascular disease. Features
of the FE may be socio-economically patterned, although
little research has focused on relationships between FEs and
outcomes.
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Author,
year
Glanz et
al, 2005

Papas et
al, 2007

White,
2007

Ecological levels included
Intrapersonal: psychosocial factors;
perceived nutrition environment; sociodemographics
Interpersonal: psychosocial factors
Organizational: home; school, work
Community: aspects of community and
consumer nutrition environments
Public Policy: government and industry
policies; information environment
Intrapersonal: genetics, sociodemographics
Interpersonal: family and peer
influences
Organizational: n/a
Community: Economic influences (food
access, cost)
Public Policy: n/a
Intrapersonal: educational attainment;
aspirations and expectations; inherited
wealth; dietary knowledge
Interpersonal: socioeconomic position;
culturally determined dietary and food
purchasing norms
Organizational: healthiness of prepared
food from fast-food outlets
Community: healthiness grocery
purchases; use of supermarkets or local
convenience stores
Public Policy: n/a

Constructs
Addressed
Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability,
barriers and
facilitators
to healthy
eating
Food access,
food
affordability

Outcome

Description

Dietary
behaviours

This parsimonious, ecological model indicates that FE
features may act as direct moderators of eating patterns or
may mediate the relationship by acting on individual
variables, which then impact eating patterns. Sociodemographics may mediate and/or moderate the impact of
environmental variables on eating patterns.

Weight

The ecological model presents food consumption as
mediating the relationship between FEs and body weight.
Food consumption is also affected by individual factors
(genetics, socioeconomic characteristics, and other individual
characteristics) and social factors (family and peer influences,
and socioeconomic characteristics).

Food access,
food
availability

Dietary
behaviours

In the hypothesized causal model presented by the author,
food retailing factors mediate the relationship between
socioeconomic factors and dietary intake. The author
suggests that evidence for both the existence of food deserts
and the impact of food retailing on dietary behaviours is
mixed, and that the most robust evidence to date suggests
that food retail access does not profoundly influence dietary
consumption (in the UK).
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Author,
year
Story et
al, 2008

Ecological levels included

Daniel et
al, 2008

Intrapersonal: psychosocial factors,
individual SES and resources
Interpersonal: social capital
Organizational: educational facilities
Community: opportunities to procure
healthy foods
Public Policy: health/social services

Intrapersonal: cognitions, attitudes,
biological factors
Interpersonal: family, friends, peers
Organizational: work sites, schools,
child care
Community: neighbourhoods and
communities, supermarkets,
convenience and corner stores,
restaurants
Public Policy: societal and cultural
norms, food marketing and media,
economic systems, government and
political structures and policies

Constructs
Addressed
Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability,
barriers and
facilitators
to healthy
eating

Outcome

Description

Dietary
behaviours

Food access

Cardiovascular risk
or disease

An ecologic conceptual framework is presented. The authors
situate "neighbourhoods and communities", "restaurants and
fast food outlets", "supermarkets", and "convenience and
corner stores" within "Physical environments (settings)", the
third most proximal level to actual behaviours (individual
factors and the social environment are considered more
proximal; macro-level environments are considered more
distal). Levels are seen as interacting and all directly or
indirectly contribute to shaping dietary behaviours. Access to
supermarkets and grocery stores is suggested to be an
important determinant of dietary behaviour and is also
suggested to be socio-economically patterned with poorer
and rural areas having decreased access to supermarkets.
Both community and consumer nutrition environments are
identified as promising venues for positive change. The
authors also identify eating foods prepared away from home
as a potentially important intervention setting.
This ecological model focuses on biological plausibility of place
impacting cardio-metabolic disease. Opportunities to access
healthy foods are considered contextual factors that interact
with structural factors to affect both the indirect-cognitive path
(psychosocial factors) and the direct-contextual path (nonconscious perceptions, individual SES and resources), which then
affects allostatic load. Weight status and allostatic load interact
to cause cardio-metabolic disease. Many epistemological
perspectives in trans-disciplinary studies of health and place are
needed. Difficulties in ascribing causality to associations
between place and health include modest strength of
associations; limited grounds for demonstrating temporal order
and; biological plausibility.
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Author,
year
Black &
Macinko,
2008

Ford &
Dze-waltowski,
2008
Brug et
al, 2008

Ecological levels included
Intrapersonal: genetics; attitudes
and norms
Interpersonal: social support and
capital
Organizational: not explicit
Community: access to high quality
food; physical features
Public Policy: social, historical and
political factors
Intrapersonal: SES
Interpersonal: not explicit
Organizational: not explicit
Community: quality of the retail FE
Public Policy: not explicit
Intrapersonal: Demographic and
psychosocial factors
Interpersonal: Micro socio-cultural
factors
Organizational: not explicit
Community: Physical environments
Public Policy: Macro-level political,
economic and socio-cultural
environments

Constructs
Addressed
Food access,
food quality,
food
availability

Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability
Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability

Outcome

Description

Weight
status

Neighbourhoods act as moderators on health behaviours, a
relationship which may also be mediated by individual-level
variables. Neighbourhoods may also act as mediators in the
relationship between social, historical and political factors and
individual factors.

Dietary
behaviour
s

SES moderates the impact of FEs on eating behaviours.
Specifically, higher SES is protective at all levels of FE quality. High
quality FEs are identified as ones in which good-quality healthy
foods are accessible and available.

Dietary
behaviour
s

The ANGELO framework and the EnRG model organize the extant
research and recommend future research strategies. The EnRG
model is a dual-process model recognizing that behaviours can be
direct, automatic responses to environmental cues or can be the
result of conscious beliefs and decisions. EnRG hypothesizes that
FE characteristics categorized by the ANGELO framework can have
a direct influence on dietary behaviours by triggering more or less
automatic responses to environmental cues. The authors note the
lack of well-designed studies on point lead to a lack of strong
evidence for the crucial importance of FEs in causing overeating.
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Author,
year
Chow et
al, 2009

Lytle,
2009

Mayer,
2009

Ecological levels included

Constructs
Addressed
Intrapersonal: Psychosocial
Food access,
behaviour, biologic risk factors
food
Interpersonal: Social networks,
availability,
social capital
food
Organizational: not explicit
affordability,
Community: Access and availability barriers and
of healthy food choices
facilitators to
Public Policy: food policy,
healthy
advertising, promotion of healthy
eating.
vs unhealthy foods
Intrapersonal: individual factors
Food access,
Interpersonal: social factors
food
Organizational: social factors
availability,
Community: environmental factors food
Public Policy: not explicit
affordability

Intrapersonal: Income, education,
socio-demographics
Interpersonal: culture
Organizational: Schools
Community: food access
Public Policy: not explicit

Food quality,
food access,
food
affordability

Outcome

Description

Cardiovascular
risk or
disease

Neighbourhood FE features related to diet include aspects of both
community nutrition environments (relative access to healthy vs.
unhealthy food stores; variety and quality of stores; variety and
quality of restaurants; vending machine availability) and consumer
nutrition environments (food costs, in-store retail environments,
relative availability of healthy and unhealthy items in stores and
restaurants).

Dietary
behaviour
s

The author presents a conceptual model that examines the
proportion of variance in eating behaviours explained by
individual, social, and environmental factors. This conceptual
model hypothesizes that as individual and social restrictions
increase, environmental factors explain an increasing proportion
of eating behaviours. The author provides examples related to
psychometric testing of FE assessment methods, and discusses
relevant measurement issues in the field.
In the ecological model presented, the community FE is seen as
interacting with community-level physical, political, and economic
features, with various other theoretical models, and with
community characteristics (including income, education,
race/ethnicity) to impact food quality, convenience, and cost,
which themselves interact with the theoretical frameworks to
impact on community dietary behaviour and childhood obesity.

Weight
status
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Author,
year
Diez
Roux,
2010

Forsyth
et al,
2010

Rose et
al, 2010

Ecological levels included
Intrapersonal: stress, behavioural
mediators, biological attributes
Interpersonal: neighbourhood
social environments
Organizational: not explicit
Community: neighbourhood
physical environments (e.g., food
resources)
Public Policy: inequalities in
resource distribution
Intrapersonal: taste preferences;
health concerns
Interpersonal: social/household
context
Organizational: social context
Community: store and restaurant
access; seasonal availability of
food; opportunities for gardening
Public Policy: local agriculture
Intrapersonal: tastes and
preferences; income; age,
ethnicity, education; car ownership
Interpersonal: social acceptability
Organizational: in-store
characteristics; social acceptability
Community: travel cost; food cost;
neighbourhood food access
Public Policy: not explicit

Constructs
Addressed
Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability

Outcome
Health

Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability

Dietary
behaviour
s

Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability,
barriers and
facilitators to
healthy eating

Dietary
behaviour

Description
In the conceptual model presented in this article, residential
segregation by race and SEP can reinforce inequalities in resource
distribution, such as neighbourhood physical environments
(including food resources). Neighbourhood physical and social
environments interact to produce outcomes related to
behavioural mediators and stress, which interact to impact health.
Historically, neighbourhood research has been atheoretical and
has relied on convenient data. More recently, the development
and refinement of neighbourhood-level environmental measures
has resulted in researchers being able to adopt more theoretical
approaches.
In the conceptual framework proposed by the authors, personal
constraints are seen as moderating an individual’s preference for
specific foods, while a land-use and transportation factors related
to food availability and access (e.g., access to stores and
restaurants, food cost, availability of food) moderate the
relationship between food preference and purchasing and
consumption behaviours.

The authors present an economic model of food choice, adapted to
include neighbourhood effects. In the proposed model, the
relationship between neighbourhood food access and food
purchasing is mediated by a number of intra- and inter-personal
factors including travel cost, food cost, promotional effects, social
acceptability, and tastes and preference. The authors argue for a
multidimensional approach to studying links between food access and
dietary behaviours, and note that in general, findings from the studies
that have used multi-dimensional measures of access show significant
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relationships between the neighbourhood FE and dietary behaviours.

Author,
year
Giskes et
al, 2011

Ecological levels included

Casey et
al, 2011

Intrapersonal: biologics,
demographics, psychosocial
Interpersonal: social support,
cultural and normative constraints
Organizational: not explicit
Community: Spatial accessibility of
food stores and restaurants
Public Policy: not explicit

Intrapersonal: not explicit
Interpersonal: not explicit
Organizational: not explicit
Community: FE
Public Policy: not explicit

Constructs
Addressed
Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability,
food quality
Food access,
food
availability,
food
affordability,
barriers and
facilitators to
healthy eating

Outcome

Description

Dietary
behaviour
s and
weight
status

The simple conceptual model presented by the authors indicates
that dietary intakes mediate the relationship between the FE and
weight status. In other words, dietary intakes are identified as the
mechanism by which FEs impact weight status.

Weight
status

The second conceptual model presented by the authors indicates
that features of the built environment (including food access)
interacts with the social environment to impact food and physical
activity behaviours, as well as overall health. The relationship
between built environment features and behaviours is modified,
mediated, and/or confounded by individual characteristics and
characteristics of the social environment (such as population
density, collective functioning, and social networks).
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Table 2-2: Reviews and support for Glanz and colleagues’ model and Lytle’s model.
Author,
Year

Outcome

Subjects

Nutrition
environment
addressed

Main Findings

Glanz et
al’s model

Lytle’s
model

Richter
et al,
2000
Booth et
al 2005

Dietary
behaviou
r
Obesity

Youth

Consumer

+

n/a

Youth
and
adults

Community

-

+

MatsonKoffman
et al,
2005

Dietary
behaviou
r

Youth
and
adults

Consumer

+

n/a

Taylor et
al, 2005

Dietary
behaviou
r
Dietary
behaviou
r

Youth

Community
and
Consumer
Community
and
Consumer

+

+

Mixed

+

Dietary
behaviou
r

African
America
n adults

Only one of 16 studies examining environments related to nutrition or
physical activity examined an aspect of the FE in relation to a dietary
outcome. This study found food availability associated with residents’ diets.
Only one of nine articles reviewed addressed FE features (fast food access).
No relationship was found between weight status in low-income children and
proximity to fast food outlets. Limitations in environmental research include
use of self-reported BMI and indirect measures of place (e.g., GIS-or censusdefined) rather than environmental audits.
Of nine community-level interventions related to food availability and
affordability, most showed some association with improved nutrition. Four
out of five quasi-experimental designs showed positive associations while
one showed negative associations; three out of four non-experimental
designs showed positive associations while one showed mixed results (i.e.,
associations were positive in certain populations).
Food cost is the most important determinant of food choice when income is
restricted. The increased availability and marketing of fast foods is also
concerning in terms of dietary behaviours.
Thirteen associations between FE factors and fruit and vegetable intake were
examined. Only three were significant and in the hypothesized direction.
Good local availability of fruits and vegetables seems to be positively related
to intake, although evidence is limited.
Only two studies addressed environmental features related to dietary intake
among African Americans, and both found positive associations between FE
characteristics and diet quality.

+

+

Kamphui
s et al,
2006
Casagrande
et al,
2007

Adults

Community
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Author,
Year

Outcome

Subjects

Nutrition
environment
addressed

Main Findings

Glanz et
al’s model

Lytle’s
model

Faith et
al, 2007

Dietary
behaviou
r and
obesity

Adults

Community
and
Consumer

+

n/a

Giskes et
al, 2007

Dietary
behaviou
rs

Adults

Community
and
Consumer

Mixed

n/a

van der
Horst, et
al, 2007

Dietary
behaviou
rs

Youth

Community
and
Consumer

+

n/a

Papas et
al, 2007

Obesity

Youth
and
adults

Community
and
Consumer

+

+

Story et
al, 2008

Dietary
behaviou
rs

Youth
and
adults

Community
and
Consumer

Three macrolevel approaches related FEs were reviewed: taxing or
subsidizing foods, manipulating food access, and restricting access to certain
foods. Findings from the limited data on point indicated that subsidizing
healthy foods increases purchases of those foods. No studies examined
effects of taxation on dietary outcomes. In terms of manipulating or
restricting food access, evidence was less consistent.
Of the nine associations (from two studies) examined between FE factors and
dietary intakes, only two showed significant relationships with dietary
intakes. Few studies examined aspects of the community or consumer
nutrition environment. Therefore, it is too premature to make conclusions
about the impact of the environment on diet.
Both studies among children examining FE characteristics and dietary
behaviours found significant associations in the hypothesized directions.
Among adolescents, three out of four associations between fruit and
vegetable consumption and fruit and vegetable availability at restaurants
were significant and positive; one association examined between food
availability and dietary behaviours was not significant. Few studies examined
FE determinants of dietary behaviours in neighbourhoods.
Of six studies addressing some aspect of the FE and BMI, five examined food
access, and one examined food affordability. Food affordability was
positively related to lower gains in BMI over a three-year period. Results of
studies examining food access and weight were less consistent.
Access to supermarkets and grocery stores is suggested to be an important
determinant of dietary behaviour and is also suggested to be socio-economically
patterned with poorer and rural areas having decreased access to supermarkets.
Both community and consumer nutrition environments are identified as
promising venues for positive change. The authors also identified eating foods
prepared away from home as a potentially important intervention setting.

+

+
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Author,
Year

Outcome

Subjects

Nutrition
environment
addressed

Main Findings

Glanz et
al’s model

Lytle’s
model

Black &
Macinko
, 2008

Obesity

Youth
and
adults

Community
and
Consumer

Mixed

+

Ford &
Dzewaltowski,
2008
Holsten,
2009

Obesity

Adults

Community

+

+

Obesity

Community

Mixed

+

Larson &
Story,
2009

Dietary
behaviou
rs

Youth
and
adults
Youth
and
adults

Mixed

+

Larson
et al,
2009

Dietary
behaviou
rs and
obesity

Youth
and
adults

Community
and
Consumer

Of seven articles reviewed related to food access and obesity, three found
associations between food access and weight status in the expected
directions; four found no significant associations. One study examining food
affordability found a positive association between weight status and higher
prices of fruits and vegetables.
All three studies reviewed found significant associations supporting the
hypothesis that individuals exposed to poor quality retail FEs are more likely
to have poorer dietary and weight outcomes than those exposed to higher
quality FEs.
Five of seven studies reviewed showed associations between an aspect of
the FE and BMI. Significant findings were related to the presence of different
food store types, food store proximity, and food store distribution.
The authors of this review employed a snowball sampling methodology to review
articles related to environmental determinants of food choices. Evidence
regarding retail food store and restaurant access and diet-related outcomes was
mixed, although some evidence suggests that price might be a more salient
determinant of dietary intake than access, particularly for fast food intake.
Evidence from the US generally suggests that those who have better access
to supermarkets and reduced access to convenience stores have healthier
diets and lower levels of obesity. With respect to restaurant access, there
were less consistent findings. Some evidence suggests that neighbourhood
residents who have better access to full serve restaurants and greater cost
barriers to fast food consumption have healthier diets and lower obesity.

+

+

Lovasi et
al, 2009

Obesity

Youth
and
adults

Community

Four of the seven studies examining supermarket access and weight outcomes found
significant associations between lack of supermarket and higher levels of obesity.
Associations between the presence of small grocery stores or convenience stores
were mixed (one out of two found associations in the hypothesized direction). Strong
support exists for supermarket availability as an important FE characteristic.

Mixed

+

Community
and
Consumer
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Author,
Year

Outcome

Subjects

Nutrition
environment
addressed

Main Findings

Glanz et
al’s model

Lytle’s
model

Sallis &
Glanz,
2009

Dietary
behaviou
rs and
obesity

Youth
and
adults

Community
and
Consumer

Mixed

+

Carter
&
Dubois,
2010
Feng et
al, 2010

Obesity

Youth

Community

Food access appears to contribute to the dietary behaviours of local
residents, although evidence is mixed regarding racial and ethnic disparities
in access to full-service supermarkets. There is stronger evidence to suggest
that fast food restaurants are more concentrated in poorer neighbourhoods,
but the evidence for the impact on residents' diets and weight status is
mixed. Variations in consumer nutrition environment features might explain
some of the racial/ethnic or socioeconomic disparities in nutrition-related
outcomes.
Five studies examined the relationship between food access and children's
weight status with mixed results.

Mixed

n/a

Obesity

Youth
and
adults

Community

Mixed

+

Galvez
et al,
2010

Dietary
behaviou
rs and
obesity

Youth

Community

Mixed

n/a

de Vet et
al, 2011

Dietary
behaviou
rs

Youth

Consumer

Little between-study similarity of methods prevented estimation of pooled
effects and limits what can be learned from this body of evidence. Of the 22
studies examining aspects of the FE and weight status, 14 showed significant
associations in the expected direction, six showed no association, and two
showed associations in an unexpected direction.
Of four studies examining food access and obesity, three found associations
in the hypothesized direction (using measures of proximity, density, and
presence/absence of stores as environmental exposure variables). Of the five
studies focused on the relationship between food access and dietary
behaviours, four found associations in the hypothesized direction.
In this review of reviews, seven reviews (which included 232 unique studies)
examined environmental determinants of dietary behaviours. In the only
review reportedly examining an aspect of the FE (food price), authors report
a negative association between food price and overweight among children
and youth.

+

n/a
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Fleischhacker
et al,
2011

Obesity

Youth
and
adults

Community

Mixed

+

Safron et
al, 2011

Dietary
behaviou
rs and
obesity

Youth

Community
and
Consumer

Mixed

n/a

Giskes et
al, 2011

Dietary
behaviou
rs

Adults

Community
and
Consumer

Mixed

n/a

Casey et
al, 2011

Obesity

Youth

Community

Of 15 studies examining weight status and fast food access, seven (47%)
found significant associations with obesity, while eight (53%) found no
significant associations. Only one of five studies in children found fast food
access to be associated with weight. Six studies examined associations
between dietary behaviours and fast food access and reported mixed results.
In eight systematic reviews included, the only FE variable receiving
preliminary support in terms of impacting diet was the availability of fruits
and vegetables in restaurants. The availability in grocery stores showed no or
mixed support for being an important determinant of youth’s weight or
dietary behaviours. Conclusions should be drawn with caution, since the
review indicates that evidence for associations are weak (due to the lack of
replication and the high prevalence of cross-sectional studies).
Of 14 studies examining some aspect of the FE and outcomes, weight status
(but not dietary behaviours) was consistently associated with food access:
greater supermarket accessibility and lower fast food outlet accessibility
were associated with lower overweight or obesity. Environmental factors
may influence BMI through a complex interplay of factors, including physical
activity. Great variation existed between studies in measurement and in
defining environmental factors and dietary behaviours, which may have
contributed to the heterogeneous findings.
Thirteen papers examined FEs and childhood obesity and found the most
consistent relationships between weight status and convenience store
access. Links between built environment characteristics and dietary
behaviours are inconsistent, and analysed in few studies.

Mixed

+
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Author,
Year

Outcome

Subjects

Nutrition
environment
addressed

Main Findings

Glanz et
al’s model

Lytle’s
model

Leal &
Chaix,
2011

Cardiovascular
risk and
disease

Adults

Community
and
Consumer

Significant associations were reported between aspects of the FE and weight
status in 22 of 29 studies (76%). Grocery store access was associated with
lower weight status, while convenience store access was associated with
higher weight. Less consistent associations were reported by studies
examining restaurant access and obesity. Price was consistently associated
with weight. Associations appeared stronger among women and low SES
individuals.

+

+

+
The majority of associations examined showed significant associations in the expected direction between the FE characteristic of interest
and the outcome of interest
No studies showed significant associations in the expected direction
Mixed FE features were inconsistently related to outcomes of interest
n/a
Support for this model was neither assessed in the review nor discussed in the article
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Figure 2-1: Glanz and colleagues’ model of community nutrition environments

Figure 2-2: Lytle’s model, The relationships among individual, environmental, and
social factors
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1. Introduction
Public health researchers and practitioners are increasingly interested in how
the built environment affects health. In that broad context, the recognition of
environmental determinants of food-related behaviour has gained momentum over
the past twenty years, with a number of ecological models of food choice and eating
behaviour being developed over the past decade or so (50). Conceptual models of the
food environment, reviewed elsewhere (194), reflect different disciplinary foci,
including public health, marketing, and land use planning and transportation.
Conceptual models also differ in their categorization of specific determinants and
outcomes of interest: body mass index, diet quality, and food purchasing have all
been treated as outcomes in published models. Glanz and colleagues proposed an
especially salient model, which has been cited in many food environment studies (1).
Several benefits of employing environmental (as a complement to individual-level)
assessments have been identified, including potentially less bias from self-reports,
greater efficiency and cost-effectiveness than individual-level measures, and
increased sensitivity to early program effects relative to individual-level health
outcomes (54).
The neighbourhood food environment has been defined as, “… a group of
factors including the types of retail food outlets and the availability, quality, and price
of different kinds of foods, such as prepared foods, fresh produce, and other
groceries, in a given geographical area.” (2)(p. 61). In the definition presented above,
neighbourhood food environments consist of a number of related constructs. In
general, extant research attempts to demonstrate associations between one or more
of these constructs (e.g., food access, availability, quality, and affordability) and a
diet-related health outcome, or with area-level disadvantage (e.g., research
examining food deserts, generally defined as disadvantaged areas lacking access to
affordable, nutritious food) (8, 9, 194). Food access, a geographical understanding of
locations people can procure food, has often been used as a proxy for the underlying
construct of food availability, the kinds of foods available where people shop. With
food access measures, researchers often categorize food outlets as “healthy” (e.g.,
grocery stores, farmers’ markets, fruit and vegetable stands) or “unhealthy” (e.g., fast
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food restaurants, convenience stores) based on the assumption that healthy foods
are more or less available at different types of outlets (194).
Over the past few decades, over 500 food environment assessment methods
have been developed and have been compiled in a database maintained by the
National Cancer Institute, part of the U.S. National Institutes of Health (13). The sheer
number of existing assessment methods and the few extant studies that compare
different food environment measure (18, 41, 43, 160, 185) mean that the field of food
environment assessment is characterised by inconsistent operational definitions
(194). Contributing to these inconsistent findings is a lack of consistent operational
definitions the geographic scale at which environmental exposures are hypothesized
to operate (5, 194). These inconsistencies have created varied findings with regard to
purported associations between food environment variables and health outcomes
and have hampered attempts to use policies (e.g., zoning restrictions of fast food or
convenience stores around schools; incentives for grocery stores to open in
underserved areas) to improve health outcomes.
1.1

The Measurement Imperative
While theoretical models of the food environment are being developed and

tested using a number of methods, much work needs to be done to better
understand the measurement properties of food environment assessment tools. For
example, a literature review published in 2009 reported that only 13.1% of food
environment measures had been tested for any psychometric properties, including
inter-rater or test-retest reliability and/or construct validity (195). A more recent
review and critique of food environment measures noted an urgent need for better
psychometric testing, since only one-quarter of tools reviewed reported both validity
and reliability testing and a further 12% reported reliability testing alone (115). The
most recent review examining food environment measures did not report the
proportion of tools that have undergone psychometric or ecometric testing, but
noted that instruments should undergo rigorous validity and reliability testing in the
formative stages of development to assure the usability and adaptability of food
environment measures (117). Several systematic reviews of food environment
constructs and diet-related outcomes have recommended that assessment tools be
psychometrically and/or ecometrically evaluated (7, 9, 94, 110).
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Psychometric evaluation is concerned with establishing validity and reliability
in its overarching interest in the theory and technique of measurement, while
ecometric evaluation refers to an aggregate measure of community members’
perceptions of their environments (92). To date, psychometric research has generally
been conducted at the level of the individual, and has explored individual
motivations, beliefs, perceptions and attributes (92). Construct validity, an important
consideration in psychometrics, has been defined as the extent to which a given
measure “behaves” in a way consistent with theoretical hypotheses (92). Construct
validity is comprised of two main components: operational definitions (how are
constructs measured?), and syntactical definitions (how are constructs related to one
another within a theoretical system?) (27). Ecological assessment methods have
generally lagged behind psychometric approaches to measurement in general (196),
although several studies have examined construct validity by comparing certain food
environment measures with others in the same population (18, 41, 43, 160, 184, 185).
Of particular interest in these studies is the extent to which agreement exists
between objective and perceived characteristics of food environments. For example,
one study used intra-class correlation coefficients to assess agreement between selfreported and directly measured healthy food availability, and produced a receiver
operating curve to show how sensitivity and specificity of a perception-based
measure in relation to an objective environment measure changed with different cutoff points (41). Another study used logistic and multinomial regression to estimate
associations between perceptions and objectively-assessed healthy food availability
(184). A third study used chi-square goodness of fit tests to assess the agreement
between food access perceptions and objectively defined food environment variables
(185). One of the earliest papers to compare different methods of characterising local
food environments examined supermarket density, individual perceptions of healthy
food availability and aggregate survey responses of independent informants (160).
Authors analysed each type of variable in separate binomial regressions to examine
whether the results were qualitatively similar between food environment measures.
Taken together, the results from these studies generally indicate that objective and
perceptual measures of food environment constructs exhibit only modest, and
inconsistent associations (41, 160, 184) Consequently, the extent to which health-
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related outcome variables are more influenced by objective or perceptual measures
of food environments has yet to be definitively established.
Only one study used more than one objectively-defined measure in its
analyses (184), and none have simultaneously considered how different objective
measures of the food environment might be related to each other. Thus, the question
of whether different objective measures of food environment variables are truly
measuring the constructs they purport to measure remains. Because measures differ
in terms of resources needed to implement, there is a need among both researchers
and practitioners to know how closely a healthy food environment characterised by
one method corresponds to its characterization by another method. By examining
several methods simultaneously, it will become clearer how closely different methods
are related to each other.
A multitrait-multimethod matrix (MTMM matrix) is a psychometric procedure
used to assess the operational definition component of construct validity. MTMM
procedures are “concerned with the adequacy of tests as measures of a construct,
rather than the adequacy of a construct as determined by the confirmation of
theoretically predicted associations with measures of other constructs.”(186) In other
words, MTMM matrices examine the operational, rather than the syntactic,
component of construct validity. In this procedure, originally developed by Campbell
and Fiske(186) a set of c constructs is measured by m methods. The resulting data are
cm measures and the correlation matrix is known as a MTMM matrix. Using this
approach, construct validity is demonstrated through high convergent validity
between different measures purportedly assessing the same constructs, and low
discriminant validity between the same assessment procedures measuring different
constructs or different measures assessing different constructs. MTMM matrices
have been used in a wide variety of disciplines to describe construct validity of
individual-level constructs, such as personality traits or individuals’ perceptions about
diverse issues.
The objectives of the present study were to: (1) construct a MTMM matrix to
systematically examine the construct validity of four different types of food
environment measures purportedly assessing three different constructs: food
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availability, food affordability, and food quality, and; (2) examine how geographic
scale influences convergent and divergent validity coefficients.
2. Methods
2.1

Sampling
This study was undertaken in collaboration with NEWPATH (Neighbourhood

Environments in Waterloo Region: Patterns of Transportation and Health) in the three
urban centres of the Region of Waterloo (population 553,000(197)), Ontario, Canada,
a study designed to examine how different urban built environments impact a variety
of health-related outcomes, including physical activity, diet, and obesity (methods
described elsewhere)(198). The NEWPATH sample was stratified by neighbourhood
walkability, household income and household size, with allocation to achieve high
statistical power to detect hypothesized effects of walkability. This stratified random
sample was recruited to achieve representativeness in income and household size
according to 2006 Canadian census data. Participating households completed a paper
questionnaire that included food environment perceptions. Home addresses of
NEWPATH participants who had complete survey data in the urban centres of the
Region (n=2397 household with complete survey data for the following analyses)
were geo-coded, entered into a database and represent the centroids from which
buffer zones were established. The three urban centres of the Region of Waterloo are
spatially contiguous and are surrounded by four rural townships. Because of the lack
of consensus around which geographic scale is most appropriate for examining food
environments, ArcGIS 9.1 software was used to establish 250m, 500m, 1000m, and
1500m Euclidean distance buffer zones around respondents’ households. Four
different buffer zone sizes were examined to test construct validity at different scales;
previous food environment research using buffer zones have tested different
geographic scales and reported significant findings at some scales but not others (14,
15).
2.2

Food Environment Assessment
Four different food environment assessment methods were used to measure

characteristics of food outlets in the three cities in the Region, including three
objective measures (NEMS-S (37); shelf-space (122), and; the Retail Food
Environment Index (RFEI) (15)) and one subjective measure (NEWPATH participants’
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perceptions of their local food environment, defined as stores within a 10 to 15
minute walk, approximately 1km to 1.5 km from their homes). Table 3-1 describes
food environment assessment methods employed in the current study. Two of the
objective store methods (shelf-space and NEMS-S) assessed one of each chain
convenience store, pharmacy and superstore, and each grocery store and
independently-owned convenience store, pharmacy, and specialty store in the three
cities. Because chains strive to be identical in terms of advertising, promotions, price,
and food available within the outlet, this process of assessing only one of each chain
restaurant, pharmacy, superstore and convenience stores was deemed acceptable.
Because grocery stores in the Region differ in size (and may offer different products),
all grocery stores were assessed. Names and locations of food outlets were identified
using the Region of Waterloo’s Public Health Inspection database, which includes geocoded data for each food outlet in the region whose premises are inspected by public
health inspectors, and by systematic observation (40). All outlets in the resulting
database were coded to reflect standard North American Industry Classification
System codes for use in the RFEI calculation. Data were collected between May and
August, 2010.
2.2.1 Training of Raters
A total of six observers conducted food outlet assessments. Raters had all
obtained at least two years of university education. Raters were trained to use the
NEMS-S by the first author, who completed a NEMS Train-the-Trainer workshop in
March 2008 (199). A NEMS-S survey that has been adapted for Canada was used, as
the study took place in Canada (200). The first author also trained all raters to
conduct shelf-space measures in stores, based on standard protocol (14, 122).
Training included classroom sessions to provide background information, review of
the tools, practice sessions, and field work in food outlets, with feedback on results,
and took approximately one week until raters consistently achieved all correct
answers on measures. During debriefing sessions, discrepancies between raters were
discussed and consensus on appropriate data was reached. Decision rules were added
to protocol handbooks, which trainers took to each outlet assessment to support
precision in rating. In addition, different raters periodically assessed the same outlet
throughout data collection for purposes of comparison and immediate feedback to
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limit drift from occurring in observations. Inter-rater reliability was assessed using
intraclass correlation coefficients for the shelf-space measure, and ranged from an
average ICC=0.858 for canned fruit to an average ICC=0.996 for fresh vegetables
(mean ICC for all types of food assessed=0.940). The first author participated in all
data collection, and weekly meetings further clarified questions or issues that arose
during data collection.
2.3

Statistical Analyses
Two sets of MTMM matrices were constructed for each of the four buffer

zone sizes (250m, 500m, 1000m, 1500m). The first set of MTMM matrices included all
data (buffer zones where food outlets existed as well as those where no food outlets
existed), to assess both convergent and discriminant validity of with respect to
ranking food environments and also in assessing the presence and absence of food
outlets within each buffer zone. The second set of MTMM matrices only included
buffer zones where food outlets existed, to answer the question, “Of the buffer zones
that contain food outlets, how well do measures agree in ranking ‘healthy’ food
environments?” Databases for each buffer zone were created that included all
method-construct variables (e.g., NEMS-S food availability; shelf-space food
availability; RFEI food availability). Since not all methods were designed to assess all
constructs, the resulting MTMM matrices differed from traditional individual-level
MTMM matrices in that they were slightly unbalanced. Reliability coefficients
differed for each tool employed. For the NEMS-S and food environment perceptions,
internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha was calculated. For shelf-space, interrater reliability was calculated. Although the RFEI was originally developed to assess
food access, the current study included RFEI scores as a “food availability” variable
because, as mentioned, food availability is thought to be the underlying mechanism
by which food access affects diet-related outcomes. The RFEI measure did not lend
itself to the calculation of reliability coefficients because it is a one-item measure
(which makes assessing Cronbach’s alpha impossible), it is not a measure that
changes over a short time (necessitating test-retest reliability) nor is it rated by more
than one rater (necessitating inter-rater reliability). For all convergent and
discriminant validity coefficients, Spearman rather than Pearson correlations were
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calculated because the metrics for each assessment tool were different. Correlations
were calculated using SPSS Statistics 19.
Food availability as defined by the NEMS-S was recently classified as a “proxy
gold-standard”(41), and has been shown to be related to diet quality (201) and weight
status (153). To further assess the validity of the other food environment measures
against the NEMS-S, sensitivity and specificity of all measures were calculated by
dichotomizing the NEMS-S food availability score at the median and all others were
discretized at the distributional deciles, consistent with previous research (41). A
receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve was plotted to show how the selection
of different cut-off points for the measures affected calculated sensitivity and
specificity. The ROC curve was created by estimating sensitivity and specific for the
food environment measures using 10 threshold values based on distributional deciles.
For the ROC curve, data were limited to those households that included at least one
food outlet within 1000m. Data at 1000m were included to increase consistency
between how respondents were asked to think about their neighbourhood when
answering the questions (within 1-1.5km from their homes) and the objectively
measured characteristics.
3. Results
Food environment assessments were carried out on 47 grocery stores, 51
specialty stores, 9 pharmacies (representing 22 unique locations), three warehouse
clubs (representing 13 unique locations), and 169 convenience stores (representing
289 unique locations) in the three cities. Final buffer-zone databases were based on
data from 421 food stores within the study area. Using the Public Health Inspection
Database to identify food outlets, 11% of grocery stores and 10% of convenience
stores were either not applicable to the NEMS-S or shelf-space measures (i.e., they
sold no food or beverages or they only sold a limited number of canned goods that
were not rated by either tool) or not at the address given. Four convenience stores
and one grocery store were found through systematic direct observation method (40)
and did not exist in the public health database. In total, assessments on 68% of stores
that were at the location listed and open during business hours were carried out, with
the highest refusal rate among convenience stores (almost 40% of convenience stores
refused to allow raters complete assessments). A probability-based technique was
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used to randomly assign NEMS-S scores and shelf-space data from the observed
stores to missing data from similar types of stores (n=131, 32% of stores), consistent
with previous food environment research (202). Reasons for missing data include the
food outlet being closed temporarily for renovations or that the owner or manager
refused the raters access to their establishment.
MTMM matrices showed that each tool had generally good reliability, with
the exception of the NEMS-S Affordability component (α=-0.173). Inter-item reliability
for the NEMS-S food availability and food quality components were good and
excellent (α=0.861 and α=0.925) respectively. Interrater reliability for the shelf-space
method ranged from good (ICC of 0.858 for canned fruit) to excellent (ICC of 0.996 for
fresh vegetables), with an average ICC of 0.940 (excellent) for the eleven items
assessed. Inter-item reliability for subjective measures were acceptable to good
(α=0.746 for food availability; 0.772 for food quality; 0.833 for food affordability).
In the first set of MTMM matrices using all data, relatively high convergent
validity coefficients between objectively-measured characteristics (ranging from
r=0.789 for shelf-space and RFEI to r=0.911 for NEMS-S and shelf-space within
250m,m for example) indicated that measures performed well. Table 3-2 shows
trends in convergent validity coefficients by buffer zone size. In general, convergent
validity among objective measures decreased with increasing geographic size (e.g.,
r=0.911 for shelf-space and NEMS-S at 250m to r=0.174 at 1500m; r=0.851 for NEMSS and RFEI at 250m to ρ=0.069 at 1500m), whereas convergent validity among
perceived measures increased or remained stable with increasing geographic size
(e.g., r=-0.010 for NEMS-S and perceived food availability at 250m to r=0.213 at
1000m). In the second set of matrices (presented in tables 3 to 6), convergent validity
coefficients were lower, indicating that measures do not as successfully rank food
environments in the same order (e.g., r=0.911 for NEMS-S and shelf-space at 250m
for the first set vs. r=0.459 for the second set).
For both sets of MTMM matrices, high discriminant validity coefficients
existed between the constructs of food availability and food quality for both objective
(NEMS-S) (r=0.785 at 250m for the first set (data not shown); r=0.577 at 250m for the
second set) and perceived measures (r=0.830). Conversely, low discriminant validity
coefficients existed between food affordability and the other constructs (e.g., at
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250m, r=-0.323 for food affordability and NEMS-S availability; r=-0.015 for food
affordability and shelf-space). In addition, convergent validity coefficients were
generally very low between objective and perceived measures in both sets of
matrices (e.g., at 250m in the second set, r=-0.010 for perceived and NEMS-S food
availability; r=0.014 for perceived availability and shelf-space).
The ROC curve in Figure 1 shows sensitivity and specificity using various cutoffs for shelf-space, RFEI and perceived availability using NEMS-S availability of all
stores within 1000m as the standard. The area under the curve represents the
probability that a higher score in shelf-space, RFEI or perceived availability for a
randomly chosen high NEMS-S availability score will exceed the result for a randomly
chosen negative case. The area under the curve was highest for shelf-space (0.666,
p<0.001), 0.580 (p<0.001) for perceived availability, and lowest for the RFEI (0.523,
p=0.093), indicating that shelf-space is the most accurate predictor of “good food
availability” as characterized by the NEMS-S, despite it being “fair” by conventional
interpretations.
4. Implications
This study focused on the operational definition component of construct
validation using a traditional psychometric procedure to assess the convergent and
discriminant validity of four food environment measures assessing three different
food environment constructs: food availability, food quality, and food affordability.
Internally, each measure appeared to be reliable, consistent with previous
reports of reliability for NEMS-S(37) (other than the items measuring affordability),
shelf-space (122), and residents’ perceptions (160, 196). Despite the generally good
reliability, the second set of matrices (which only included data from environments
where food outlets existed) showed low convergent validity coefficients at all
geographic scales for the multi-method assessment of the food availability construct.
These results suggest a method effect, i.e., what is actually being measured by these
instruments differs substantially by method. In terms of the multi-method assessment
of food availability using RFEI and NEMS-S, low convergent validity coefficients may
not be surprising, considering that the RFEI takes fast food outlets into account in
addition to food stores, while the NEMS-S is only relevant for food stores. Similarly,
the relatively low convergent validity between shelf-space and NEMS-S may be due to
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the fact that the shelf-space measure did not take into account all of the “nutritious
foods” assessed by the NEMS-S (e.g., while the shelf-space measure assessed fruits
and vegetables, the NEMS-S collects data on low fat and whole grain products in
addition to fruits and vegetables). Because each instrument reflects different
underlying assumptions about “healthy” vs. “unhealthy” foods, these tools assess
different food items. Interestingly, every method used in the current study has shown
some correlation with weight status (14, 15, 140, 153) or diet quality (41, 160, 201),
albeit in different populations, and despite the relatively low convergent validity
between the different methods assessing the same construct. This is interesting
because the low convergent validity among the tools employed might indicate
different pathways through which the actual constructs measured are associated with
weight status or diet quality. The different measures may be tapping into constructs
that exhibit different (and even contradictory) effects on outcomes, or may tap into
different mechanisms by which outcomes occur.
In general, findings from the current study contradict the argument that
benefits of environmental assessments may include less bias from self-reports and
increased sensitivity to early program effects (54). Findings indicate that
environmental assessment method selection may indeed influence how food
environments are ranked or categorized.
Unexpectedly high discriminant validity coefficients between food availability
and food quality both for objective measures (NEMS-S) and perceived measures
indicate that food availability and food quality may not be separate and distinct
constructs, at least in this study setting. Therefore, food environment methods
assessing both food availability and food quality may be redundant. Practically
speaking, including quality measures may not contribute meaningfully to food
environment assessments because of its high correlation with food availability
measures. The high correlation is not necessarily surprising, given that it is the quality
of available foods that is assessed. Several studies have found food quality to vary by
area-level socioeconomic status, with more disadvantaged areas selling foods of
lower quality (37, 116, 203). For lower correlations to exist, foods must be present
but not of high quality. In urban areas in the Region of Waterloo, food deserts have
been identified (204), but these areas are lacking in food retail outlets altogether,
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which would also increase the correlation between food availability and quality (204).
In other contexts, where low-income and/or minority residents are concentrated and
poor food quality has been identified as a barrier to healthy eating (158), assessing
food quality may be an important feature of overall food environment assessment.
Methodologically speaking, including variables that are not as highly correlated (e.g.,
food availability and food quality in areas where available foods are of lower quality)
would also more meaningfully contribute to predictive models.
On the other hand, the low discriminant validity coefficients between food
affordability and other measures would argue for the inclusion of food affordability
measures in food environment research, since the low discriminant validity
coefficients indicate that current affordability measures assess a different construct
than availability or quality. That said, although inter-item reliability was adequate for
perceived affordability, inter-item reliability for NEMS-S affordability was surprisingly
low and negative. The NEMS-S tool scores outlets based on relative, rather than
absolute, affordability. Specifically, points are given if the “healthier option” is
cheaper than the regular option (e.g., low-fat milk compared to higher-fat milk;
whole-wheat bread compared to white bread; low-sugar cereals compared to highersugar cereals). A low inter-item reliability reflected the fact that there was no
consistency within outlets in terms of whether the healthier items cost less or more
than the regular items. Indeed, the NEMS-S creators note that in their sample, price
scores were low in general, and differed significantly by store type and area-level
income, but not in the hypothesized direction (convenience stores and low-income
areas had lower prices for some healthy foods than grocery stores and higher-income
areas) (37). Findings suggest that improving food affordability measures may be an
important direction for future research. One potential avenue of exploration is
healthy food baskets, which have been identified as a meaningful way to capture food
affordability (205, 206). The National Nutritious Food Basket (NNFB) in Canada, for
example, describes the cost of approximately 60 foods that represent a nutritious diet
for individuals based on age and gender; a Revised Northern Food Basket has also
been created for Aboriginal communities and includes culturally acceptable foods
(207). Municipal and provincial governments use the NNFB to monitor the cost of a
nutritious diet in their jurisdiction (206). Further, describing the cost of the NNFB as a
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proportion of welfare payments engages the NNFB as a useful advocacy tool for
groups concerned with food insecurity in their communities (208).
The second objective of the current study was to examine how geographic
scale influences validity coefficients. In general, convergent validity between objective
measures decreases with increasing geographic scale. If two variables are roughly
bivariate normal and positively associated because they measure the same construct,
the most typical pattern would be a decrease in correlations as buffer zone size
increases, because with larger buffer zones, observations increasingly violate
independent assumptions. In other words, the smaller the buffer zone, the closer the
observations are to being independent, since there is less overlap between buffer
zones.
In both sets of matrices, correlations between perceived measures and
objective measures seemed to increase with increasing geographic scale. This finding
may reflect the wording of the question participants were asked. Specifically,
participants were instructed to “Please think of your neighbourhood as only the area
within about a 10-15 minute walk (1 to 1.5 kilometres) from your home” in assessing
their food environments. The current study supports previous food environment
studies suggesting that residents’ perceptions are not strongly related to objective
assessments of environments (17, 189); however, within this finding there is some
evidence that residents may be able to conceptualize a 1 km buffer zone around their
homes, since correlations between objective and subjective measures were generally
highest at the 1km buffer zone level (reflecting the question’s wording).
Regarding the ROC analyses, the statistically significant area under the curve
for both shelf-space and perceptions indicate that these two measures predict “good
food availability” derived from the NEMS-S significantly better than chance. The area
under the curve is a useful one-statistic summary of the accuracy of the test as a
predictor of the gold-standard test, which is especially helpful given the three
different methods that were compared to the NEMS-S. Previous research using a ROC
curve for perceived availability vs. directly measured availability (also using NEMS-S)
reported the area under the curve for perceived availability was 0.658 (41), slightly
higher than the current study, which found the area under the curve to for perceived
availability to be 0.580.
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The current study contributes to the field of environmental assessment
methodology through the novel application of a traditional psychometric tool.
Assessing measurement properties of environmental characteristics is much less
developed than the field of psychometrics (92, 196). Previous work to translate
psychometric theory to environmental constructs has been criticized for being limited
to consideration of levels of potential error for longitudinal observations or for relying
on ecometrics, which may not be a valid indicator of objective environmental
characteristics (92). Lytle described the challenges in translating psychometric
principles to environmental measures. In her example of how construct validity might
be assessed in food environment research, Lytle seems to favour syntactic definitions
over operational definitions in defining construct validity as “the extent to which the
measure ‘behaves’ in a way consistent with theoretical hypotheses” (92) (p. S136). In
focussing on operationally defining food environment assessment methods, the
current paper aims to set the stage for future work on syntactically defining
constructs by first describing convergent and divergent validity of different methodconstruct combinations. A syntactic definition would consider how constructs are
related to one another within a theoretical system (27), and would require outcomes
and other theoretically-involved variables of interest to be analysed. Future research
should consider how different conceptual models are upheld using theoretically
justified variables of interest by assessing whether and how outcomes are predicted
by different food environment variables after controlling for pertinent covariates.
Several limitations of the current study exist. First, using buffer zones around
households as the geographic unit meant that independence assumptions were most
likely violated. The novel application of an MTMM matrix to environmental
constructs, however, is a strength of the study. Second, the study could have been
strengthened by including an absolute measure of food affordability, such as a
nutritious food basket. The low convergent validity for affordability between the
NEMS-S and residents perceptions may have been due to the low reliability of the
NEMS-S affordability measure. The NEMS-S has been applied in many settings (e.g.,
seven studies published in 2011 used the NEMS-S or an adapted NEMS-S to
characterize food environments) (153, 184, 209-213), and therefore it is important
that the current study informs future use of the tool. Third, the study was conducted
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in three cities where, although food deserts have been identified, overall food access
is very high (204). If the current study was conducted in a context where the quality
of food environments was more variable, results may have been different. Fourth, the
use of Euclidean distance rather than network distance buffer zones may be a
limitation, however when respondents report on food environment features within 1
to 1.5km of their homes, it is unlikely that they reflect on precise network distances.
Future research should carefully consider which food environment
assessment methods and geographic scales are most appropriate. Although there is
some evidence that commonly-used assessment methods adequately distinguish
between the presence and absence of food outlets, they do not agree as much in how
food environments should be ranked. Finally, returning to the relevance of the
current study for policy makers interested in policies aimed at improving food
environments, findings do not support the notion that all food environment
assessment methods measure the same constructs. In the context of restricted
resources and competing priorities in local public health departments, if measures
were highly correlated, a recommendation could be made to use the least expensive
method, since all measures assess the same construct. Based on these findings,
however, we cannot recommend that less resource-intensive methods (e.g., the RFEI)
should be used over more resource-intensive methods (e.g., the NEMS-S), since the
measures seem to be assessing different constructs. Future work examining syntactic
definitions (and specifically examining how well different measures predict dietrelated health outcomes) will help to elucidate the question of whether simpler, less
expensive measures predict outcomes as well as (or better than) more
comprehensive measures.
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Table 3-1: Description of food environment measures
Instrument
Outlet type Constructs
Methodology
assessed
Addressed
Shelf-space
measures(122
)

Stores

Availability

Cumulative linear shelf space of fruits and vegetables
(fresh, frozen and canned varieties).

NEMS-S
Checklist(37)

Stores

Availability
Affordabilit
y
Quality

Objective audits of food stores

Retail Food
Environment
Index
(RFEI)(15)
Neighbourhoo
d food
environment
perceptions(1
60, 196)

Stores and Availability
restaurants

Geographic analysis of ratio of number of fast-food
outlets and convenience stores to grocery and specialty
stores

Stores and Availability
restaurants Affordabilit
y
Quality

Agreement with the following statements on a 4-point
Likert scale assessed residents’ perceptions of their food
environment. Three statements assessed food
availability: “There is a large selection of fresh fruits and
vegetables available in my neighbourhood”; “There is a
large selection of low-fat products available in my
neighbourhood”; “It is easy to eat healthily at the
restaurants in my neighbourhood.” Three statements
assessed food affordability: “I shop elsewhere because
the prices in my neighbourhood are too high”; “The
produce in my neighbourhood is more expensive than
that in other neighbourhoods”; “The low-fat products in
my neighbourhood are more expensive than those in
other areas.” Two statements assessed food quality: “The
fresh produce in my neighbourhood is of high quality”;
“The low-fat products in my neighbourhood are of high
quality.”

Psychometric
tests conducted
previously
Inter-rater
reliability; face
and construct
validity
Inter-rater and
test-retest
reliability; face
and construct
validity
None

Inter-item and
test-retest
reliability
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Table 3-2: Convergent validity trends using all data

Method-trait variables
Food Availability
NEMS-S & Shelf-space
NEMS-S & RFEI
NEMS-S & Perceptions
Shelf-space & RFEI
Shelf-space & Perceptions
RFEI & Perceptions
Food Quality
NEMS-S & Perceptions
Food Affordability
NEMS-S & Perceptions

Correlation at
250m buffer

Correlation at
500m buffer

Correlation at
1000m buffer

Correlation at
1500m buffer

0.911
0.851
-0.010
0.789
0.014
0.005

0.849
0.724
0.036
0.798
0.081
0.020

0.455
0.213
0.213
0.343
0.262
0.035

0.174
0.069
0.069
-0.019
0.238
0.007

-0.045

-0.032

0.035

0.030

0.022

0.013

0.029

0.036
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Table 3-3: MTMM Matrix at 250m
NEMS

1. NEMS-S
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability
2. Shelf-Space
A. Food availability
3. RFEI
A. Food availability
4. NFE Perceptions
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability

Shelf
Space
A

A

B

C

0.861
0.577
-0.323

0.925
-0.054

-0.173

0.459

0.406

-0.015

0.858 to
0.996

0.089

0.120

-0.132

0.240

-0.010

-0.041

0.029

-0.027
0.042

-0.045
0.032

0.033
0.022

RFEI

Perceptions

A

A

0.014

0.005

0.746

-0.006
0.034

-0.022
0.042

0.830
-0.171

B

C

0.772
-0.110

0.833

Reliability coefficients
Convergent validity coefficients
Discriminant validity coefficients
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Table 3-4: MTMM matrix at 500m
A
1. NEMS
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability
2. Shelf-Space
A. Food availability

NEMS
B

C

Shelf Space
A

RFEI
A

A

0.861
0.499
-0.229

0.925
-0.105

-0.173

0.467

0.290

-0.073

0.858 to
0.996

0.061

0.121

-0.078

0.401

0.036

-0.007

0.041

0.081

0.020

0.746

0.006
0.046

-0.032
0.053

0.037
0.013

0.041
0.032

-0.007
0.094

0.830
-0.171

3. RFEI
A. Food availability
4. NFE Perceptions
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability

Perceptions
B

0.883
-0.110

C

0.772

Reliability coefficients
Convergent validity coefficients
Discriminant validity coefficients
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Table 3-5: MTMM matrix at 1000m
A
1. NEMS
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability
2. Shelf-Space
A. Food availability

C

Shelf Space
A

RFEI
A

A

0.861
0.427
-0.265

0.925
-0.234

-0.173

0.310

-0.008

0.015

0.858 to
0.996

0.028

-0.084

-0.247

0.192

0.169

0.035

-0.031

0.262

0.035

0.746

0.166
-0.014

0.035
-0.110

-0.067
0.029

0.210
-0.001

0.034
0.055

0.830
-0.171

3. RFEI
A. Food availability
4. NFE Perceptions
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability

NEMS
B

Perceptions
B

0.833
-0.110

C

0.772

Reliability coefficients
Convergent validity coefficients
Discriminant validity coefficients
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Table 3-6: MTMM matrix at 1500m
NEMS

1. NEMS
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability
2. Shelf-Space
A. Food availability
3. RFEI
A. Food availability
4. NFE Perceptions
A. Food availability
B. Food quality
C. Food affordability

Shelf
Space
A

A

B

C

0.861
0.548
-0.234

0.925
-0.208

-0.173

0.143

-0.018

0.070

0.858 to
0.996

0.031

-0.115

-0.291

-0.051

0.127

-0.009

-0.013

0.167
0.011

0.030
0.000

-0.059
0.036

RFEI

Perceptions

A

A

0.238

-0.007

0.746

0.214
0.015

-0.004
0.047

0.830
-0.171

B

C

0.833
-0.110

0.772

Reliability coefficients
Convergent validity coefficients
Discriminant validity coefficients
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Figure 3-1. Receiver operating curve for food environment measures versus directly
measured availability, Kitchener, Cambridge and Waterloo, Ontario, 2010. Directly
measured availability (NEMS-S Availability) was dichotomized at the median; curves
reflect data discretized at the distributional deciles. Data assessed at the 1000m
buffer are displayed here.
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1. Introduction
Healthy diets are essential for maintaining health and preventing chronic
diseases (214, 215). The importance of environmental determinants of dietary
outcomes is increasingly recognized (216), and an environmental perspective on
dietary behaviours has been advocated (69, 217). The topic of food environments, in
particular, is gaining traction with researchers and policymakers. Policymakers – often
with little empirical evidence – have begun to take action on food environments
through zoning regulations and land-use planning in communities (19, 20, 218).
Expanding the empirical basis for such policies could facilitate the implementation
and evaluation of policies for dissemination to other jurisdictions. However, food
environment assessment research is rife with inconsistencies in terms of assessment
methodology and operationalizing relevant geographic area, contributing to
inconsistent associations found between food environments and outcomes (92, 219).
This is problematic because the impact of policies attempting to modify food
environments cannot be rigorously evaluated without using valid and reliable food
environment assessment measures.
Lack of standard assessment tools has resulted in an inability to compare
findings across places and populations, which is a significant limitation in the
literature to date (219). Public health practitioners and organizations are increasingly
interested in obtaining reliable and valid measures of important food environment
constructs in the context of budgetary constraints (115). One important issue that has
not been adequately addressed to date is the relative predictive power of residents’
perceptions of the food environment vs. objective measures of the food environment,
although several studies have attempted to compare residents’ perceptions with at
least one objective measure (18, 41, 43, 184, 220). This issue is particularly important
for policymakers interested in facilitating “healthy food environments” – contexts in
which healthy diets are supported. The relative predictive strength of perceived vs.
objective food environment measures with respect to diet-related outcomes has
different implications for policy. If perceptions about food environments are more
predictive, more effective policies might focus on increasing residents’ awareness of
nutritious, affordable foods in their neighbourhoods. Conversely, if objective food
environment variables are more predictive, effective policies might aim to increase
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objective access to nutritious, affordable foods (e.g., through strategies aimed at
improving nutritious food affordability in corner stores).
In addition to policy implications, comparing perceptions and objective
measures also has theoretical consequences. While objective measures may describe
the availability of specific foods within a defined area or residents’ proximity to
different types of food outlets, perception-based measures “may have the unique
advantage of being able to tap into residents’ intentions to utilize nearby food
outlets” (219)(p. 1185). Moreover, a better understanding of the relationship
between perceptions and objective measures and the relative predictive power of
perceptions vs. objective measures will support empirical refinement of theoretical
models (and interventions or policies developed from these models) (166).
Constructs of the food environment have been categorized as fitting within
the community nutrition environment, which relates to food access (i.e., proximity to,
density of, or diversity of designated food outlet types within a defined geographic
area), and the consumer nutrition environment, which incorporates food availability,
food affordability, food quality (1, 117). Food availability, the presence or amount of
healthy foods available for purchase within a specified geographic area, is often
hypothesized to be the underlying mechanism by which food access affects health
outcomes, since food outlet types have been found to differ in terms of food
availability (37). Neighbourhood food affordability can be defined as the relative or
absolute cost of nutritious foods in a specified geographic area, and food quality is
considered the quality of available foods, including considerations of withered or
bruised fresh produce or expired foods, which act as a deterrent of food purchasing
(158). Each of these constructs may be influenced by different levels of government
and other sectors. For example, municipal governments can take action on food
access through land use planning (19), federal or state governments can affect food
affordability and availability by subsidizing nutritious foods in remote communities
(221) or through implementing guidelines to provide nutritious foods in a range of
settings.
Studying associations between perceptions and objective measures, which
will advance a theoretical understanding of food environments, has resulted in mixed
findings. Residents’ perceptions of food environment constructs are usually
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hypothesized to be positively associated with objective measures of the same
constructs. Associations between objective and perceived characteristics are
generally inconsistent, or low and positive some studies (16, 18, 41, 220, 222, 223),
and nonexistent in others (184). Few studies have examined how different objective
measures might predict perceptions in the same study population. In one study,
satisfaction with local fruit and vegetable availability was lower in neighbourhoods
further from a supermarket, but was not associated with objective observations of
neighbourhood fruit and vegetable variety, prices, or quality (17). In another study,
supermarket density positively predicted respondents’ ratings of selection and
availability of nutritious foods; other food access measures (store variety, small store
density) inconsistently predicted residents’ perceptions (18). For a more complete
theoretical understanding of food environments, more research building on previous
correlational research is needed to clarify which of the many existing objective
measures best predict residents’ perceptions.
Studies on the relative predictive power of objective measures vs.
perceptions for diet-related outcomes, which has policy implications as described
above, also show inconsistent findings. For example, perceived (but not objective)
food availability and affordability were predictive of food purchasing in Australia (43).
Both perceived and objective food environment measures predicted diet quality (18)
and fruit and vegetable intake (224) in the United States. Another study from the
United States found objective measures (but not perceptions) predicted diet and
weight among low-income women (184). Intuitively, perceptions might be expected
to better predict outcomes, given that people’s patronage of food outlets might be
more reflected by their perceptions than by objective measures (43).
Three main limitations of the extant research relate to the use of nongeneralizable samples, geographic scale concerns, and measurement issues. First,
much research has relied on samples for which results are not generalizable: low
income individuals (17, 184, 223); only women (16, 42, 184); only adolescents (225,
226), or; convenience samples (224)). Second, not all studies have used
geographically congruent scales for perceived and objective variables (e.g., objective
food environment measures have been implemented at one scale and resident
surveys at another scale (16)). Third, no studies to our knowledge have used more
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than one objective measure to operationalize each food environment construct,
although a few studies have made use of more than one kind of objective measure
(41, 160, 184). In terms of outcome measures, only one study to our knowledge used
a comprehensive indicator of dietary quality as an outcome (160); other research has
been limited to examinations of specific dietary behaviours (e.g., fruit and vegetable
intake (184, 224, 225)) or specific food purchasing behaviours (43, 226).
To overcome these gaps, the current study examines the extent to which
different objective food environment measures predict perceptions, and also explores
whether a variety of objective and perceived food environment assessment methods
predict diet-related outcomes in a population-based sample. The objectives of the
current study were to:
1. describe the diet quality, body mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC),
and food environments in a population-based sample;
2. determine the extent to which a variety of objective food environment
measures predict residents’ food environment perceptions, and;
3. determine the relative ability of objective and perceived food environment
measures to predict diet quality, BMI or WC.
We hypothesized that (a) objective food environment characteristics will predict
perceptions, and (b) food environment characteristics, particularly perceptions of
food environments, will predict diet quality, BMI, and WC, even after adjusting for the
confounding effects of individual and household-level factors associated with these
outcomes.
2. Methods
This study was conducted in conjunction with the NEWPATH (Neighbourhood
Environments in Waterloo Region: Patterns of Transportation and Health) project (see
(30)). NEWPATH’s objective was to characterize associations between objective and
subjective aspects of built environments including walkability, physical activity,
dietary behaviours, and health outcomes in an urban, population-based sample.
NEWPATH data collection occurred between May 2009 and May 2010. Data from a
complementary project aimed at characterizing food environments in the same three
cities from which NEWPATH participants were recruited (Kitchener, Cambridge, and
Waterloo, Ontario), were collected between May and August, 2010 (220). The
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NEWPATH study received ethics clearance from the University of Waterloo Office of
Research Ethics and the Behavioural Research Ethics Board at the University of British
Columbia. Ethics clearance was not necessary for the second study, as no data were
collected from human participants.
2.1

Participants
One of NEWPATH’s aims was to examine features of the built environment in

relation to health outcomes; therefore, the sample was stratified by neighbourhood
walkability, household income and household size, with allocation to achieve high
statistical power to detect hypothesized effects of walkability (30). This stratified
random sample (N=4902 individuals in 2228 households) was recruited to achieve
representativeness in income and household size according to 2006 Canadian census
data. Conditional response rates (proportion of household that completed the survey
once recruited) varied between 56% and 64% over the six phases of data collection
(30). Households were recruited in day-pairs across all days of the week. Everyone in
the household over the age of 10 years participated in the study, although inferential
analyses presented here were restricted to participants 19 years of age and older,
since children and youth may interact differently with the built environment than
adults (12), and the number of children and youth in the dataset was insufficient to
support age-specific analyses. Moreover, children and youth did not provide data on
education level, which was considered a covariate in all regression analyses
(discussed below).
The NEWPATH study contains nested data: individuals within households.
Individual-level data were considered level-1; household data were considered level2. Participating households were recruited to complete either a “simple” or
“complex” survey package. The “simple” version included a telephone recruitment
survey (which included household- and individual-level demographic information) and
a paper questionnaire that included food environment perceptions (considered a
household-level variable, since the self-identified main food shopper in the household
completed that survey instrument). All participants self-reported their weight, height,
and waist circumference, according to standard protocol (32). Participants from
households who completed a “complex” survey package additionally completed food
records over the two days of the survey.
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For descriptive analyses, the sample included 4734 individuals within 2223
households (3382 individuals in 1533 households completed the “simple” survey
package; 1352 individuals within 690 households completed the “complex” survey
package) who had complete data on all variables of interest. For the inferential
analyses, the sample (excluding those aged 18 and under) comprised 4102 individuals
within 2223 households (2932 individuals in 1533 households completed the “simple”
survey package; 1170 individuals within 690 households completed the “complex”
survey package) who had complete data on all variables of interest.
2.2

Measures

2.2.1 Outcome variables
Perceptions
To examine whether objective measures predicted perceptions (objective
two), perceptions were considered outcome variables. Table 4-1 lists the questions
used to create four perceptual scores related to access, availability, affordability, and
quality. Each question was assigned a score out of four (ranging from 1=strongly
disagree to 4=strongly agree); therefore, access was scored out of 16; availability was
scored out of 12; affordability was scored out of 12; quality was scored out of 8. High
correlations between access, availability and quality scores (Cronbach’s alpha based
on standardized items for the three scores was 0.904) justified the creation of an
“access-related” perceptual variable, with access, availability, and quality scores
being summed and standardized. Perceptions of food affordability were not
correlated with the other three measures, and therefore the affordability score was
standardized on its own. The two perceptual variables were treated as continuous
variables. In both cases, higher scores represent increased agreement with
statements related to improved neighbourhood food access, availability, quality, or
affordability.
Obesity: body mass index and waist circumference
To examine the relative predictive power of objective vs. perceived food
environment measures on individual-level outcomes (objective three), outcome
measures from all study participants included BMI, which was calculated based on
self-reported weight and height (kg/m2), and the mean self-reported WC from two
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measurements. Self-reported WC has been found to be a satisfactorily accurate proxy
for measured WC (32).
Diet Quality
Two-day food record data from all participants completing the “complex”
survey were used to calculate Healthy Eating Index adapted for Canada (HEI-C) scores
(31). The HEI-C is a comprehensive diet quality indicator based on dietary adequacy
(including the number of servings of vegetables and fruits, whole grains, number of
grams of saturated fats) and moderation (including the proportion of energy intake
from saturated fats and sodium intake). The HEI-C reflects Canadian food intake
recommendations based on participants’ age and sex, and ranges from 0 to 100;
higher scores represent better diet quality (31). Mean HEI-C scores over the two days
was considered a continuous variable to capture even small variations in diet quality,
which might not have been captured using a more crude categorical outcome of diet
quality.
2.2.2 Exposure variables
Objective food environment assessment procedures
Names and addresses of all food outlets in the three cities were obtained
from the public health inspection database maintained by the Public Health
Department. North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes were used
to categorize outlet types listed in the database (227). When NAICS codes were not
obvious from outlets’ names, web searches or site visits confirmed the appropriate
NAICS code. One of each chain restaurant (e.g., McDonald’s, Burger King),
convenience store (e.g., 7-11), pharmacy (e.g., Shopper’s Drug Mart), and warehouse
club or superstore (e.g., Walmart) were randomly selected from the database to be
assessed. Because chains strive to maintain consistency in menus, available products,
and promotions, the decision to assess one of each chain was deemed justifiable.
Every grocery store and specialty store and each independently owned restaurant,
convenience store, and pharmacy were assessed. The amounts and types of foods in
grocery stores seemed to vary by the size of grocery store (L. Minaker, unpublished
observation), thus, every grocery store was assessed. Stores were assessed using the
Nutrition Environment Measures Survey-Stores (NEMS-S)(37), and linear shelf-space
measures of specific “healthy” and “unhealthy” items (see Table 4-1) (14, 39). In
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restaurants, the Nutrition Environment Measures Survey – Restaurants (NEMS-R) (38)
was completed. Of note, in addition to assessing availability and affordability, the
NEMS-R also purportedly assesses barriers and facilitators to healthy eating. This
measure, although included in analyses, was not the main focus of the current study
and is therefore not further discussed below.
Six observers with at least two years of university education each collected
food environment data. The first author trained raters to use the NEMS-S (199) and
shelf-space measures (14, 122). Training included classroom sessions and field work in
food outlets, with feedback on results, and took approximately one week until raters
consistently achieved all correct answers on measures. During debriefing sessions,
discrepancies were discussed and consensus on appropriate data was reached.
Decision rules were added to protocol handbooks, which trainers took to each outlet
assessment to support precision in rating. Additionally, different raters periodically
assessed the same outlet throughout data collection for purposes of comparison and
immediate feedback to limit drift from occurring in observations. The first author
participated in all data collection. Inter-rater reliability was assessed using intraclass
correlation coefficients for the shelf-space measure, and ranged from a mean
ICC=0.858 for canned fruit to mean ICC=0.996 for fresh vegetables (mean ICC for all
specific items assessed =0.940).
In total, 611 restaurants were assessed (full-service restaurants, limitedservice eating places, and drinking places: NAICS codes 7221, 7222, and 72241
respectively). NEMS-R scores from the randomly-selected chain restaurants were
imputed into the same 301 additional chain restaurants listed in the Public Health
Inspection database, resulting in data from 912 unique restaurant locations being
compiled. Forty-seven supermarkets and grocery stores were assessed (NAICS code
44511); 47 specialty stores were assessed (NAICS codes 445210 – 445299); 169
convenience stores (including those attached to gas bars) were assessed (NAICS code
44512); 9 pharmacies were assessed (NAICS code 446110), and; 3 warehouse clubs
open to the general public without a membership were assessed (NAICS code 45291).
Table 4-2 shows details related to the food environment assessments. Approximately
11% of grocery stores and 10% of convenience stores identified in the Public Health
Inspection Database were either not applicable to the NEMS-S or shelf-space
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measures or were not at the address given. Four convenience stores and one grocery
store were found through direct observation (40), and were not listed in the public
health database. In total, assessments on 94% of outlets that were at the location
listed, open during business hours, and applicable to the food environment
assessment methods were carried out, with the highest refusal rate among
convenience stores . Reasons for missing data include the food outlet being closed for
renovations or that the owner or manager refused the raters access to their
establishment. A probability-based was used to randomly assign NEMS-S scores and
shelf-space data from the observed stores to missing data from similar types of stores
(n=131, 31% of stores; 10% of the total number of outlets); this procedure has been
used in previous food environment research (14). Final buffer zone databases were
based on data from 421 food stores and 912 restaurants within the study area. Buffer
zone creation is described below.
Geographic Scale Operationalization
ArcGIS 9.1 software was used to establish Euclidean distance buffer zones
around respondents’ home addresses at 250m and 1000m. Initial findings revealed
food environment measures exhibited the best construct validity at 250m buffers;
however, variables within 1000m buffer zones were also calculated, since these most
closely corresponded to the wording of the food environment perceptions questions
(i.e., “Please think of your neighbourhood as only the area within about a 10-15
minute walk (1 to 1.5 km) from your home”).
Food environment measures
Table 4-1 lists all food environment assessment methods.
Perceptual food environment variables
As described above, two perceptual food environment variables were
created; one reflects residents’ perceptions of access, availability, quality, the other
reflects residents’ perceptions of affordability. In the first set of analyses (Objective
2), these variables were treated as outcome variables; in the second set of analyses
(Objective 3), they were treated as independent variables.
Objective food environment variables
Food Access
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Seven objective access measures were included. Two intensity measures (the
number of stores within each buffer zone and the number of restaurants within each
buffer zone) (153, 228, 229), three proximity measures (distance to the nearest
grocery store, nearest convenience store and nearest fast food outlet) (153, 230), a
diversity measure (number of diverse food outlet types) (153, 229), and the Retail
Food Environment Index (RFEI) (15) assessed access.
Food Availability
Three objective availability measures were included. A shelf-space measure
assessed linear shelf-space of fruits and vegetables (fresh, frozen, and canned
varieties) and energy dense snack foods (salty snack foods, cookies and crackers,
donuts and pastries, candy, and carbonated beverages) in stores, and has been
associated with weight status (14). The NEMS-S (37) has been associated with
residents’ weight status (153), availability perceptions (41) and dietary patterns (201),
and has been considered a “gold standard” food environment measure (41). For the
current study, a Canadian adaptation was used to reflect Canadian consumption
patterns and food intake recommendations (200). The NEMS-R (38) has also been
associated with residents’ weight status (153). Mean NEMS-S and NEMS-R availability
scores from all outlets within each buffer zone were calculated. Cumulative linear
shelf-space of fruits and vegetables and of energy dense snack foods was calculated in
metres for each buffer zone.
Food affordability
Three measures assessed affordability: two were derived from the NEMS-S
measure and one was derived from the NEMS-R measure. The traditional NEMS-S
affordability score assesses relative affordability of healthier versions of standard
foods by assigning points to the lower-fat, whole-grain, or lower-sugar option of two
comparable foods (37). Poor inter-item reliability results for the NEMS-S affordability
scores (α=-0.173) in this sample (220) led to the development of an absolute price
score. Price data collected using the NEMS-S (e.g., the actual prices of specific foods in
standardized amounts) were used to create a Healthy Food Basket price for each
store. Both imperial and metric measures were used in the creation of the Healthy
Food Basket because in Ontario, some foods are most commonly measured in lbs
(e.g., fresh fruits), while other foods are measured in grams (e.g., loaves of bread) or
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litres (e.g., milk). Because the NEMS-S collects price data on a limited number of food
options and not all options are nutritious, foods that overlapped between the NEMS-S
and the National Nutritious Food Basket (231) were summed to create a Healthy Food
Basket price. Appendix A lists the foods and amounts included in the Healthy Food
Basket. Inter-item reliability statistics between basket components (relevant items
were summed to create the following categories: vegetables and fruit; low-fat
products, and; grain products) indicated that they had significantly higher internal
consistency (α=0.589) than did the original NEMS-S affordability score. Grocery stores
in the three cities selling all items (n=38) were included in the mean Healthy Food
Basket price in each buffer zone. The traditional mean NEMS-S affordability scores
and the mean NEMS-R affordability score were calculated across stores and
restaurants, respectively, for each buffer zone.
Food Quality
The NEMS-S assessed the quality of fresh fruits and vegetables according to a
standard protocol (37); mean NEMS-S quality score for all stores within each buffer
zone was calculated.
2.2.3 Covariates
Socioeconomic position (SEP) is associated with both residents’ perceptions
and with food environment characteristics (16, 17, 41-43). For the present study,
level-2 covariates included household income and car ownership; level-1 covariates
included education and age. Household income was categorized into low (<$35,000
per year), medium ($35,000 to $85,000 per year), and high (>$85,000 per year) based
on the sample stratification. Car ownership (yes/no) was included as a covariate since
it is associated with food environments and with residents’ BMI (93). Adult education
level was classified as low (high school completion or lower), medium (at least some
post-secondary), and high (at least an undergraduate degree). Age was also included
as a covariate.
2.3

Statistical Analyses
Before proceeding with the analyses, clustering of BMI and diet quality scores

within administratively-bound neighbourhoods (the forward sortation area (FSA)),
was examined. The degree of dependence was measured by calculating the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) between FSA and BMI (small ICC of 0.044, p=0.070), and
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FSA and HEI score (very small ICC of 0.002, p=0.471), suggesting that BMI and diet
quality were independent of FSA. Perceptions were similarly not clustered within FSAs
(ICC= -0.036 for availability perceptions, p=0.912; ICC= -0.040 for affordability,
p=0.933; ICC= -0.059 for access, p=0.988, and; ICC= -0.038 for quality, p=0.926).
Therefore, it was unnecessary to account for clustering within administrative
geographic areas. SPSS 20.0 was used to determine the ICCs.
To fulfill research objective one, diet quality, BMI and WC were examined
using descriptive statistics.
To fulfill research objective two, two sets of linear regressions (one for each
perceptual variable) were used to examine whether objective variables significantly
predicted the perceptual variable of interest. Household-level covariates included
household income, and car ownership, and were entered into all models. Objectivelymeasured variables were entered into separate models, with the exception of those
derived from the NEMS-S (the traditional affordability score, the availability score,
and the quality score were entered together), the NEMS-R (the availability,
affordability, and barriers and facilitators scores were entered together), and the
intensity scores (the number of stores and restaurants within buffer zones were
entered together). SPSS 20.0 was used for the linear regression analyses.
To fulfill research objective three, sex-specific multilevel linear regression
analyses were used to examine whether individual-level outcomes (BMI, WC and diet
quality) were predicted by objective and perceived food environment variables after
controlling for individual education and age, and household income and carownership. Sex specific analyses were conducted since males and females may
respond differently to built environments (232, 233). HLM 7 was used for the
multilevel regression analyses. Food environment variables were entered separately,
with the exception of the NEMS-S (the traditional affordability score, the availability
score, and the quality score were entered together), the NEMS-R (the availability
score, the affordability score, and the barriers and facilitators score were entered
together), perceptions (perception scores were entered together), and intensity
(store and restaurant intensity scores were entered together). Because initial results
indicated that BMI, WC, and both perceptual variables were skewed, Box-Cox
transformations were used to improve the normality of these variables (234). For all
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analyses, p=0.05 was considered statistically significant, and data were weighted to
reflect Canadian Census 2006 totals for the area.
3. Results
3.1

Descriptive characteristics

3.1.1 Sample Characteristics
Household Level
Just under one-quarter of the sample was low-income (24.5%), 43.9% was
mid-income, and 31.6% was high income. Rates of vehicle ownership were very high
(94.7%) (corresponding to census data indicating that 88% of employees 15 years and
over drive or are driven to work), and the sample was fairly equally split by sex (52.7%
female). Before standardization, the mean access/availability/quality perceptual
score was 24.9 out of 36 possible and the mean affordability perceptual score was 6.5
out of 12 possible. On average, the closest grocery store was approximately 1km
away from respondents’ homes (1001m), the closest convenience store was about
half a kilometre away (526m), and the closest fast food outlet was 582m away.
Participants had 419.5m of linear shelf space dedicated to energy dense snack foods
and 126.4m of shelf space dedicated to fruits and vegetables within 1km of their
home on average. Participants had an average of 9 food stores and 20 restaurants
within 1km of home, and the mean RFEI score was 5.6, indicating that there were 5.6
times as many fast food outlets and convenience stores as there were grocery stores
and specialty stores within 1km of respondents’ homes.
Individual Level
About 7% of the sample was aged 10-14 years; 16% was aged 15-24 years;
34% was aged 25-45 years; 33% was aged 45-65 years and; 10% was over 65 years.
For females, mean BMI was 26.8, mean WC was 86.2cm, and mean HEI-C score was
54.6 (which corresponds to a “diet in need of improvement” (31). Among females
aged 12-20, 79.3% were normal weight, 17.0% were overweight, and 3.7% were
classified as obese, according to International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) cut-offs.
Among female adults, 36.9% were normal weight, 30.5% were overweight (BMI
between 25 and 29.9), 19.3% were class I obese (BMI between 30-34.9), 5.5% were
class II obese (BMI between 35 and 39.9) and 7.7% were class III obese (BMI>40);
62.7% had a WC over 79.9cm, representing increased or high risk (235).
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For males, mean BMI was 27.6, mean WC was 94.1cm, and mean HEI-C score
was 50.8 (which represents diet quality on the border between “poor” and “needs
improvement”) (31). Among males aged 12-20, 65.3% were normal weight, 22.2%
were overweight, and 12.5% were obese, according to IOM cut-offs. Among male
adults, 21.7% were normal weight, 43.9% were overweight (BMI between 25 and
29.9), 25.5% were class I obese (BMI between 30-34.9), 6.9% were class II obese (BMI
between 35 and 39.9) and 2.7% were class III obese (BMI>40); 54.1% had a WC over
93.9cm, representing increased- or high-risk (235).
3.2

Perceptions predicted by objective food environment characteristics

3.2.1 Proximity variables
Distance to the nearest grocery store (B=-0.39, p<0.001) and distance to the
nearest fast food outlet (B=-0.144, p=0.002) significantly predicted access-related
perceptions. The strongest predictors of affordability perceptions included distance to
the nearest fast food outlet (B=-0.15, p=0.002), distance to the nearest convenience
store (B=-0.11, p=0.031) (see Table 4-3).
3.2.2 250m Buffers
No objective factors at 250m significantly predicted either perceptual variable
(data not shown).
3.2.3

1000m Buffers
Table 4-3 highlights objective predictors of the two perceptual variables at

1000m. The strongest predictors (largest B values) of access-related perceptions were
linear shelf space of fruits and vegetables (B=2.31, p<0.001) and linear shelf-space of
energy-dense snack foods (B=0.52, p<0.001). Other objective measures at 1000m that
significantly predicted access-related perceptions included diversity, store intensity,
NEMS-S availability and quality, NEMS-R barriers and facilitators to healthy eating,
and the mean healthy food basket price.
Linear shelf-space of fruits and vegetables within 1000m (B=-0.45, p=0.012)
significantly predicted affordability perceptions. The only objective measure
purportedly assessing food affordability that significantly predicted affordability
perceptions was the healthy food basket price (B=-0.002, p=0.029). Other significant
predictors of affordability perceptions included store and restaurant intensity, the
RFEI, and the NEMS-R access score.
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3.3

Diet-related health outcomes explained by food environment characteristics
Only access-related perceptions predicted diet quality among males (B=1.09,

p=0.019); neither perceptual variable predicted any other outcomes among females
or males, as shown in Table 4-4. Table 4-5 shows regression coefficients of food
environment variables at 1000m for females and males, as well as proximity
measures and perceptual variables.
3.3.1 Proximity variables
For females, distance (km) from home to the nearest convenience store was
significantly, negatively associated with BMI and WC (B=-2.23, p<0.001 and B=-6.41,
p<0.001, respectively) and distance to the nearest fast food outlet was significantly,
negatively associated with WC (B=-4.95, p<0.001). For males, distance (km) from
home to the nearest grocery store significantly predicted BMI (B=0.52, p=0.020), and
marginally significantly predicted diet quality (B=-1.41, p=0.065).
3.3.2

250m Buffers
For females, both NEMS-S availability and quality predicted BMI (B=0.144,

p=0.005 and B=-0.449, p=0.01, respectively), as did store intensity (B=0.691, p=0.002)
and restaurant intensity (B=-0.152, p=0.044). WC was predicted by store intensity
(B=1.53, p=0.003), NEMS-S affordability (B=-1.54, p=0.034), shelf space of energydense foods (B=0.020, p=0.006), RFEI (B=0.623, p=0.018), and diversity (B=0.658,
p=0.019).
For males, BMI was predicted by NEMS-S quality (B=-0.490, p=0.002) and
NEMS-R affordability (B=0.453, p=0.020), while WC was predicted solely by NEMS-S
quality (B=-0.97, p=0.006).
3.3.3

1000m Buffers
For females, store and restaurant intensity predicted BMI (B=0.09, p=0.027

and B=-0.04, p=0.014, respectively). NEMS-S affordability scores were significantly,
negatively associated with BMI (B=-0.60, p=0.02), and NEMS-R availability and
barriers and facilitators to healthy eating scores significantly predicted BMI (B=-0.32,
p=0.006 and B=0.17, p=.023, respectively).
For males, restaurant intensity was significantly, negatively associated with
BMI (B=-0.03, p=0.024) and RFEI was significantly, positively associated with WC
(B=0.18, p=0.025). NEMS-S affordability was significantly, negatively associated with
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both BMI and WC (B=-0.55, p=0.021 and B=-1.42, p=0.016, respectively), and NEMS-R
barriers and facilitators to healthy eating scores were significantly, positively
associated with WC (B=0.33, p=0.043). Only NEMS-S availability significantly predicted
diet quality among males (B=0.34, p=0.005), although linear shelf-space of fruits and
vegetables and mean healthy food basket price marginally significantly predicted diet
quality (B=8.33, p=0.061 and B=0.04, p=0.056, respectively).
4. Discussion
This study has advanced both theoretical and policy considerations by
determining the extent to which objective food environment measures predict
residents’ food environment perceptions, and by examining the relative predictive
ability of objective vs. perceived food environment measures with respect to dietrelated outcomes.
4.1

Theoretical contributions
In terms of theoretical contributions, many of the objective measures

predicted residents’ perceptions of access, availability and quality and of
affordability. Linear shelf-space of fruits and vegetables was a stronger predictor of
access-related perceptions relative to the NEMS-S, indicating that the amount or
prominence of nutritious foods might better predict perceptions than their presence
or absence (as measured by the NEMS-S). Moreover, while researchers have
hypothesized about the existence of different food environment constructs (1, 219),
this study found a) perceptions along the constructs of access, availability and quality
to be highly correlated, indicating that these may not be separate and distinct
constructs from a perceptual perspective, and b) affordability perceptions were
predicted by only one of three objective measures purportedly assessing affordability
(the mean healthy food basket price), but were predicted by five of seven food access
measures, and an availability measure. This could reflect discrepancies between
respondents’ perceptions of their neighbourhoods and how researchers have
operationalized food environment constructs. Future theoretical development should
acknowledge that constructs may be more interconnected or nuanced than
previously thought.
Food environment characteristics are hypothesized to act on weight status
through dietary mechanisms, so it was somewhat surprising that BMI (and not diet
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quality) was predicted by several food environment variables, since better diet quality
is associated with lowered risk of overweight and obesity in Canada (24). This finding
is, however, consistent with previous research (8), and perhaps indicates that the
amount of food (reflected by BMI), rather than the quality of the diet (captured by
HEI-C) is the main mechanism through which food environments act on outcomes.
Alternatively, despite being comprehensive, the average HEI score over two days may
be too short-term of an instrument to capture dietary patterns, which may indeed be
related to food environments. This finding further indicates a need for future research
to carefully consider how “eating patterns” are operationalized. Diet quality (in terms
of adequate micronutrient consumption and moderation of specific micro- and
macronutrients including sodium and saturated fat) was not predicted by food
environment variables, but perhaps overall caloric consumption would have been
better predicted as a proximal outcome of food environments. Future research
should examine whether eating patterns (variously operationalized) mediate
associations between food environments and weight status.
One final theoretical consideration relates to the variability of food
environment characteristics. The current study took place in three adjacent cities in
southern Ontario. Findings from an ongoing 12-country built environment research
project (236) indicates that built environment metrics vary exponentially more
between countries than within countries. Therefore, associations between built
environment features and outcomes may be significantly underestimated in singlecountry studies (29). In the current study, the fact that the three cities are spatially
contiguous and also relatively homogeneous in terms of urban form may mean that
variability in food environment measures is even smaller than would variability be
had three spatially separate cities been examined. Indeed, national or state-level
policies influencing food production, distribution, and marketing might inhibit the
variability of local food environments, precluding a full understanding of food
environments’ associations with outcomes in a single-region study. Food environment
research could benefit from international comparisons to further investigate the role
of food environments in shaping outcomes.
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4.2

Methodological contributions
Methodologically, findings from this study indicate that access and relative

affordability in stores were most predictive of BMI and WC, which underlines the
importance extending traditional examinations of food access to include
considerations of relative affordability. Interestingly, absolute affordability
(operationalized with the mean healthy food basket price) did not significantly predict
any outcomes. This finding further reflects the complexity of operationalizing food
environment constructs and merits further investigation to examine how food costs,
variously defined, are associated with outcomes.
Second, geographically, objective measures more successfully predicted
perceptions at 1000m buffers relative to 250m buffers, possibly corresponding with
the geographic scale respondents were asked to consider in the survey question. To
maximize correspondence between measures, future research should ensure the
same geographic scale for both. Interestingly, for females, positive associations
between store intensity and BMI and negative associations between restaurant and
BMI were weaker at 1000m buffers relative to 250m buffers. This finding may be
related to the fundamental geographical principle of distance decay, the notion that
individuals are less likely to interact with locations that are further away. For variables
that were related at one scale but not another, it may reflect the fact that distance
decay varies across contexts (237, 238). It is additionally interesting that increased
store intensity predicted increased BMI and increased restaurant intensity predicted
decreased BMI. This may reflect other considerations related to food purchasing
behaviours and use of food outlets. For example, it may be that an increased number
of small food stores within walking distance may increase individuals’ food purchasing
from these kinds of food stores, which tend to supply non-nutritious foods (239).
Conversely, an increased number of restaurants within walking distance may not be
as related to purchasing patterns in restaurants but instead may reflect walkability,
which has been associated with increased physical activity and decreased weight
status in some studies (240). Future research should examine whether and how food
environment influences on food purchasing may vary across outlet types.
Third, differential findings for males vs. females were consistent with other
results (233), and suggest that future research should use sex-specific models. For
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females, distance from home to the nearest convenience store best predicted BMI
and WC – females of average height (1.65m, 5’5) were 6.1kg (15.2lbs) less and had
6.4cm smaller WC for every km increase in distance from home to the nearest
convenience store after accounting for household income, car ownership, and
individual age and education level. For males, convenience store proximity did not
significantly predict BMI, but grocery store proximity did: for each one km increase in
distance away from the nearest grocery store, average height males (1.78m, 5’10)
were 1.6kg (4.1lbs) heavier after accounting for covariates. These sex-specific findings
may reflect the gendered nature of relationships with food (241, 242), and should be
further explored in qualitative and quantitative studies. On average, the NEWPATH
participants had extremely high rates of car-ownership, representative of the broader
study setting. It has been hypothesized that social or economic restrictions may
render people more dependent on their immediate environments for food (92). In
this context, where participants were generally not restricted to their immediate
environments, it is remarkable that several features of the immediate food
environments nevertheless emerged as powerful predictors of BMI and WC in
particular.
4.3

Policy-oriented contributions
In terms of policy-oriented contributions, this study showed that perceptions

predicted only diet quality for males, to the exclusion of all other diet-related
outcomes, consistent with some research (184), but inconsistent with other research
finding that perceptions are associated with better diet quality (160), food purchasing
behaviours (43), and consumption behaviours (42). This study’s findings seem to
support policies that would increase objective access to nutritious food sources or
restrict access to non-nutritious foods sources (e.g., through zoning regulations),
rather than attempting to alter food environment perceptions through strategies
aimed at increasing residents’ knowledge of healthy, affordable foods in their
neighbourhoods. One example of a land-use planning policy that would be supported
by the current study is zoning regulations to limit convenience store access, since
distance from home to the nearest convenience store was most strongly associated
with increased BMI and WC among females. Another feasible strategy may be to alter
the consumer nutrition environment within convenience stores. Corner store
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interventions may increase the availability and promotion of healthy foods, increase
sales of certain healthy foods (243), and improve individual-level food-related
consumer behaviours (244). Small food stores are important intervention settings
because of their easy accessibility, high level of patronization by local residents, and
relatively unhealthy food offerings (239, 245). Since the current study was crosssectional, and therefore speculation on causation is precluded, the claim cannot be
made that limiting access to convenience stores through zoning regulations or
strategies targeted at improving nutritious food availability within convenience stores
will cause healthier body weights. Certain jurisdictions, including the current study
setting, have mandates to promote and sustain healthy food environments (19, 20).
Therefore, despite their cross-sectional nature, the current findings can still support
public health planners in their desire to use evidence to inform policies related to
healthy food environments. While policies are not solely created as a result of
evidence, in jurisdictions where policymakers are ready to approve or implement
policies related to the food environment, the current study suggests that food access
(measures for which are relatively inexpensive) and relative affordability of nutritious
foods may be the most important features on which to act.
Descriptive food environment data may also be used to create buy-in among
local policy-makers. In this setting, objective measures revealed an “obesogenic” food
environment (246). Public health practitioners may well use these data to make the
case to policy-makers that the current environment does not provide adequate
opportunities for residents to engage in healthy eating. Policymakers seem reluctant
to promote healthy eating environments (247), so using descriptive data to illustrate
the extent of the obesogenic food environment could potentially be a first-step in
creating buy-in among policymakers by framing the current food environment as
problematic (248). For example, policymakers may be responsive to the message that
on average, residents had over three times as much shelf-space dedicated to energy
dense snack foods as to fruit and vegetables within 1km of their homes, or that the
nearest convenience stores were almost twice as close to respondents’ homes as the
nearest grocery stores (526m away vs. 1001m away, respectively). Although food
deserts have been the topic of much interest in Canada and elsewhere (3, 188, 249)
the notion of “food swamps” – places containing “a plethora of fast food;
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convenience stores selling calorie-dense packaged foods, super-sized sodas, and
other sugar-loaded beverages; and other non-food retail venues selling junk food as a
side activity” (249) (p. 1171) seems a more relevant frame for the current study
context. In the Region of Waterloo, these descriptive data support public health
planners and practitioners in terms of the need for policies to create healthy food
environments and improved food access as stated in the current Regional Official Plan
(19, 20).
The current study faced several limitations. In addition to being crosssectional, the study also relied on buffer zones around homes to the exclusion of
other places potentially relevant to diet-related outcomes. While this is common
practice in the literature to date (5), recent studies have attempted to understand
and quantify food environment exposure based on where people travel throughout
the day (175-177), since people are not restricted to their local neighbourhood to
procure food (250).The fact that features of the immediate food environment were
still predictive of outcomes perhaps indicates the importance of local food
environments as determinants of said outcomes. Second, while dietary data were
collected throughout the year, food environment data were collected between May
and August, a time when produce may be more available or affordable, given the
growing season in the study region. NEMS-S protocol requires the “regular” price of
all foods to be recorded, so sale prices that might be more likely in the summer due
to increased volume of locally available fruits and vegetables would not have been
captured regardless. Moreover, for the current study, data collection from
respondents took place from 2009-2010 and food environment data collection took
place in 2010, which is temporally closer than several previous studies attempting to
link individual-level and food environment data (153, 201). Third, previous research
examining food environment perceptions has either used perception and outcome
data from the same individual (160, 184) and/or has used perceptions from
neighbourhood informants (160); both methods have been found to predict diet
quality. The current study gauged perceptions of the main food shopper and
examined individual-level outcomes of all members of the household. While it is
possible that individuals’ perceptions may have better predicted outcomes, gauging
perceptions of the main food shopper is theoretically important, given that the main
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food shopper would both likely be aware of the local food destinations and would
also contribute to determining the household’s food selection. Finally, there was a
relatively high refusal rate among convenience store owners. However, while the
process of imputing missing data from similar store types may have increased the
chance of type II error, it would not have biased the findings, since refusals did not
appear to be geographically clustered. These limitations are offset by the strengths of
the study, which include the incorporation of eight different food environment
assessment tools, the assessment of both community and consumer nutrition
environments (1), three outcomes of interest (including a comprehensive index of
diet quality), and varied geographic scale (250m buffers and 1000m buffers), all
within the context of population-based sample. This is the first study to date that has
incorporated multiple measures of food availability and affordability in particular.
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Table 4-1: Description of food environment measures
Instrument
Outlet type Constructs
assessed
Addressed
Objective Community Nutrition Environment
Proximity to the
Stores and
Access
nearest food outlet of restaurants
a certain type (153)
Intensity(153)
Stores
Access
Restaurants
Diversity (153)
Stores and
Access
restaurants

RFEI(15)

Stores and
Access
restaurants
Objective Consumer Nutrition Environment
Shelf-space measures Stores
Availability
(122)

NEMS-S Checklist (37)

Stores

Availability
Affordability
Quality

NEMS-R Checklist (38)

Restaurant
s

Availability
Affordability
Barriers and
Facilitators

Methodology

The network distance (m) from a respondent’s home to the
nearest grocery store, the nearest convenience store, and the
nearest fast food outlet.
The number of food stores or restaurants within a given buffer
zone
The number of diverse types of food outlets (five types of food
stores (convenience, grocery stores, specialty food stores,
pharmacies, and warehouse clubs and superstores) and two
types of restaurants (limited-service and full-service)) within
1000m of home; min: 0; max: 7, with ‘7’ indicating the presence
of all types of food outlets
Geographic analysis of ratio of number of fast-food outlets and
convenience stores to grocery and specialty stores
Two variables: Cumulative linear shelf-space of fruits and
vegetables (including fresh, frozen and canned varieties) (m),
and the cumulative linear shelf-space of energy-dense snack
foods (including candies, carbonated beverages, salty snack
foods, cookies and crackers, donuts and pastries) (m)
Objective audits of food stores: mean NEMS-S scores within
1000m of home for each construct (e.g., mean NEMS-S
availability, mean NEMS-S affordability, and mean NEMS-S
quality) were computed
Objective audits of restaurants: mean NEMS-R scores within
1000m of home for each construct (e.g., mean NEMS-R
availability, mean NEMS-R affordability, and mean NEMS-R
barriers and facilitators) were computed.
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Instrument
Perceptual Variables
Neighbourhood food
environment
perceptions(160, 196)

Outlet type
assessed

Constructs
Addressed

Methodology

Stores and
restaurants

Access
Availability
Affordability
Quality

Agreement with the following statements on a 4-point Likert
scale assessed residents’ perceptions. Access: “There are no
food outlets in my neighbourhood*”; “It is easy to purchase
fresh fruits and vegetables in my neighbourhood”; “It is easy to
purchase low-fat products (such as low-fat milk or lean meats)
in my neighbourhood”; “There are a lot of fast food restaurants
in my neighbourhood*”
Availability: “There is a large selection of fresh fruits and
vegetables available in my neighbourhood”; “There is a large
selection of low-fat products available in my neighbourhood”;
“It is easy to eat healthily at the restaurants in my
neighbourhood.”
Affordability: “I shop elsewhere because the prices in my
neighbourhood are too high*”; “The produce in my
neighbourhood is more expensive than that in other
neighbourhoods*”; “The low-fat products in my neighbourhood
are more expensive than those in other areas.*”
Quality: “The fresh produce in my neighbourhood is of high
quality”; “The low-fat products in my neighbourhood are of
high quality.” (* items were reverse-scored)
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Table 4-2: Food environment assessments

Outlet type

Restaurant
Grocery Store
Convenience
Store
Pharmacy
Superstore
Specialty Store

Number Number of unique
assessed locations included
in buffer-zone
analyses (including
all chains)
611
912
47
47
169
289

Number of outlets
found in PHI
database not at
given address or
closed
58
0
10

Number of
outlets found in
PHI database
not applicable*

9
3
47

0
0
1

22
13
51

Refusal
Rate§

18
5
17

Number
found
through
direct
observation
37
1
4

0
0
3

0
0
2

0%
0%
7.8%

0.1%
0%
39%

* Outlets selling no food or beverages or only selling a limited number of canned goods not rated by any tool
§
Store employees instructed raters not to conduct shelf-space or NEMS checklist measurements
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Table 4-3: Perceptual measures predicted by objective measures

Objective Variables
Income
Car Ownership
Community Nutrition Environment

Perceived Access,
Availability, Quality
-0.064(0.028)*
0.060 (0.067)

Distance to nearest grocery store (km) (SD)
-0.390(0.030)***
Distance to nearest convenience store (km) (SD)
-0.068(0.053)
Distance to the nearest fast food outlet (km) (SD)
-0.144(0.047)**
Diversity (SD)
0.112(0.012)***
Intensity: Stores (SD)
0.014(0.005)**
Intensity: Restaurants (SD)
-0.002(0.002)
RFEI (SD)
-0.004(0.004)
Consumer Nutrition Environment
Fruit and Vegetable Shelf-Space (km) (SD)
2.31(0.18)***
Energy Dense Shelf-Space (km) (SD)
0.517(0.060)***
NEMS-S Availability (SD)
0.044(0.006)***
NEMS-S Affordability (SD)
-0.019(0.040)
NEMS-S Quality (SD)
-0.071(0.020)***
NEMS-R Availability (SD)
0.009(0.016)
NEMS-R Affordability
0.022(0.034)
NEMS-R Barriers and facilitators to healthy eating
0.033(0.010)***
NEMS-R Access
0.018(0.012)
Mean Healthy Food Basket total price
0.014(0.001)***
* significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.01; ***significant at p<0.001

Perceived Affordability
-0.146(0.028)***
-0.309(0.066)***
0.007(0.031)
-0.112(0.052)*
-0.146(0.046)**
-0.013(0.012)
-0.015(0.005)**
0.005(0.002)**
0.012(0.004)***
-0.445(0.117)*
-0.106(0.059)
0.003(0.006)
0.002(0.039)
0.003(0.019)
-0.010(0.015)
0.014(0.033)
-0.017(0.010)
0.027(0.012)*
-0.002(0.001)*
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Table 4-4: Perceptions predicting diet-related outcomes

Females

Individual-level
characteristics
Age (Beta, SE)
Education level
(Beta, SE)
Household-level
characteristics
Income (Beta, SE)
Car ownership
(Beta, SE)

Males

Diet
Quality

BMI

WC (cm)

0.04(0.02)
1.39
(0.47)**

0.10(0.008)*** 0.27(0.02)*** 0.006(0.025) 0.10(0.008)*** 0.36(0.02)***
-0.84(0.18)*** -2.09
1.26 (0.54)* -0.18(0.15)
-0.07(0.39)
(0.46)***

0.66(0.63)
1.45(1.55)

-0.58(0.26)*
-1.47(0.91)

-1.58(0.61)**
-2.18(1.94)

Perceptions
Availability, Quality,
0.17(0.47) -0.18(0.13)
-0.41(0.36)
Access
Food affordability
0.24(0.49) -0.04 (0.14)
-0.28(0.34)
* significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.01; ***significant at p<0.001

Diet Quality

BMI

WC(cm)

-0.77(0.71)
-0.20(1.97)

-0.11(0.22)
1.71(0.77)*

-0.92(0.59)
3.19(1.93)

1.09(0.46)*

-0.21(0.13)

-0.41(0.36)

0.31(0.46)

-0.04(0.14)

-0.29(0.35)
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Table 4-5: Regression coefficients for multi-level analysis of household- and individual-level factors associated with diet
quality, BMI, and WC
DQ
Community Nutrition Environment
Distance to nearest grocery store (km) (SD)
Distance to nearest convenience store (km)
(SD)
Distance to the nearest fast food outlet (km)
(SD)
Diversity (SD)

-1.56(1.06)
2.19(1.95)

Female
BMI

WC

DQ

Male
BMI

WC

-1.41 (0.76)
1.96(1.74)

0.52 (0.22)*
0.09(0.52)

0.48 (0.59)
-0.98(1.35)

0.019(1.53)

-0.49(0.51)

-1.73(1.310)

0.39(0.31)

-0.12(0.10)

-0.16(0.25)

1.97(1.79)

0.19(0.28)
-2.23
(0.63)***
-1.07(0.58)

-0.08(0.30)

-0.02(0.12)

0.10(0.70)
-6.41
(1.52)***
-4.95
(1.42)***
0.01(0.29)

Intensity: Stores (SD)
Intensity: Restaurants (SD)

-0.04(0.10)
0.01(0.04)

0.09(0.04)*
-0.04(0.02)*

0.18(0.10)
-0.06(0.04)

-0.11(0.12)
0.06(0.05)

0.05(0.04)
-0.03(0.01)*

0.10(0.08)
-0.05(0.03)

RFEI (SD)
Consumer NE
Log Shelf Space Ratio
Fruit and Vegetable Shelf-Space (km) (SD)
Energy Dense Shelf-Space (km) (SD)
NEMS-S Availability (SD)
NEMS-S Affordability (SD)

-0.09(0.07)

0.04(0.04)

0.09(0.08)

-0.12(0.08)

0.07(0.04)

0.18(0.08)*

-1.73(1.30)
5.51(4.39)
0.37(1.29)
0.07(0.15)
0.89(0.87)

0.12(0.38)
-0.10(1.40)
-0.16(0.50)
-0.09(0.05)
-0.60(0.26)*

-0.34(0.98)
1.17(3.33)
0.29(1.21)
-0.14(0.11)
-1.42(0.64)*

-1.84(1.02)
8.33(4.43)
1.58(1.45)
0.34(0.12)**
0.31(0.75)

0.39(0.33)
-0.99(1.18)
-0.64(0.41)
-0.06(0.04)
-0.55(0.24)*

-0.04(0.82)
-0.17(2.99)
-0.43(1.07)
-0.12(0.09)
-1.42(0.59)*

NEMS-S Quality (SD)

0.11(0.42)

0.05(0.14)

0.33(0.35)

-0.50(0.35)

0.02(0.11)

NEMS-R Availability (SD)

-0.45(0.33)

-0.18(0.28)

0.13(0.29)

-0.16(0.10)

NEMS-R Affordability
NEMS-R Barriers and facilitators
NEMS-R Access
Mean Healthy Food Basket total price

-0.61(0.70)
0.29(0.27)
-0.11(0.29)
0.02(0.03)

0.32(0.12)**
-0.03(0.25)
0.17(0.08)*
0.17(0.09)
-0.001(0.01)

0.0007(0.30)
-0.17(0.26)

0.21(0.58)
0.18(0.18)
0.45(0.23)
0.004(0.02)

0.45(0.63)
-0.20(0.23)
0.17(0.25)
0.04(0.02)

-0.19(0.19)
0.10(0.06)
0.14(0.08)
-0.06(0.01)

-0.23(0.51)
0.33(0.16)*
0.23(0.22)
-0.001(0.02)

* significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.01; ***significant at p<0.001
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Chapter 4. Appendix A
Foods comprising the Health Food Basket, categorized by food group
Vegetables and Fruit: Apples (1lb), bananas (1lb), cantaloupe (1 melon), oranges (1lb), grapes (1lb), pears (1lb), broccoli (1
bunch), cabbage (1 head), carrots (2lb bag), celery (1 group of stalks), long English cucumber (1 whole), green bell peppers
(1lb), iceberg lettuce (1 head), potatoes (5lb bag), sweet potatoes (1lb), field tomatoes (1lb), mixed vegetables (frozen, 1kg
bag), peas (frozen, 1 kg bag), strawberries (frozen, 600g bag), corn (canned, 398 ml), peaches (canned, 398 ml), stewed
tomatoes (canned, 796ml), apple juice (1L), orange juice (1L)
Grain Products: 100% Whole wheat bread (1 loaf, 425g), low-sugar cereal (1 standard box)
Milk and Alternatives: Plain skim milk (Carton, 1L)
Meat and Alternatives: lean ground beef (1kg)
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1. Introduction
Recognition of “globesity” – an increasing global epidemic of overweight and
obesity – as a serious public health concern has resulted in national and international
agencies calling for strategies to prevent and reduce the overweight and obesity rates
around the world (4, 251-253). To address the crisis of increasing obesity rates, an
environmental perspective on dietary behaviours, specifically, a focus on “toxic” or
“obesogenic” environments, has been advocated (69, 217, 246, 254). Food
environments, characteristics of the built environment related to food consumption,
may be particularly important drivers, since rising obesity prevalence seems primarily
to be due to excess caloric consumption, rather than inadequate energy expenditure
(22, 23). Indeed, the relationship between food environments and diet-related health
outcomes including obesity is of great interest to both researchers (7-9, 219, 255) and
policy makers, who are increasingly implementing policies and programs to improve
food environments (19, 193, 256).
1.1

The promise of examining perceptions
Much of the food environment research to date has relied on readily-

available secondary data sources, such as land use and parcel data (which are
typically available in municipal Geographic Information Systems (GIS) databases),
commercial data (for example, InfoUSA or Dun and Bradstreet, which contain
information on types and locations of food outlets), or public health or other
governmental department licencing data (for example, public health inspection
databases)(94, 257, 258). Food outlet addresses obtained through these sources are
geocoded (often with no verification through direct observation), and researchers are
then able to use GIS to identify food outlets’ geospatial locations and to quantify food
environment exposures, variously defined (e.g., the number of fast food outlets
within 800m of a school, or the street network distance between survey participants’
homes and the nearest grocery store).
One major limitation of extant research is the inconsistent assessment
methodology employed, which renders it difficult to compare findings across
populations or geographic locales (8, 9, 219, 255). Although food access is increasingly
being operationalized with spatial analyses using GIS (180, 219), some researchers are
calling for the inclusion of perception-based measures in food environment research
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for three reasons. First, there are concerns about the accuracy of using secondary
data sources since discrepancies between commercial business listings and the actual
location and status of food stores may be significant (94, 257-259); residents’ food
environment exposures may thus be easily misclassified.
Second, and perhaps more important from a theoretical perspective,
residents’ perceptions might tap into broader, complementary constructs related to
food access, such as the selection, quality, acceptability, and affordability of the local
food supply, or even the residents’ own mobility (43, 92, 260, 261).
Third, from a research perspective, understanding the relationship between
objective and subjective measures can help to refine assessment methodologies, and
facilitate the interpretation of food environment studies (18, 41, 160). A clearer
understanding of the relationship between objective and perceived food environment
measures is necessary to advance theoretical, research, and policy or program
developments, as described below.
1.1.1 Advancing food environment theory
A widely-cited, early conceptual model of food environments distinguished
between community and consumer nutrition environments, where community
nutrition environments incorporate constructs of food access (geographic distribution
of food sources), and consumer nutrition environments capture the availability,
affordability, quality, and promotions of foods within food stores or restaurants (1). In
this model, objectively measured food environment characteristics are hypothesized
to both directly and indirectly influence eating patterns through residents’ food
environment perceptions. In other words, this model shows residents’ perceptions as
potential mediators of the association between objective food environment measures
and diet-related outcomes. Mediating variables transmit the effect of an antecedent,
independent variable to an outcome variable (25, 26) and are therefore identified as
being situated in a causal sequence between the independent variable and the
dependent variable. Several studies examined the relationship between objective and
perceived measures (16-18, 41, 184, 185, 260), but none have directly tested
perceptions as mediators of the association between objective measures and dietrelated outcomes. Two systematic reviews have recommended that researchers
explicitly test theoretically-justified mediators to further our understanding of how
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the built environment (including the food environment) influences health outcomes
(5, 7) and to facilitate the development of more efficient interventions that target
mechanisms by which features of the built environment affect diet-related outcomes.
Indeed, examining mediating pathways can help to identify important determinants
of perceptions, which themselves have been found to predict dietary behaviours
(161, 260-263).
1.1.2 Advancing research
As mentioned, in traditional food environment assessments, researchers
obtain data from secondary sources and use GIS to quantify food environment
exposures based on food outlet types (e.g., supermarkets, convenience stores and
fast food outlets are outlet types that have emerged as important to residents’ dietrelated outcomes (5, 7-9). Directly measuring features of the consumer nutrition
environment (local food availability, affordability, or quality) is expensive relative to
measuring the community nutrition environment using spatial analyses, although
consumer nutrition environment measures have been identified as a ‘gold standard’
(41). The less expensive option of measuring community nutrition environments
through, for example, determining grocery store proximity or fast food outlet density,
relies on the potentially erroneous assumption that consumer nutrition environments
are invariable across grocery stores, or that only grocery stores offer nutritious foods
(18, 160). Moreover, as mentioned, secondary data quality represents a potentially
serious concern in terms of research reliability, since discrepancies between different
data sources exist (94, 257, 258). Therefore, further exploring the relationship
between perceptions and objective measures of community and consumer nutrition
environments remains an important question for advancing practical research
considerations.
1.1.3 Advancing policy and practice
A window of opportunity may be open for food environment theory and
research to make significant contributions to food environment policies, given that
policies related to the food environment are already being implemented in the face of
scant or conflicting evidence (19, 193). For example, Los Angeles has banned fast food
outlets from opening in certain neighbourhoods (193), Comox, British Columbia has
banned drive-thrus since they have been found to violate existing idling bylaws (264),
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and several municipalities in Quebec, Canada, are currently considering the use of
zoning regulations to prohibit fast food outlets and convenience stores from opening
within walking distance of schools (3). An examination of whether perceptions
mediate associations between objective features and diet-related outcomes can help
to identify points of intervention. If perceptions do not mediate these associations,
then the argument for acting directly on objective food environment characteristics
shown to predict dietary outcomes may be justified. If perceptions do mediate these
associations, perceptions may represent an important point of intervention, and
therefore increasing residents’ awareness of nutritious, affordable foods in their
neighbourhoods may be an effective strategy (16, 265).
1.2

Overview of existing evidence
Extant research has examined the extent to which objective and perceived

measures are related (16-18, 41, 185), and the relative ability of objective vs.
perceived measures to predict diet-related outcomes (43, 160, 184, 224, 260).
Objective and perceived food environment measures are generally not highly
correlated, although objective measures of the community nutrition environment
(i.e., access) seems to be more predictive of perceived measures than do measures
addressing aspects of the consumer nutrition environment (i.e., availability,
affordability or quality)(16, 17, 184). Results from studies comparing the relative
ability of objective vs. perceived measures to predict outcomes are mixed: two
studies found perceptions to predict outcomes to the exclusion of objective measures
(43, 260), two studies found objective (not perceived) measures to predict dietrelated outcomes (184, 265), and two studies found both objective and perceived
measures to predict outcomes (160, 224). Only two studies have incorporated
perceptual and objective measures of both the community and consumer nutrition
environments. One was conducted with 186 low-income women (184), the other was
conducted with 4102 men and women from a population-based sample (265). Both of
these studies found that objective community nutrition environment measures best
predicted dietary and weight-related outcomes relative to objective measures of the
consumer nutrition environment or to any perceived measures.
The aim of this study is to test the theoretical hypothesis presented by Glanz
and colleagues (1) that perceptions mediate associations between the objective food
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environment and diet-related outcomes. It does so using a population-based sample,
and incorporates several measures of the community and consumer nutrition
environments, which allows for between-measure comparability, thereby filling a
large gap in the current literature (7-9, 219).
2. Methods
The NEWPATH (Neighbourhood Environments in Waterloo Region: Patterns
of Transportation and Health) project aimed to characterize associations between
objective and subjective aspects of built environments including walkability, physical
activity, dietary behaviours, and health outcomes in a population-based sample (30).
Data collection for NEWPATH took place from May 2009 until May 2010; data from a
separate but related project aimed at characterizing food environments in the three
cities of Waterloo Region: Kitchener, Cambridge, and Waterloo, were collected
between May and August, 2010 (220). The NEWPATH study received ethics clearance
from the University of Waterloo Office Research Ethics and the Behavioural Research
Ethics Board at the University of British Columbia. Ethics clearance was not necessary
for the second study, as no data were collected from human participants.
2.1

Procedures

2.1.1 NEWPATH
The NEWPATH sample was stratified by neighbourhood walkability,
household income and household size, with allocation to achieve high statistical
power to detect hypothesized effects of walkability, consistent with NEWPATH’s
primary aim (30). Proportional sampling was employed to recruit a stratified random
sample (N=4902 individuals in 2228 households) representative of the study area in
terms of income and household size according to 2006 Canadian census data.
Conditional response rates (proportion of households that completed the survey once
recruited) varied between 56% and 64% over six phases of data collection (30).
Households were recruited in day-pairs across all days of the week; everyone in the
household over the age of 10 years participated in the study.
For the current study, data are considered two-level: individuals nested
within households. Household level data included certain socio-demographic data
(car ownership, household income) and perception data. Individual-level data
included age, sex, dietary data, self-reported weight, height and waist circumference,
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and education level. Participating households were recruited to complete either a
“simple” or “complex” survey package. The “simple” version included a telephone
recruitment survey (which included demographic information on all household
members) and a paper questionnaire that included food environment perceptions of
the main food shopper in each household. All participants self-reported their weight,
height, and waist circumference. Participants from households who completed a
“complex” survey package additionally completed food records over the two day
survey. All analyses presented in this study were restricted to participants 19 years of
age and older, since children and youth may interact differently with the built
environment than adults (12), and the number of children and youth in the dataset
was insufficient to support age-specific analyses. Moreover, children and youth did
not provide data on education level, which was considered a covariate in all
regression analyses (discussed below).
Therefore, the sample comprised 4102 individuals within 2223 households
(2932 individuals in 1533 households completed the “simple” survey package; 1170
individuals within 690 households completed the “complex” survey package) who had
complete data on all variables of interest.
2.1.2 Food environment assessment
Food environment measures employed in the current study have been
described in detail elsewhere (265). Table 5-1 summarizes the instruments used and
the methodology of each of eight different types of food environment assessments
employed in the current study. The Region of Waterloo’s Public Health Inspection
database was used to identify food stores and restaurants in the three cities of
Kitchener, Cambridge and Waterloo, and follow-up systematic direct observation was
employed to ensure accuracy of the food environment assessment (40). Food
environment variables (described below) for each household were based on 1km
Euclidean distance buffer zones around NEWPATH respondents’ home address;
variables based on store and restaurant scores were aggregated as outlined in Table
5-1.
Six observers, each with at least two years of university education, collected
food environment data. The first author trained raters to use the Nutrition
Environment Measures Survey – Stores (NEMS-S) (199) and shelf-space measures
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(14, 122), and the Nutrition Environment Measures Survey – Restaurants (NEMS-R)
(38). Training included classroom sessions and field work in food outlets, with
feedback on results, and took approximately one week until raters consistently
achieved all correct answers on measures. In an iterative process during debriefing
sessions, decision rules were added to protocol handbooks, which trainers took to
each outlet assessment to support precision in rating. The first author participated in
all data collection. Inter-rater reliability was assessed using intraclass correlation
coefficients for the shelf-space measure, and ranged from a mean ICC=0.858 for
canned fruit to mean ICC=0.996 for fresh vegetables (mean ICC for all specific items
assessed =0.940).
Measures of the consumer nutrition environment (described below) were
implemented in every independently-owned store and restaurant. For every chain,
one randomly-selected restaurant location (including full-service restaurants, fastfood outlets, buffet-style restaurants, coffee shops, bars open to the general public
for at least part of the day) and one randomly-selected store location (including
convenience stores, gas stations, pharmacies, and warehouse clubs or superstores)
were assessed. All locations of each restaurant chain and store chain were given a
number using a random number generator; the location that corresponded to the
lowest number was assessed. Every grocery store in the three cities was assessed,
given that consumer nutrition environments appeared to vary by grocery store size (L.
Minaker, unpublished observation).
Within-outlets were carried out in 611 restaurants, representing 912 unique
restaurant locations (301 of the 912 restaurants were chains for which exact scores
were imputed from the assessed location), and 275 food stores, representing 421
unique store locations. Refusal rates were 0.1% for restaurants; 0% for grocery stores,
pharmacies and superstores; 7.8% for specialty stores, and; 39% for convenience
stores (265). A probability-based technique was used to randomly assign consumer
nutrition environment data from similar store types to stores missing data (14). Buffer
zone creation relied on this final dataset of 912 restaurants and 421 stores,
representing all restaurants and food stores in the Region’s three cities.
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2.2

Measures

2.2.1 Outcome Variables
Diet Quality
Two-day food record data from participants completing the “complex” survey
were used to calculate Healthy Eating Index adapted for Canada (HEI-C) scores (31), a
comprehensive diet quality based on dietary adequacy (including the number of
servings of vegetables and fruits, whole grains, number of grams of saturated fats)
and moderation (including the proportion of energy intake from saturated fats and
sodium intake). The HEI-C reflects Canadian food intake recommendations based on
participants’ age and sex, and ranges from 0 to 100 with increasing scores
representing better diet quality (31). For the current study, mean HEI-C scores over
the two days were used as a continuous individual-level indicator of dietary quality.
Obesity: body mass index and waist circumference
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated based on self-reported weight and
height (kg/m2), and waist circumference (WC) was considered mean self-reported WC
from two measurements (to the nearest cm). Self-reported WC has been found to be
a satisfactorily accurate proxy for measured WC (32). Survey respondents generally
overestimate height and underestimate weight (33, 34, 266). Despite this, estimates
of health risks associated with variations in self-reported BMI are comparable to
those associated with variations in measured BMI (35). WC was additionally included
as an anthropometric outcome of interest given that it has been shown to be clinically
superior to BMI in terms of predicting mortality risk (36).
2.2.2 Socio-demographic covariates
Level-2 covariates included household income and car ownership; level-1
covariates included education and age (sex was not included as sex-specific analyses
were conducted). Household income was categorized into low (<$35,000 per year),
medium ($35,000 to $85,000 per year), and high (>$85,000 per year) based on the
sample stratification. Car ownership (yes/no) was included as a covariate as it has
been shown to be associated with food environments and with residents’ BMI (93).
Education among adults was classified as low (high school completion or lower),
medium (some college, university, or other training), and high (at least university
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completed). Age was also included and was entered into all models as a continuous
variable.
2.2.3 Food environment measures
Perceived food environment variables
Corresponding to the geographic scale at which objective measures were
operationalized, for perceptual variables, the main shopper in each household was
instructed to, “Please think of your neighbourhood as only the area within about a 1015 minute walk (1 to 1.5 km) from your home” when responding to the food
environment statements. Each statement (presented in Table 5-1) was assigned a
score out of four (ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 4=strongly agree); therefore,
access was scored out of 16; availability was scored out of 12; affordability was
scored out of 12; quality was scored out of 8. Although perceptions were originally
intended to reflect perceptions of the community (food access) and consumer (food
availability, affordability and quality) nutrition environments, high correlations
between access, availability and quality scores (Cronbach’s alpha based on
standardized items for the three scores was 0.904) justified the creation of an
“access-related” perceptual variable, with access, availability, and quality scores
being summed and standardized. Perceptions of food affordability were not
correlated with the other three measures, and therefore the affordability score was
standardized on its own. The two perceptual variables were treated as continuous
variables. In both cases, higher scores represent increased agreement with
statements related to improved neighbourhood food access, availability, quality, or
affordability.
Objective community nutrition environment measures
Objective measures of the community nutrition environment included: streetnetwork distance from NEWPATH respondents’ homes to the nearest 1) grocery
store; 2) convenience store; 3) fast food outlet; diversity (the number of diverse food
outlet types within 1km of home); intensity of stores (number of food stores) and
restaurants (number of restaurants) within 1km of home; and the Retail Food
Environment Index (RFEI) within 1km of home, a ratio of the number of convenience
stores and fast food outlets to the number of grocery stores and specialty stores (15,
267).
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Objective consumer nutrition environment measures
Within-store measures included the NEMS-S, which purportedly assesses
food availability, food quality, and food affordability (37), and linear shelf-space
measures of energy-dense snack foods (salty snack foods, cookies and crackers,
donuts and pastries, candy, and carbonated beverages) and of fruits and vegetables
(fresh, canned and frozen), which purportedly assess food availability (14, 122).
Restaurants were assessed using the NEMS-R, which purportedly assesses food
access, food availability, food affordability, and barriers and facilitators to healthy
eating in restaurants (38).
2.3

Data Analysis
Before proceeding with mediation analyses, BMI and diet quality score

clustering within administratively-bound neighbourhoods (defined by postal forward
sortation area (FSA)) was examined. The degree of dependence was measured by
calculating the ICC between FSA and BMI (small ICC of 0.044, p=0.070), and FSA and
HEI score (very small ICC of 0.002, p=0.471), suggesting that BMI and diet quality were
independent -0.036 for availability perceptions, p=0.912; ICC= -0.040 for affordability,
p=0.933, and; ICC= -0.038 for quality, p=0.926). Therefore, it was unnecessary to
account for clustering within FSAs. SPSS 20.0 was used to determine the ICCs.
The contribution of residents’ perceptions to diet quality, BMI and WC were
examined using mediation tests described by Baron and Kenny (26). Series of multiple
regression models evaluated various associations. Path A models examined
associations between food environment variables and perceptions; Path B models
examined associations between perceptions and outcomes; Path C models examined
associations between objective food environment variables and outcomes; and Path
C’ models examined association between objective food environment variables and
outcomes, controlling for perceptions (see figure 5-1). These series of models indicate
mediated effects by which food environment variables affect outcomes through
residents’ perceptions.
Males and females have been found to respond differently to food
environment features (5, 232, 233, 268), and indeed, preliminary analyses indicated
that associations between food environment variables and outcomes differed by sex
(265). Therefore models were sex-specific.
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Analyses were conducted in four steps; all models described below were sexspecific and adjusted for age, highest education-level reached by adults, household
income, and car ownership. First, Path A used linear regressions to regress food
environment perceptions on objective food environment measures, since both
variables were at the household level. Second, multilevel linear regressions were used
to create Path B models, where perceptions were entered as predictors of individuallevel outcomes (BMI, WC, and diet quality), which were considered continuous
variables. In Path B models, diet quality, BMI and WC were regressed on all preceding
variables (individual- and household-level covariates, perceptions, and objective
measures) to determine the extent to which perceptual variables predicted outcomes
given different objective measures. Third, Path C models employed multilevel linear
regressions, with objective food environment variables entered as household-level
predictors of individual-level outcomes (BMI, WC, and diet quality). Outcomes were
considered continuous variables, since health risks associated with elevated BMI and
WC or decreased diet quality are not dichotomous – they change incrementally.
Different food environment variables were entered into separate models, but
different scores from the same type of methodology (NEMS-S, NEMS-R, and intensity)
were entered together, consistent with previous food environment research (153).
Path C models therefore estimate the total, direct effect of objective food
environment variables on individual-level diet-related outcomes.
Finally, Path C’ models were created in the same manner as the Path C
models, but additionally included both perceptual variables. Path C’ models therefore
estimate the indirect effect of objective food environment variables on individuallevel outcomes mediated by perceptions. The Sobel test (269) was employed to
examine whether mediation was statistically significant.
SPSS 20.0 was used for the Path A linear regressions; HLM 7 was used for the
multilevel regression analyses. Because initial results indicated that BMI, WC and both
perceptual variables were both slightly positively skewed, Box-Cox transformations
were used to improve the normality of these variables (234). For all analyses, p=0.05
was considered statistically significant. In all models, data were weighted to reflect
Census 2006 totals for the area.
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3. Results
3.1

Food environment and study sample characteristics
Table 5-2 shows characteristics of the food environment variables assessed in

the current study. On average, participants lived almost twice as far from the nearest
grocery store as they did from the nearest convenience store and the nearest fast
food outlet. Participants had an average of about nine stores and 20 restaurants
within 1000m, and had an average of about four different kinds of food outlets
available within 1000m of home. Mean RFEI score was 5.6, indicating that there were
5.6 times as many fast food and convenience stores as there were grocery stores and
specialty stores within 1000m of home. Participants had an average of about 420m of
shelf space dedicated to energy-dense snack foods, and 126m of shelf space
dedicated to fruits and vegetables within 1000m of home. Mean NEMS-S and NEMS-R
scores are additionally described in Table 5-2.
Table 5-3 outlines sample characteristics. The sample was fairly evenly split by
sex (52.7% female, 47.3% male), and had high rates of car ownership (approximately
90% of households owned cars). The sample was fairly highly educated (42.1% of men
and 40.3% of women had completed at least a university degree), and about onethird of households had incomes of over $85,000 per year.
3.2

Path A: Objective food environment variables predicting perceptions
Table 5-4 shows the strongest predictors (largest B values) of access-related

perceptions were linear shelf space of fruits and vegetables (B=2.31, p<0.001), linear
shelf-space of energy-dense snack foods (B=0.52, p<0.001), and distance to the
nearest grocery store (B=-0.39, p<0.001). Other objective measures that significantly
predicted access related perceptions included distance to the nearest fast food outlet,
diversity, store intensity, NEMS-S availability and quality, NEMS-R barriers and
facilitators to healthy eating, and the mean healthy food basket price.
The strongest predictors of affordability perceptions included distance to the
nearest fast food outlet (B=-0.15, p=0.002), distance to the nearest convenience store
(B=-0.11, p=0.031), and linear shelf-space of fruits and vegetables (B=-0.45, p=0.012).
The only objective measure purportedly assessing food affordability that significantly
predicted affordability perceptions was the healthy food basket price (B=-0.002,
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p=0.029). Other significant predictors of affordability perceptions included store and
restaurant intensity, the RFEI, and the NEMS-R access score.
3.3

Path B: Perceptions predicting outcomes
Diet-related outcomes were not predicted by perceptual variables among

males or females, with the exception of access-related perceptions significantly
predicting diet quality among males in several models, including models that
accounted for distance to the nearest convenience store, distance to the nearest fast
food outlet, store intensity, and the RFEI (range across all Path B models: B=0.91,
p=0.083 to B=1.09, p=0.035). Table 5-5 shows results from the Path B analyses; as
mentioned, ranges represent regression coefficients for the perceptual variables
across regressions for all objective measures (since Path B analyses regressed
outcomes on perceptual variables and all preceding variables).
3.4

Path C: Food environment variables predictive of diet quality, BMI, and

waist circumference
3.4.1 Diet quality
Table 5-6 shows results from all Path C models. For females, no food
environment variables significantly predicted diet quality. For males, the only food
environment variable that significantly predicted diet quality was NEMS-S availability
(B=0.34, p=0.005), although three additional variables approached significance in
terms of predicting diet quality: distance to the nearest grocery store (B=-1.41,
p=0.065), shelf-space of fruits and vegetables (B=8.33, p=0.061), and the mean
healthy food basket price within 1km of home (B=0.04, p=0.056).
3.4.2 Obesity: body mass index and waist circumference
Of objective community nutrition environment measures, for women,
distance from home to the nearest convenience store was the strongest predictor of
BMI (B=-2.23(0.63), p<0.001) and WC (B=-6.41(1.42) p<0.001). Store and restaurant
intensity also significantly predicted BMI (B=0.09(0.04) p=0.027 and B=-0.04(0.02),
p=0.014, respectively), and distance to the nearest fast food outlet significantly
predicted WC (B=-4.95(1.42) p<0.001). Of the consumer nutrition environment
measures, NEMS-S affordability predicted BMI and WC (B=-0.60 (0.26) p=0.022 and
B=-1.42 (0.64) p=0.027, respectively) and NEMS-R availability and barriers and
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facilitators to healthy eating predicted BMI (B=-0.32(0.12) p=0.006 and B=0.17(0.08)
p=0.023, respectively).
Of objective community nutrition environment measures, for men, distance
from home to the nearest grocery store and restaurant intensity significantly
predicted BMI (B=0.52(0.22) p=0.020 and B=-0.03(0.01) p=0.024), and the RFEI
significantly predicted WC (B=0.18 (0.08) p=0.025). Of the consumer nutrition
environment measures, NEMS-S affordability significantly predicted both BMI and WC
(B=-0.55 (0.24) p=0.021 and B=-1.42 (0.59), p=0.016) and NEMS-R barriers and
facilitators to health eating significantly predicted WC (B=0.33 (0.16) p=0.043).
3.5

Path C’: Mediation
Table 5-7 presents results from Path C’ models. In several cases, regression

coefficients decreased and p values were higher between Path C and Path C’ models;
in these instances, the Sobel test was employed to examine whether mediation was
statistically significant. In all cases, the Sobel test revealed insignificant mediation –
that is, perceptions did not explain the relationship between objective food
environment measures and diet-related outcomes. For example, whether the effect
of distance from home to the nearest grocery store on males’ diet quality was
mediated by access-related perceptions was tested since the predictive value of
distance to the nearest grocery store decreased after including the perceptual
variables, but the Sobel test showed no significant mediation (-1.69 (0.22), p=0.090).
Similarly, potential mediation of the association between fruit and vegetable shelfspace and males’ diet quality by access-related perceptions showed an insignificant
result from the Sobel test (1.69 (1.28), p=0.090).
5. Discussion
This study used data from a population-based sample in three spatially
contiguous cities in Southern Ontario, Canada to test the theoretical hypothesis that
perceptions mediate associations between the objective food environment and dietrelated outcomes. Associations between objective measures and residents’ dietrelated outcomes did not appear to be mediated by residents’ perceptions, which has
implications for theory, research, and policy.
First, in terms of theory, several researchers have called for the inclusion of
perceptual measures to aid our understanding of environmental influences on food
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choice, and have noted that testing mediators can help to identify intervention points
(5, 7, 92, 219). Moreover, perceptions are thought to tap into constructs that may
reflect residents’ use of their food environments (43, 92, 260, 261). Glanz and
colleagues’ early, widely-cited conceptual model of community nutrition
environments (1) identifies residents’ perceptions as being potential mediators of the
relationship between objectively-measured food environment characteristics and
eating patterns; ours was the first study to our knowledge to directly test this
theoretical link. In our study, perceptions did not, in fact, mediate the relationship
between objective measures of the food environment and residents’ diet-related
outcomes, and results instead indicated direct effects of several objective food
environment measures on these outcomes. Interestingly, although results from Path
A models showed that residents’ perceptions were indeed predicted by a number of
objective food environment measures, perceptions were not predictive of dietrelated outcomes (with the exception of access-related perceptions predicting diet
quality among males). It would be interesting to know if perceptions predicted other
psychosocial variables or food behaviours that were not assessed in the current study
(for example, motivations for dietary choices or food purchasing). In other studies,
where perceptions have been found to predict diet-related outcomes (161, 260-263),
results may have differed, since mediators, by definition, predict the outcome of
interest. Follow-up analyses using data from studies that have examined both
objective and perceived measures in relation to one or more diet related health
outcome, and have found that perceptions did significantly predict outcomes (e.g.,
(260, 270) are warranted.
Second, in terms of research, finding that perceptions did not mediate
associations between objective food environment measures and diet-related
outcomes indicates that future investigations into factors that do mediate these
associations are needed. For example, food purchasing behaviours seem,
theoretically, to be a likely mediator by which local food access or aspects of the
consumer nutrition environment “get under the skin.” For example, in the current
study, distance from home to the nearest convenience store significantly predicted
BMI and WC for females; the further females lived away from the closest convenience
store, the lower their BMI and WC. It seems plausible that a potential mechanism by
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which convenience store proximity might impact females’ weight is through increased
food purchasing from convenience stores, which tend to have a plethora of energy
dense snack foods available relative to other food outlet types (120, 239). No studies
to our knowledge have examined food purchasing behaviours as mediators between
food environment characteristics and diet-related outcomes; there is a clear need for
this kind of research to contribute to our understanding of food environment theory
and research.
While a better understanding of the relationship between objective and
perceived measures can help to refine assessment methodologies and facilitate the
interpretation of food environment studies (18, 41, 160), questions remain about the
relationship between objective and perceived measures. Both access-related and
affordability perceptions were predicted by respondents’ income: at higher income
levels, residents perceived poorer access, availability and quality, and poorer
affordability in their neighbourhoods than elsewhere in their cities. These perceptions
corresponded with objective access-related measures (e.g., grocery stores were 180m
further from high- relative to low-income households and 171m further from carowners than non-car-owners, p<0.001 for both). On the other hand, affordability
perceptions were not reflected by objective measures: income level was unrelated to
either mean healthy food basket cost (B=0.009, p=0.902) or NEMS-S affordability
scores (B<0.001; p=0.873) and car-owners actually had lower mean healthy food
basket cost within 1km of home (B=-2.05, p<0.001) (despite slightly lower NEMS-S
affordability scores (B=-0.02, p<0.001)). It seems counterintuitive that higher income
households would perceive worse food affordability, since food affordability is
generally deemed to be relative to purchasing power, and also because objective food
affordability data generally did not support these perceptions. That said, results from
a multitrait-multimethod matrix examining convergent validity between residents’
perceptions of affordability and the NEMS-S affordability score revealed very low
correlation (r=0.029) (220), so the fact that perceptions did not reflect objective
measures were not surprising. These results speak to the complex interplay of factors
that may determine residents’ perceptions. For example, the perceptual questions
related to affordability were fairly general; residents were asked about the cost of
“produce” and “low fat products” in their neighbourhoods relative to other
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neighbourhoods rather than specific fruits and vegetables or specific low-fat
products. It is possible that the specific types of foods respondents thought about
when responding to these questions differed by income level.
Finally, access-related perceptions were more strongly predicted by
consumer nutrition environment measures (specifically linear shelf-space of fruits and
vegetables) than by community nutrition environment measures, which reflects the
importance of extending traditional examinations of community nutrition
environments to consider consumer nutrition environments as well.
Third, from a policy and programming perspective, the results of this study
indicate residents’ perceptions would not be a meaningful point of intervention for
diet-related outcomes, since perceptions were not on the “causal pathway” between
objective measures and those outcomes. Given the cross-sectional nature of the
current study, it is impossible to know whether acting on objective food environment
features through zoning regulations or healthy corner stores programs would be an
effective strategy in promoting healthy diets or weights among residents;
nevertheless, it appears that improving the objective food environment may be a
more promising strategy in this study setting than would increasing residents’
awareness of local, nutritious options. While we recognize that the development of
policies and programs depends on more than evidence, there are several policy
priorities identified in the Region of Waterloo’s Regional Official Plan related to
improving food access for residents (19, 20). Therefore, the current study can help
public health planners to determine policy or program solutions that will be both
acceptable and evidence-based in a jurisdiction already supportive of healthy food
environments.
Like most food environment research, this study was limited by its crosssectional nature (5, 7-9). Because “neighbourhoods and individual behaviours evolve
over time through complex, inter-related processes” (271)(p. e37), longitudinal
studies are needed to observe changes in the food environment related to changes in
residents’ diet-related outcomes. Moreover, longitudinal studies can contribute to an
understanding of neighbourhood health effects by addressing individual
characteristics than contribute to the inter-related processes mentioned above (272).
Another limitation of the current study was that only food environments around
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home were examined, to the exclusion of other potentially meaningful places.
Although this is common practice (5), more theoretically sound ways of
conceptualizing food environments should be tested (for example, recent work on
activity spaces – evaluating individuals’ travel patterns to see where they actually go
throughout their daily lives – seems to hold promise for the field of food environment
research (175, 177, 273)). These limitations, however, are outweighed by the
strengths of the study, which include the use of a large, population-based sample
from a range of incomes, the incorporation of a variety of objective community and
consumer nutrition environment measures as well as perceptual variables, and the
inclusion of diet quality, BMI, and WC as relevant outcomes of interest. Results from
this study suggest that several objective food environment measures (notably
convenience store access for women, grocery store access for men and relative food
affordability in stores for both sexes) predict diet-related outcomes relevant to public
health independent of how residents’ perceive their food environments. These results
can contribute to the development of policies or programs aimed at improving food
environments in jurisdictions where policy makers are ready to act.
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Table 5-1: Description of food environment measures
Instrument

Outlet type
Constructs Addressed
assessed
Objective Community Nutrition Environment
Proximity to the nearest Stores and
Access
food outlet of a certain
restaurants
type (153)
Intensity(153)
Stores
Access
Restaurants
Diversity (153)
Stores and
Access
restaurants

RFEI(15)

Stores and
Access
restaurants
Objective Consumer Nutrition Environment
Shelf-space measures
Stores
Availability
(122)

NEMS-S Checklist (37)

Stores

NEMS-R Checklist (38)

Restaurants

Availability
Affordability
Quality
Availability
Affordability
Barriers and
Facilitators

Methodology

The network distance (m) from a respondent’s home to the nearest
grocery store, the nearest convenience store, and the nearest fast
food outlet.
The number of food stores or restaurants within a given buffer zone
The number of diverse types of food outlets (five types of food stores
(convenience, grocery stores, specialty food stores, pharmacies, and
warehouse clubs and superstores) and two types of restaurants
(limited-service and full-service)) within 1000m of home; min: 0; max:
7, with ‘7’ indicating the presence of all types of food outlets
Geographic analysis of ratio of number of fast-food outlets and
convenience stores to grocery and specialty stores
Two variables: Cumulative linear shelf-space of fruits and vegetables
(including fresh, frozen and canned varieties) (m), and the cumulative
linear shelf-space of energy-dense snack foods (including candies,
carbonated beverages, salty snack foods, cookies and crackers, donuts
and pastries) (m)
Objective audits of food stores: mean NEMS-S scores within 1000m of
home for each construct (e.g., mean NEMS-S availability, mean NEMSS affordability, and mean NEMS-S quality) were computed
Objective audits of restaurants: mean NEMS-R scores within 1000m of
home for each construct (e.g., mean NEMS-R availability, mean NEMSR affordability, and mean NEMS-R barriers and facilitators) were
computed.
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Instrument
Perceptual Variables
Neighbourhood food
environment
perceptions(160, 196)

Outlet type
assessed

Constructs Addressed

Methodology

Stores and
restaurants

Access
Availability
Affordability
Quality

Agreement with the following statements on a 4-point Likert scale
assessed residents’ perceptions. Access: “There are no food outlets in
my neighbourhood*”; “It is easy to purchase fresh fruits and
vegetables in my neighbourhood”; “It is easy to purchase low-fat
products (such as low-fat milk or lean meats) in my neighbourhood”;
“There are a lot of fast food restaurants in my neighbourhood*”
Availability: “There is a large selection of fresh fruits and vegetables
available in my neighbourhood”; “There is a large selection of low-fat
products available in my neighbourhood”; “It is easy to eat healthily at
the restaurants in my neighbourhood.”
Affordability: “I shop elsewhere because the prices in my
neighbourhood are too high*”; “The produce in my neighbourhood is
more expensive than that in other neighbourhoods*”; “The low-fat
products in my neighbourhood are more expensive than those in
other areas.*”
Quality: “The fresh produce in my neighbourhood is of high quality”;
“The low-fat products in my neighbourhood are of high quality.” (*
items were reverse-scored)
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Table 5-2: Descriptive food environment characteristics

Food environment characteristic
Distance from home to nearest grocery store (m)
Distance from home to nearest convenience store
(m)
Distance from home to nearest fast food outlet (m)
Store intensity within 1000m
Restaurant intensity within 1000m
Diversity within 1000m
RFEI within 1000m
Shelf space of energy-dense snack food (m) within
1000m
Shelf space of fruits and vegetables (m) within
1000m
NEMS-S mean availability score within 1000m
NEMS-S mean affordability score within 1000m
NEMS-S mean quality score within 1000m
NEMS-R mean availability score within 1000m
NEMS-R mean affordability score within 1000m
NEMS-R mean facilitators and barriers score within
1000m
NEMS-R mean access score within 1000m

Mean (SD) or %
1001 (649)
526 (374)
582 (410)
8.6 (8.8)
19.9 (25.1)
4.3 (1.8)
5.6 (5.4)
419.5 (368.2)
126.4 (119.0)
11.8 (5.3)
-0.5 (0.6)
2.3 (1.5)
7.0 (2.8)
-1.3 (0.8)
3.7 (2.9)
10.4 (3.3)
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Table 5-3: Sample characteristics

High household income (%)
Car Ownership (%)
Age (mean (SD))
Adults with at least a university
degree (%)
Average HEI score (mean (SD))
BMI (mean (SD))
WC (mean (SD))

Female: Mean (SD) or %
31.3
92.4
41.4 (18.0)
40.3

Male: Mean (SD) or %
31.4
86.5
40.9 (17.7)
42.1

54.6 (9.8)
26.8 (6.3)
86.2 (16.1)

50.8 (9.5)
27.6 (5.5)
94.1 (15.3)
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Table 5-4: Path A results, objective food environment variables predictive of perceptions

Objective Variables
Income
Car Ownership
Community Nutrition Environment

Perceived Access,
Availability, Quality
-0.064(0.028)*
0.060 (0.067)

Distance to nearest grocery store (km) (SD)
-0.390(0.030)***
Distance to nearest convenience store (km) (SD)
-0.068(0.053)
Distance to the nearest fast food outlet (km) (SD)
-0.144(0.047)**
Diversity (SD)
0.112(0.012)***
Intensity: Stores (SD)
0.014(0.005)**
Intensity: Restaurants (SD)
-0.002(0.002)
RFEI (SD)
-0.004(0.004)
Consumer Nutrition Environment
Fruit and Vegetable Shelf-Space (km) (SD)
2.31(0.18)***
Energy Dense Shelf-Space (km) (SD)
0.517(0.060)***
NEMS-S Availability (SD)
0.044(0.006)***
NEMS-S Affordability (SD)
-0.019(0.040)
NEMS-S Quality (SD)
-0.071(0.020)***
NEMS-R Availability (SD)
0.009(0.016)
NEMS-R Affordability
0.022(0.034)
NEMS-R Barriers and facilitators to healthy eating
0.033(0.010)***
NEMS-R Access
0.018(0.012)
Mean Healthy Food Basket total price
0.014(0.001)***
* significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.01; ***significant at p<0.001

Perceived Affordability
-0.146(0.028)***
-0.309(0.066)***
0.007(0.031)
-0.112(0.052)*
-0.146(0.046)**
-0.013(0.012)
-0.015(0.005)**
0.005(0.002)**
0.012(0.004)***
-0.445(0.117)*
-0.106(0.059)
0.003(0.006)
0.002(0.039)
0.003(0.019)
-0.010(0.015)
0.014(0.033)
-0.017(0.010)
0.027(0.012)*
-0.002(0.001)*
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Table 5-5: Path B, diet quality, body mass index (BMI) and waist circumference (WC) regressed on perceptions (ranges from all
path B regressions)

Diet Quality
Individual-level characteristics
Age (Beta, SE)
0.04(0.02)
Education level
1.39
(Beta, SE)
(0.47)**
Household-level characteristics
Income (Beta, SE)
0.66(0.63)

Car ownership
(Beta, SE)
Perceptions
Access-related
(Beta, SE)

Food affordability
(Beta, SE)

Females
BMI

Diet Quality

Males
BMI

WC (cm)

WC (cm)

0.10
(0.008)***
-0.84
(0.18)***

0.27
(0.02)***
-2.09
(0.46)***

0.006(0.025
)
1.26 (0.54)*

0.10
(0.008)***
-0.18(0.15)

0.36
(0.02)***
-0.07(0.39)

-0.58(0.26)*

-0.77(0.71)

-0.11(0.22)

-0.92(0.59)

-0.20(1.97)

1.71(0.77)*

3.19(1.93)

0.91(0.52)
p=0.083 to
1.09(0.52)
p=0.035

-0.20(0.14)
p=0.163 to 0.09(0.15)
p=0.541
-0.05(0.14)
p=0.697 to 0.02(0.14)
p=0.861

-0.53(0.36)
to 0.35(0.36)
p=0.343
-0.32(0.34)
p=0.342 to 0.25(0.35)
p=0.476

1.45(1.55)

-1.47(0.91)

1.58(0.61)*
*
-2.18(1.94)

-0.06(0.49)
p=0.901 to
0.31(0.48)
p=0.522
0.16(0.50)
p=0.736 to
0.26(0.49)
p=0.596

-0.10(0.16)
p=0.560 to 0.05(0.17),
p=0.766
-0.16(0.16)
p=0.307 to 0.12(0.16)
p=0.434

0.19(0.42)
p=0.659 to
0.26(0.42)
p=0.544
-0.05(0.38)
p=0.892 to
0.07(0.38)
p=0.847

0.69(0.50)
p=0.174 to
0.73(0.50)
p=0.147

* significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.01; ***significant at p<0.001
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Table 5-6: Path C regression coefficients for multi-level analysis of household- and individual-level factors associated with diet
quality, body mass index (BMI), and waist circumference (WC)
Female
BMI

WC

Diet Quality

Male
BMI

WC

0.19(0.28)

0.10(0.70)

-1.41 (0.76)

0.52 (0.22)*

0.48 (0.59)

2.19(1.95)

-2.23(0.63)***

6.41(1.52)***

1.96(1.74)

0.09(0.52)

-0.98(1.35)

1.97(1.79)

-1.07(0.58)

0.019(1.53)

-0.49(0.51)

-1.73(1.310)

Diversity (SD)

-0.08(0.30)

-0.02(0.12)

4.95(1.42)***
0.01(0.29)

0.39(0.31)

-0.12(0.10)

-0.16(0.25)

Intensity: Stores (SD)
Intensity: Restaurants
(SD)
RFEI (SD)

-0.04(0.10)
0.01(0.04)

0.09(0.04)*
-0.04(0.02)*

0.18(0.10)
-0.06(0.04)

-0.11(0.12)
0.06(0.05)

0.05(0.04)
-0.03(0.01)*

0.10(0.08)
-0.05(0.03)

-0.09(0.07)

0.04(0.04)

0.09(0.08)

-0.12(0.08)

0.07(0.04)

0.18(0.08)*

5.51(4.39)

-0.10(1.40)

1.17(3.33)

8.33(4.43)

-0.99(1.18)

-0.17(2.99)

0.37(1.29)

-0.16(0.50)

0.29(1.21)

1.58(1.45)

-0.64(0.41)

-0.43(1.07)

0.07(0.15)

-0.09(0.05)

-0.14(0.11)

0.34(0.12)**

-0.06(0.04)

-0.12(0.09)

NEMS-S Affordability (SD)

0.89(0.87)

-0.60(0.26)*

-1.42(0.64)*

0.31(0.75)

-0.55(0.24)*

-1.42(0.59)*

NEMS-S Quality (SD)

0.11(0.42)

0.05(0.14)

0.33(0.35)

-0.50(0.35)

0.02(0.11)

NEMS-R Availability (SD)

-0.45(0.33)
-0.61(0.70)
0.29(0.27)

-0.32(0.12)**
-0.03(0.25)
0.17(0.08)*

-0.18(0.28)
0.21(0.58)
0.18(0.18)

0.13(0.29)
0.45(0.63)
-0.20(0.23)

-0.16(0.10)
-0.19(0.19)
0.10(0.06)

0.0007(0.30)
-0.17(0.26)
-0.23(0.51)
0.33(0.16)*

-0.11(0.29)
0.02(0.03)

0.17(0.09)
-0.001(0.008)

0.45(0.23)
0.004(0.02)

0.17(0.25)
0.04(0.02)

0.14(0.08)
0.006(0.006)

DietQuality
Community Nutrition Environment
Distance to nearest
-1.56(1.06)
grocery store (km) (SD)
Distance to nearest
convenience store (km)
(SD)
Distance to the nearest
fast food outlet (km) (SD)

Consumer NE
Fruit and Vegetable ShelfSpace (km) (SD)
Energy Dense Shelf-Space
(km) (SD)
NEMS-S Availability (SD)

NEMS-R Affordability
NEMS-R Barriers and
facilitators to healthy
eating
NEMS-R Access
Mean Healthy Food
Basket total price

0.23(0.22)
-0.001(0.02)

* significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.01; ***significant at p<0.001
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Table 5-7: Path C’, diet quality, body mass index (BMI) and waist circumference (WC) regressed on all covariates, perceptions,
and objective measures
Female
BMI

WC

Diet Quality

Male
BMI

WC

0.17(0.29)

0.27(0.71)

-0.94(0.83)

0.47(0.23)*

0.32(0.61)

-2.25(0.63)***

-6.40(1.51)***

2.00(1.70)

0.10(0.53)

-0.96(1.35)

-1.15(0.58)*

-5.08(1.44)***

0.16(1.52)

-0.54(0.51)

-1.88(1.32)

-0.01(0.12)
0.09(0.04)*
-0.04(0.02)*
0.04(0.04)

-0.05(0.35)
0.18(0.10)
-0.06(0.04)
0.09(0.08)

0.29(0.33)
-0.12(0.12)
0.06(0.05)
-0.11(0.07)

-0.10(0.10)
0.05(0.04)
-0.03(0.01)*
0.07(0.04)*

-0.13(0.25)
0.09(0.09)
-0.05(0.03)
0.18(0.08)*

0.05(1.49)

0.62(3.43)

7.01(4.58)

-0.64(1.23)

0.61(3.07)

-0.14(0.53)

0.14(1.24)

1.41(1.47)

-0.57(0.42)

-0.28(1.09)

-0.08(0.05)
-0.60(0.26)*

-0.15(0.11)
-1.43(0.64)*

0.29(0.12)*
0.42(0.73)

-0.05(0.04)
-0.58(0.24)*

0.13(0.43)
-0.44(0.33)
-0.60(0.71)
0.31(0.26)

0.05(0.14)
-0.32(0.11)**
-0.03(0.25)
0.17(0.08)*

0.34(0.35)
-0.18(0.28)
0.21(0.58)
0.19(0.18)

-0.37(0.37)
0.18(0.29)
0.30(0.62)
-0.20(0.22)

0.01(0.11)
-0.17(0.10)
-0.19(0.19)
0.10(0.06)

-0.10(0.09)
1.46(0.59)*
-0.03(0.28)
-0.18(0.26)
-0.22(0.51)
0.34(0.16)*

-0.13(0.29)
0.02(0.03)

0.18(0.09)
-0.0002(0.008)

0.44(0.23)
0.0006(0.02)

0.08(0.25)
0.03(0.02)

0.15(0.13)
0.004(0.007)

Diet Quality
Community Nutrition Environment
Distance to nearest grocery -1.62(1.11)
store (km) (SD)
Distance to nearest
2.24(1.96)
convenience store (km)
(SD)
Distance to the nearest fast 2.12(1.81)
food outlet (km) (SD)
Diversity (SD)
-0.06(0.27)
Intensity: Stores (SD)
-0.03(0.10)
Intensity: Restaurants (SD)
0.01(0.04)
RFEI (SD)
-0.09(0.07)
Consumer NE
Fruit and Vegetable Shelf5.60(4.38)
Space (km) (SD)
Energy Dense Shelf-Space
0.33(1.27)
(km) (SD)
NEMS-S Availability (SD)
0.06(0.15)
NEMS-S Affordability (SD)
0.93(0.87)
NEMS-S Quality (SD)
NEMS-R Availability (SD)
NEMS-R Affordability
NEMS-R Barriers and
facilitators to healthy
eating
NEMS-R Access
Mean Healthy Food Basket
total price

0.24(0.22)
0.003(0.02)

* significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.01; ***significant at p<0.001
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Figure 5-1: Path A, Path B, and Path C tested in the mediation analyses
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Chapter 6. Contributions, implications for policy and practice, and future directions
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1. Introduction
The preceding chapters have evaluated both operational and syntactical
components of the construct validity of food environment assessment methods, and
have contributed to our understanding of how food environments “get under the
skin” of residents by explicitly testing conceptual pathways identified in Glanz and
colleagues’ conceptual model (1). These studies have contributed to knowledge
advancement by addressing some of the most prominent gaps in the extant
literature, and have implications for policy and practice. This chapter will identify this
dissertation’s main contributions to theoretical and methodological advancement,
will describe implications for policy and practice, and will outline directions for future
research.
2. Contribution to knowledge development
2.1

Theoretical contributions: Refining the conceptual model
Glanz and colleague’s conceptual model (1)was refined based on the

following discussion; the refined model is shown in Figure 6-1. Specific refinements
include the modification of food environment constructs identified within the
community and consumer nutrition environments, the inclusion of weight outcomes
as outcomes of interest, and the inclusion of “food procurement” as a mediator
between environmental variables and outcomes of interest. This section will first
discuss how specific features of Glanz and colleagues’ model were evaluated by the
research presented in this dissertation. Next, the extent to which separate food
environment constructs identified by Glanz and colleagues appeared to actually be
separate and distinct will be discussed. The addition of weight outcomes to the model
will next be described. Finally, the inclusion of food procurement as a mediator will be
explained.
2.1.1 Using Glanz and colleagues’ model to inform the research
As outlined in the introductory chapter, this dissertation aimed to examine
aspects of the community nutrition environment (operationalized using various food
access measures including proximity, density, variety (274), and the retail food
environment index (RFEI) (15)), the consumer nutrition environment (operationalized
using within-outlet measures, including shelf-space measures (14, 122), the Nutrition
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Environment Measures Survey – Stores (NEMS-S)(37), and the Nutrition Environment
Measures Survey – Restaurants (NEMS-R)(38)), and the perceived nutrition
environment in relation to residents’ diet related outcomes. As per the original
conceptual model, in Chapter 4, measures purportedly assessing aspects of the
community, consumer, and perceived nutrition environments were examined as
direct predictors of diet-related outcomes, such as diet quality and weight status. In
Chapter 5, objective measures of the community and consumer nutrition
environments were examined as indirect predictors of outcomes mediated by
perceptions.
As described in Chapter 2, Glanz and colleagues’ parsimonious model was
used to inform the design of the research described in this dissertation because it was
seen to be particularly helpful in terms of categorizing food environment exposures
and specifying hypothesized pathways by which features of the food environment
affect diet quality and weight-related outcomes. In addition, Glanz and colleagues’
model presented clear conceptual pathways from which specific statistical procedures
could be inferred (such as statistical tests for mediation, as outlined in Chapter 5, or
the use of multilevel models, as implied by the model’s inclusion of different levels of
influence). Ecological models can be useful for conceptualizing the interdependence
of people, health outcomes, and their environments (216), and the previous chapters
reveal several features of Glanz and colleagues’ model that could be refined based on
the empirical evidence presented here. These three key refinements will be
presented in more detail below.
2.1.2 Teasing out food environment constructs
In terms of measuring constructs, four food environment constructs emerged
from the literature presented in Chapter 2 and Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual
model: food access, food availability, food affordability, and food quality. Food access
represents the community nutrition environment described by Glanz and colleagues,
whereas food availability, affordability and quality comprise the consumer nutrition
environment. Findings from the multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) matrices presented
in Chapter 3, however, revealed low convergent validity among measures purportedly
assessing the same constructs, indicating that measures purportedly assessing the
same constructs may in fact have been measuring different underlying constructs
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(implications of these findings are discussed below). Further, residents’ perceptions
showed low correlations with objective measures along the same constructs (e.g.,
convergent correlation coefficients ranged from 0.029 to 0.262 for correlations
between objective and perceptual variables at 1000m). Low convergent validity was
found both between objective measures purportedly assessing the same constructs
and between objective and perceived measures purportedly assessing the same
constructs. On the other hand, discriminant validity coefficients between food
availability and food quality were more highly correlated than any of the convergent
validity coefficients for both the NEMS-S measure (r=0.427) and perceptual variables
(r=0.830), indicating that these two constructs may not be as separate and distinct as
previously hypothesized. Finally, in Chapters 4 and 5, two perceptual variables
(“access-related” and “affordability”) were created from questions initially intended
to create perceptual variables along each of the four constructs, since food access,
availability, and quality perceptions were all highly correlated (Cronbach’s alpha
based on standardized items for the three scores was 0.904).
Findings from the research presented here indicate that in this study setting,
residents tended to perceive access, availability and quality similarly, while
affordability perceptions were unrelated to the other perceptions. While Glanz and
colleagues hypothesized that community and consumer nutrition environments are
separate, findings indicate that objective measures may not distinguish well between
quality and availability, and perceptual measures may not distinguish well between
food access, availability and quality, although affordability seems to represent a
separate and distinct construct. Based on these findings, refinements made to Glanz
and colleagues’ model include the addition of “food availability and food quality” to
the community nutrition environment, and the deletion of “available healthy options”
from the consumer nutrition environment (figure 6-1).
As mentioned above, it is unclear which underlying constructs are actually
being measured by the food environment assessment methods employed in this
dissertation. In her thoughtful paper on the state of the science in measuring food
environments, Lytle (36) presented an example of a causal model linking an
environmental attribute with population-level disease. In this model, the food
environment assessment (store availability of low-fat milk relative to high-fat milk) is
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linked through a number of sequential arrows to low-fat milk purchases, low-fat milk
consumption, dietary fat intake of store customers, and, finally, to population-level
disease related to fat in the diet. In order to “tease out” pertinent food environment
constructs, it will be necessary to examine mediators hypothesized to transmit the
effect of the food environment feature to individual health or diet-related outcomes,
as described below. In Chapters 4 and 5, by including objective food environment
variables in predictive models, objective measures were treated as if they actually
assessed what they purported to assess, despite the low convergent validity seen in
Chapter 3. This is because specific mediators were not examined in this research and
because of the vast number of extant food environment assessment methods, it was
still an important contribution to examine which of the many food environment
measures employed predicted diet- and weight-related outcomes. A substantial
contribution to the field of food environment assessment could be made by future
research that examines mediators to further clarify constructs of interest.
Hypothesized mediators are described below, in section 2.1.4.
2.1.3 Including weight outcomes
The research presented in this dissertation deviated from Glanz and
colleagues’ original model by examining weight outcomes as outcomes of interest in
addition to “eating patterns”, which were operationalized in these studies using a
comprehensive indicator of diet quality. As stated in Chapter 1, one of the goals of
this dissertation was to examine the extent different food environment assessment
methods predicted a variety of diet-related outcomes; therefore, diet quality was not
tested as a mediator between food environment features and weight outcomes, as
would be indicated by figure 6-1. Specifically, in figure 6-1, weight outcomes are seen
as being indirectly (i.e., through eating patterns) (22-24) affected by the food
environment, and therefore eating patterns could be tested as mediators in future
research. Eating patterns may be considered a more proximal outcome of interest
(after all, food environment characteristics are expected to act through dietary
mechanisms to affect obesity outcomes); as such, it would be expected that food
environment features would more strongly predict eating patterns than obesity
measures. A previous systematic review found food environment features to more
strongly predict weight outcomes than dietary outcomes (8) consistent with findings
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from this dissertation. For example, results from this dissertation indicated that while
several food environment features predicted weight outcomes among both men and
women, diet quality was only significantly predicted by NEMS-S availability at 1000m
buffers among males (B=0.34 (0.12), p<0.01). This is perhaps explained by the diet
quality measure reflecting the quality of the diet rather than the overconsumption of
calories, which might be better reflected by the obesity measures employed. Perhaps
alternative methods by which to operationalize “eating patterns” would have been
better predicted by food environment features.
2.1.4 Adding food procurement as a mediator
Empirical evidence from this dissertation did not support the hypothesized
indirect pathways through which objective community and consumer nutrition
environment features would predict outcomes. Specifically, Glanz and colleagues’
conceptual model presented residents’ perceptions as mediators between objective
measures and eating patterns. Findings from this research suggest that, in fact,
objectively-measured features of the food environment have direct effects on weight
outcomes, and are not mediated by residents’ perceptions. It is possible that
perceptions of usual shopping locations, rather than perceptions of the
neighbourhood food environment, would indeed act as mediators between food
environment characteristics. Moreover, several studies have found food environment
perceptions to predict diet-related outcomes (43, 163, 260, 275). For these reasons,
the “perceived nutrition environment” is retained in figure 6-1 to indicate the need
for future investigation.
In the text of Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual paper, they suggested that
perceptions, along with other “individual” variables, may act as mediators or
moderators (1). Perceptions as moderators of the relationship between objective
measures and outcomes were not tested in this research, nor have they been tested
as moderators in any studies of which I am aware; therefore, the following thoughts
are purely speculative. It is difficult to imagine how food environment perceptions
would act as moderators. Moderators are variables that change the direction and/or
strength of a relationship between an independent and dependent variable (26). Is it
plausible, for example, that someone who perceived a high-quality food environment
would respond differently to a convenience store located at the end of their street
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than their next-door neighbour who perceived a low-quality food environment? It
does not seem intuitive that perceptions would moderate associations between
objective food environment variables and residents’ diet-related outcomes. It is
instead likely that in some populations, food environment perception do act as
mediators; alternatively, as mentioned, different food environment perceptions (e.g.,
perceptions of usual shopping locations rather than neighbourhood food
environments) may have predicted outcomes and may indeed have acted as
mediators.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, two studies to my knowledge have employed
objective food environment measures, gauged residents’ perceptions, and collected
data on diet-related outcomes, and unlike the research presented here, both studies
found perceptual measures to significantly predict outcomes (260, 270). Mediation
analyses with these datasets would be interesting to see whether, in those
populations, residents’ perceptions explained associations between objective
measures and diet-related outcomes. Regardless, finding that perceptions did not
mediate associations between objective food environment measures and diet-related
outcomes in this dissertation means that the question remains, “If not perceptions,
what factors do mediate these associations?” On this point, Glanz and colleagues’
model remains relatively silent, other than suggesting that a variety of psychosocial
factors may mediate or moderate environmental effects, representing an important
limitation of the model.
As presented in Chapter 5, describing mediation is one way of explaining a
mechanism by which one variable affects another (25). The following discussion will
propose “food procurement” as a mediator that should be examined in future
research to further elucidate mechanisms by which food environments affect dietrelated outcomes, to clarify underlying food environment constructs, and to refine
Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual model.
Food procurement through commercial or alternative means seem to be an
obvious conceptual mediator between food environments and diet-related outcomes.
When food environment measures consist of evaluating food sources where foods
are purchased (rather than given away or procured through other, non-monetary
means), food purchasing patterns may hold promise as important mediators of the
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associations between objective food environment measures and diet-related
outcomes . Several studies have examined food purchasing patterns as an outcome
predicted by food environment exposure (variously defined) (43, 275-279), and
several more have examined how purchasing foods from different types of outlets
impact dietary behaviours (43, 163, 280) and weight status (281, 282). No studies to
my knowledge have directly examined food purchasing as a mediator of associations
between food environment features and diet-related outcomes. Examining household
food purchasing as a mediator of the relationship between food environments and
diet-related outcomes thus represents an important direction for future research.
Traditional food environment assessments (including those described in this
dissertation) are restricted to food outlets where foods are sold (e.g., grocery stores,
convenience stores, and restaurants), rather than where foods are given away (e.g.,
food banks), grown (e.g., gardens or u-pick farms), or procured through food sharing,
hunting, or gathering. Examinations of these types of non-monetary food procuring
practices as mediators between food environment features and diet-related
outcomes have been virtually ignored to date. Different food environment
assessment measures are based on different underlying assumptions and different
theories about mechanisms by which environmental features affect individuals’ dietrelated outcomes. Unfortunately, to date, these assumptions have been mostly
implicit in the literature. Adding food procurement as a mediator to Glanz and
colleagues’ conceptual model helps to refine it by providing researchers with more
explicit hypotheses about how food environments “get into” the body; these explicit
hypotheses should be reflected by researchers’ selection of food environment
assessment methods, and how food procurement is operationalized. Indeed,
researchers should clearly justify their choice of assessment methods and should
explicitly describe the theoretical relationships being tested.
2.2

Methodological and substantive contributions
Major methodological and substantive contributions were made by this

dissertation in the area of food environment assessment methodology. Specific
contributions included the adaptation of a MTMM matrix for environmental
measures, determining how perceptual and objective measures were related, and
using a number of different assessment tools to characterize food environments.
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2.2.1 Adapting traditional psychometric procedures
Chapter 3 presents an adaptation of a MTMM matrix for use with
environmental measures. To my knowledge, this was the first study that assessed the
construct validity of environmental measures using a MTMM matrix. The field of
psychometrics is more advanced than that of ecometrics or validity and reliability
testing of environmental measures (196); the study presented in Chapter 3 showed
that traditional psychometric procedures can successfully be adapted to evaluate the
operational component of construct validity of environmental measures. In general,
findings from the MTMM matrices suggested that while there is some evidence that
commonly-used assessment methods agree in terms of distinguishing between the
presence and absence of food outlets, they do not agree as much in how food
environments should be ranked along the constructs of interest. The transferability of
psychometric perspectives and understandings to the assessment of environmental
measures is important because, as stated previously, assumptions about how
environmental features “get under the skin” of residents are often unstated, and only
become clear through the environmental measurements employed. Because the field
of food environment assessment is still nascent, lessons from psychometrics can help
food environment researchers to organize their assumptions and theories about
different assessment methods. Using lessons from the field of psychometrics will help
researchers to refine food environment measures – a recommendation made by
many of the literature reviews to date (5, 7, 8, 117); pertinent findings and
implications for the field of food environment assessment are described in more
detail below.
Results from the MTMM matrices suggest a method effect, i.e., what is
actually being measured by these instruments differs substantially by method. For
example, the multi-method assessment of food availability by the RFEI and the NEMSS showed low convergent validity, which may not be surprising, considering that the
RFEI takes fast food outlets into account in addition to food stores, while the NEMS-S
only accounts for food stores. Similarly, the relatively low convergent validity
between shelf-space and NEMS-S may be due to the tools’ measurement of different
“healthy” foods: while the shelf-space measure only assessed fruits and vegetables,
the NEMS-S collected data on a number of low fat and whole grain products as well.
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In previous research, all of the methods examined in the MTMM matrices showed
some correlation with weight status (14, 15, 140, 153), or diet quality (41, 160, 201).
Low convergent validity among the examined tools might indicate different pathways
through which the actual constructs measured are associated with weight status or
diet quality. The different measures may be tapping into constructs that exhibit
different (and even contradictory) effects on outcomes, or may tap into different
mechanisms by which outcomes occur.
Results from the MTMM matrices do not support the argument that benefits
of environmental assessments include less bias from self-reports and increased
sensitivity to early program effects (54). Findings indicate that environmental
assessment method selection will indeed influence how food environments are
ranked or categorized, and that different measures purportedly assessing the same
constructs may be measuring different, as yet undefined, constructs. As described
above, construct definitions may become clearer through future research examining
mechanisms by which food environment effects are transmitted to individual-level
outcomes (e.g., through examining food procurement as a mediator).
One further methodological point regarding the adaptation of the MTMM for
environmental measures is worthy of discussion. The adaptation of the MTMM matrix
in Chapter 3 was potentially limited by the violation of the assumption of
independent data. Using food environment measures summed or averaged at the
buffer zone level resulted in a violation of the assumption of independence (since
buffer zones likely overlapped), and this violation would have increased with
increasing buffer zone size, since bigger buffer zones have more area to overlap. One
potential method of reducing or eliminating this violation would be to use food
environment variables at the administrative-boundary level. For example, discrete
census tracts or forward sortation areas (FSAs) do not overlap, and therefore
assumptions of independence would not be violated. That said, postal-oriented
administrative boundaries are likely less meaningful to individual-food environment
interactions than ego-centred buffer zones. Moreover, in the current study, one of
the objectives was to examine how changing geographic scales might influence the
convergent and discriminant validity coefficients in the MTMM matrices. In addition,
the subsequent studies (described in Chapters 4 and 5) used buffer zones as the
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geographic scale of interest. Therefore, buffer zones were appropriate to
operationalize the geographic scales examined in Chapter 3. Although buffer zones
were chosen as appropriate geographic scales in which to aggregate food
environment exposure data in this dissertation, the development of “activity spaces”
as a more theoretically-grounded geographic area hypothesized to capture
individuals’ food environment interactions will be described in section 4, Future
Work.
One of the substantive contributions of the study presented in Chapter 3 was
the finding that convergent validity coefficients between residents’ perceptions and
objective measures increased with increasing geographic scale: residents’ perceptions
were most strongly correlated with objective measures at the geographic scale they
were asked to imagine (1-1.5km around home). This might indicate that residents are
indeed able to fairly accurately conceptualize a 10-15 minute walk (i.e., 1 km) buffer
zone around their homes.
A final substantive contribution in terms of implications for practice relates to
the relevance of the findings of the MTMM matrices for policymakers and
practitioners interested in policies aimed at improving food environments.
Specifically, results did not support the notion that all food environment assessment
methods purportedly measuring the same constructs, do, in fact, measure the same
constructs. In the context of restricted resources and competing priorities in local
public health departments, if measures were highly correlated, a recommendation
could be made to use the least expensive method, since all measures assess the same
construct. Based on findings from the MTMM matrices, however, it does not seem to
be the case that less resource-intensive methods (e.g., the RFEI) should be used over
more resource-intensive methods (e.g., the NEMS-S), since the measures seem to be
assessing different constructs. To further explore these implications, Chapter 4 set
out to examine the syntactic component of construct validity, by examining how well
different measures predict diet-related health outcomes, to elucidate the question of
whether simpler, less expensive measures predict outcomes as well as (or better
than) more comprehensive measures. As presented in Chapter 4, several inexpensive
food access measures (specifically, convenience store proximity and fast food outlet
proximity for women and grocery store proximity and the RFEI for men) significantly
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predicted weight outcomes. For women, these measures more strongly predicted
weight outcomes relative to other, more complex and expensive measures. For men,
the NEMS-S affordability score most strongly predicted weight outcomes (and also
significantly predicted weight outcomes for women), indicating that in this setting,
considering relative affordability in food environment assessment provides additional,
important information regarding associations between food environment features
and weight outcomes. In jurisdictions where there is capacity for and interest in
describing simple food access, results indicate that these measures are still useful in
terms of predicting individuals’ weight outcomes, despite not giving the whole picture
of food environment features relevant to weight status. Future research on the cost
of implementing different food environment assessment methods compared to data
return are warranted.
2.2.2 Perceptual and objective measures
Questions in the thread of research that compares objective vs. perceptual
measures include, “To what extent are perceptions and objective measures related?”,
and, “Which kinds of measures are more predictive of actual behaviours or outcomes
of interest?” Findings relevant to these two questions will be presented next,
followed by a discussion about hypothesized pathways.
In Chapter 3, correlations between residents’ perceptions and objective
measures of the food environment were presented, and showed that very low
correlations existed: residents’ perceptions were not strongly related to objective
measures along any of the constructs examined. The study presented in Chapter 4
showed that residents’ perceptions were indeed predicted by several objectivelymeasured food environment constructs, although a large proportion of variance
remained unexplained by the models, and patterns of prediction were not
straightforward (e.g., it was not the case that only objective affordability measures
predicted affordability perceptions). Findings from Chapter 4 also showed that
objective food environment measures predicted measures of obesity far more
strongly than perceptual variables after controlling for pertinent individual- and
household-level factors. The research presented in Chapter 5 extended the
examination of syntactical definitions by exploring whether perceptions mediate the
association between objective measures and diet-related outcomes. Results indicated
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that residents’ perceptions did not mediate the associations; instead, objective food
environment characteristics seemed to have a direct effect on outcomes. Findings
from Chapters 3, 4 and 5 reveal that the field of food environment research is
currently facing some fundamental measurement questions, particularly since several
features of Glanz and colleagues’ model were not supported by the research
presented here. The final section of this chapter follows up with several of the
remaining questions by addressing areas for future work.
The strongest predictor of obesity measures for females was convenience
store proximity and fast-food outlet proximity (increasing proximity predicted
increased obesity), while for males, obesity was most strongly predicted by relative
affordability, followed by grocery store proximity (increased proximity predicted
lower obesity). In terms of examining food procurement as a mediator, future
research to determine whether convenience store and fast-food outlet access are
associated with food purchasing from these outlets is warranted; it seems plausible,
for example, that convenience store proximity would be associated with increased
convenience store patronage, and since convenience stores tend to stock
predominantly non-nutritious snack foods, increased purchasing (and subsequent
consumption) of these types of foods might lead to increased obesity rates.
Extant literature suggests that obesity-promoting features of food
environments (e.g. close proximity to fast food outlets and convenience stores or high
density of fast food outlets) are indeed associated with increased purchasing from
fast food outlets and convenience stores (276). Perceptual measures have also been
associated with purchasing frequency, with perceived longer time to get to food
outlets associated with less frequent purchasing of food purchased away from home
(275). In an Australian study, the number of diverse brands of fast food outlets within
3km of home was positively associated with fast food purchasing frequency (278).
Another study found that the number of diverse fast food brands within 3km of home
may partially explain the association between area-level disadvantage and fast food
purchasing (277), although several studies have found no or limited impact of the
food environment on fast food purchasing (279, 283, 284).
In terms of explaining why perceptions did not predict outcomes, contrary to
previous research (42, 43, 160), it is possible that respondents who do not shop
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within their neighbourhoods may be less aware of their immediate food
environments than people who do shop within their neighbourhoods. That said, one
of the strengths of the study presented in Chapter 4 was the geographic convergence
between residents’ perceptions (e.g., “Please think about your neighbourhood as only
the area within about a 10-15 minute walk (1 to 1.5 km) from your home”) and the
food environment variables assessed at 1km buffer zones around respondents’
homes. This geographic convergence should have limited the potential that
respondents would be thinking of their usual shopping locations when answering the
questions, and increased the likelihood that their assessment of their neighbourhood
food environments would correspond to the geographic scale at which objective
measures were aggregated. It is possible that gauging residents’ perceptions about
food environments in usual food shopping locations would be more relevant to dietrelated outcomes, as discussed above. The studies presented here were potentially
limited by only assessing perceptions around homes to the exclusion of other,
potentially relevant places.
Several limitations of the current research were presented above and reasons
for discrepancies between Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual model and the findings
described in this dissertation were provided. Section 4 continues this discussion by
presenting these limitations as leaping off points for future work.
2.2.3 The use of multiple assessment methods
One of the major methodological contributions made by this dissertation was
the incorporation of eight different types of food environment measures: proximity;
density; intensity; RFEI; shelf-space; the NEMS-S; the NEMS-R; and perceptions. To my
knowledge, the study that comes closest in terms of the inclusion of a number of
different types of food environment assessment methods was published in 2012 and
included residents’ perceptions, the NEMS-S, and one food access measure (41). The
studies presented here contribute substantially to food environment methods by
comparing a number of diverse tools, which is a priority in the field given that over
500 food environment measures currently exist (13), and there is no “gold-standard.”
Findings from this dissertation suggest that in this population, food access
measures, particularly convenience store proximity, and relative food affordability
measures best predicted obesity. While this finding might not hold in all cases (for
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example, in areas where access to high-quality, nutritious foods is limited, such as in
Detroit or Chicago (158, 163), grocery store access might be a more important
predictor), these results may be generalizable to other mid-sized Canadian urban
municipalities of similar demographic profile.
3. Implications for Policy and Practice
This section discusses implications for policy and practice, and begins with a
description of cities as both theoretically and jurisdictionally appropriate settings for
food environment policies and interventions. Next, a general discussion about
theoretical and practical considerations in the development of policies and programs
related to food environments will be presented. Specific recommendations based on
the findings of the preceding chapters will be concurrently presented. The final
subsection will discuss specific stakeholders to whom knowledge generated by this
dissertation will be translated.
3.1

Cities as Theoretically and Jurisdictionally Appropriate Settings
The World Health Organization’s Healthy Cities movement began in the mid-

1980s and has been gaining traction, particularly in Europe (285, 286). Healthy Cities
research is often based on the theoretical understanding that health is determined by
distal, structural factors, and that health determinants are embedded in complex,
reciprocal chains of causality, consistent with an ecological approach (286).
Moreover, municipal actors (including municipal governments, community
organizations and other local partners) are seen as the most likely actors to effectively
impact the complex array of health determinants, given that they have legitimate
institutional roles in promoting health (286). Moreover, relative to provincial or
federal governments, “City governments are often the closest level of government to
people that have the mandate, the authority, and the administrative resources
needed to bring together the wide variety of skills and resources needed for a multisectoral approach to health.” (287)(p. 15). Stokols argued that community health
promotion strategies based on an ecological perspective should be “middle-range”,
based on “theories of the specific circumstances that account for the occurrence and
prevalence of particular health problems, and a corresponding analysis of the
contextual factors that are likely to influence the effectiveness of health promotive
interventions designed to reduce those problems.” (288)(p. 288). The middle-range
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theories and health promotion strategies advocated by Stokols, therefore, are
theoretically consistent with a Healthy Cities approach. The reason policies related to
community and consumer nutrition environments can appropriately be theoretically
situated within a Healthy Cities approach is because focusing on food environment
characteristics as determinants of diet-related outcomes represents a middle-range
ecological theory, and can also be addressed by municipal actors. Cities as
appropriate jurisdictions for addressing community and consumer nutrition
environments are discussed below.
Municipalities are appropriate jurisdictions for programs and policies aimed
at improving food environments. In Canada, municipalities are referred to as
“creatures of the provinces”, given that they are the constitutional responsibility of
the provinces (289). In other words, the function, finances, and governing structure of
municipalities fall under provincial jurisdiction. In Canada, provincial legislation
mandates that municipalities must prepare official plans for growth (often called
Regional Official Plans)(20). While Regional Official Plans must, at the very least,
conform to provincial policy statements on planning (see, for example, Ontario’s
Planning Act (290)), they can go above and beyond provincial policy requirements, by,
for example, including considerations of food access into land use bylaws (19).
Employing land use planning strategies such as zoning restrictions that would
potentially improve food environments (e.g., banning drive-thrus, restricting the
development of fast food outlets around schools) is a regulatory approach currently
underway in Canada. For example, the development of new drive-thru windows have
been banned in Comox, British Columbia, because they were found to violate existing
idling bylaws (264). City councillors in Saskatoon are currently considering a ban on
drive-thrus because of traffic snarls caused by long drive-thru lineups (291). The
Coalition Québécoise Sur la Problématique du Poids (Quebec Coalition on WeightRelated Problems), a provincial advocacy group sponsored by the Association pour la
Santé Publique du Québec (ASPQ), conducted a legal review of a number of countries
where municipalities have used zoning regulations to change food environments. The
report concluded that zoning regulations were both a legal and potentially effective
way to improve food environments in Canada (292).
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Several American authors have also examined the legality of local
governments using land-use tools, economic incentives, and local ordinances to
increase residents’ access to healthy foods or restrict their access to unhealthy foods
(293-295), and have found that zoning restrictions are generally upheld in U.S. courts.
In addition to restricting specific outlet types, one legal scholar argued that zoning
laws can be used to “define” convenience stores “in such a way that the shops must
carry healthy foods in order to locate in certain areas.” (293), (p. 892). More work
needs to be done to examine the legality and potential legal challenges of using landuse tools to restrict access to certain types of food outlets in a Canadian context,
since the U.S. and Canadian legal systems are not equivalent. Further, there has been
no research to my knowledge examining the economic implications of food
environment policies; such research would be invaluable in terms of putting the food
environment on the policy agenda, since economic impact is an important
consideration of most public policies, as described below.
3.2

Developing food environment policies in cities: theoretical and practical

considerations
The previous section presented cities as theoretically and jurisdictionally
appropriate settings in which to develop policies related to community and consumer
nutrition environments. This section describes theoretical and practical
considerations related to implementing food environment policies. Population diet
quality and obesity are first presented as “wicked” problems. The social validity of
food environment policies will then be discussed, along with the importance of
framing. Specific strategies in the International Obesity Task Force’s proposed
framework for translating evidence into action on obesity prevention relevant to food
environment policies will then be described.
3.2.1 Population diet quality and obesity as “wicked” problems
Distinctions between “wicked problems” and “tame problems” began to be
articulated in the early 1970s (296). Wicked problems are illusive and influenced by
complex social, political and economic factors which can change during the process of
developing a solution (297). The nature of wicked problems is generally viewed
differently depending on stakeholders’ various perspectives and biases, which leads
to differences in opinions about solutions. That population diet quality and obesity
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can easily be considered wicked problems requires little explanation, since, as
outlined preceding chapters, diet quality and obesity are influenced by a multitude of
different factors at different ecological levels, and attempts to improve diet quality or
obesity rates depend on stakeholders’ perceptions of the root causes of poor diet
quality or rising obesity rates. For example, it is easy to imagine that in a community
meeting to discuss actions on reducing obesity prevalence in a particular community,
stakeholders representing the media, the food industry, local businesses, schools, the
public health department, and elected officials would all have differing perspectives
on how to prevent or reduce the prevalence of obesity. Unsurprisingly, expert opinion
and technical skill are insufficient to address wicked problems including obesity (297,
298); addressing wicked problems using particular strategies requires the strategies
to have “social validity.”
3.2.2 Social validity and framing
Stokols (288) has defined social validity in terms of its societal value and
practical significance, and presents several interrelated criteria for social validity:
the epidemiologic prevalence of particular health problems in the
community, the economic costs and sustainability of programs
designed to alleviate those problems, the number of people who
are likely to benefit from or be adversely affected by the
intervention program, the possible occurrence of undesirable side
effects from the program, and public opinion about community
health priorities. (p. 294)
Stokols suggests that health promotion interventions are more likely to be
implemented if they are consistent with public priorities and commitments (288),
which is unfortunately not the case with food environment policies in many
jurisdictions (247), perhaps because obesity is still seen to be within an individual’s
control (299). Although most developed nations now readily recognize obesity and
poor diets as a global epidemic (4, 251-253), there is still substantial resistance to
public health interventions, particularly those seen as limiting civil liberties, such as
restricting access to sources of unhealthy foods (300). Given the importance of public
opinion and public support for the implementation of food environment
interventions, lessons from the literature on framing are next discussed.
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Frames are ways of presenting problems that define the problems, diagnose
the cause(s) of the problem, make moral judgments about the problem, and suggest
solutions (248). In policy debates on solutions to wicked problems, the public is
subjected to a competition between stakeholders who wish to promote their frame
as the accepted one (301). When frames change, previous understandings of
problems are changed concurrently with policymaking environments, since the way
problems are framed determines acceptable policy options (302). In the academic
literature, key determinants of obesity have been reframed from biological and
individual in nature to a more ecological understanding (216), but a concomitant
reframing has not occurred in the public discourse (57), which has implications for
obesity prevention policies, since framing determines acceptable policy options, as
described above (68).
3.2.3 International Obesity Task Force framework for evidence-based obesity
prevention
In 2005, members of the International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) published a
framework for evidence-based obesity prevention (298). Five key policy and program
issues were identified in this framework: stage I, building a case for action on obesity;
stage II, identifying contributing factors and points of intervention; stage III, defining
the opportunities for action; stage IV, evaluating potential interventions; and stage V,
selecting a portfolio of specific policies, programmes, and actions.
Although framing is not explicitly mentioned in the framework, many of the
key components of framing are identified. For example, “Building a case for action on
obesity” recommends that public health researchers and practitioners make the case
for prioritizing actions to reduce obesity – that is, framing obesity as an urgent matter
of public health. Further, the framework urges researchers and practitioners to
identify causative and protective factors that could be targeted by interventions,
consistent with the notion that framing can diagnose the causes of problems. Finally,
the framework argues for defining the range of opportunities for action, which
represents another key component of framing: suggesting solutions (248). The
framework’s authors point out that framework’s main headings need not be
sequential, and in fact acknowledge that outputs from one issue inform the others in
an iterative process.
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Given the previous discussion on diet quality and obesity as wicked problems,
social validity and framing, and the framework for evidence-based obesity prevention,
a few suggestions for framing food environments as important points of intervention
based on the findings of this dissertation are described below. Subheadings below are
consistent with the key issues identified in the IOTF framework.
Stage I. Building a case for action on obesity
The IOTF recommends presenting epidemiological evidence to show
prevalence and trends in obesity. In Chapter 4, descriptive sample data were
presented, and indicated that mean diet quality scores were lower for both males and
females than the Canadian average (31). Moreover, the prevalence of obesity among
both men and women was higher in our sample than the national average (303). This
epidemiological evidence can be presented to local policymakers to indicate the need
to act on obesity in this setting; residents of the Region of Waterloo seem to have
poorer diet quality and increased rates of obesity relative to the national average. At
a national (or even international) level, high rates of obesity and poor diet quality are
fuelling interest in developing strategies to combat obesity.
Stage II. Identifying contributing factors and points of intervention
Descriptive analyses showed that on average, residents in Kitchener,
Cambridge, and Waterloo lived about twice as far from grocery stores (1001m) as
they did from convenience stores (526m) and fast food outlets (586m). Moreover,
they had over three times as much shelf-space dedicated to energy-dense snack
foods as to fruits and vegetables within 1000m of home. These data are important to
framing food environments as currently unsupportive of residents’ healthy diets and
body weight maintenance, and to framing obesity and poor diet quality as logical
responses to the current food environment, rather than individual choices or failures.
Stage III. Defining the range of opportunities for action
Findings from research presented in this dissertation indicate several
opportunities for action, including focusing on objective features of the food
environment rather than residents’ perceptions, restricting access to convenience
stores, and promoting the relative affordability of healthier foods.
Focusing on objective features rather than residents’ perceptions
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First, results from Chapters 4 and 5 indicate that objective measures better
predicted diet-related outcomes relative to residents’ perceptions, and that
perceptions do not mediate the association between objective measures and
outcomes in this setting. The framework suggests that intervention targets need to be
identified; in this case, it would appear that public health campaigns to increase
residents’ awareness of affordable, nutritious foods in their areas may be less
effective than targeting the objective food environment, for example, through
restricting convenience store access, or making nutritious foods more affordable
relative to non-nutritious foods, as described below.
Altering access to convenience stores
Distance from home to the nearest convenience store was most strongly
associated with BMI and WC for females after controlling for pertinent individual and
household factors. For females, every one km further from home to the nearest
convenience store predicted decreased body weight by 5.9kg (13.2lbs) for an average
height female (1.63m; 5’4), and a decreased waist circumference of 6.4cm. In terms
of public health significance, the 2.23 unit decrease in BMI for females with every one
km further from the nearest convenience store they lived is clinically significant (304):
a weight loss of 5-10% of body weight has been shown to prevent diabetes (305, 306),
improve quality of life (307), and decrease mortality (308). For an average height
woman, a 2.23 unit decrease in BMI corresponds to 13.2lbs, which corresponds to 5%
of the body weight of a woman who weighs 264lb and 10% of the body weight of a
132lb woman; beyond statistical significance, convenience store proximity clearly
predicts a clinically significant increase in females’ weight. For both males and
females, increasing distance from home to the nearest convenience store was
associated with improved diet quality, although these associations were not
statistically significant.
One potential mechanism to address convenience store proximity is the
inclusion of a “food environment” component to a complete development application
for new residential developments in municipalities:
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Municipalities are increasingly requiring developers to
submit complete development applications before the
review process begins (see, for example, Section 10.D.3 of
ROP) in order to avoid delays in approving applications with
incomplete information. Pre-submission consultation
meetings are often held with municipal staff and the
developer to ensure that the developer is aware of the
municipality’s various policy requirements for a proposed
development. Specifically, local planners identify the
developer’s responsibilities for submitting relevant
supporting studies, surveys, and information, including
studies on transportation impact, environmental impact,
and watershed implications. Measuring how the proposed
development would support or enhance a healthy food
environment is an additional study that could be required of
the developer (20), p. 10.
As described above, Regional Official Plans must meet provincial planning
requirements but can go above and beyond (for example, by including a requirement
for developers to fill out a complete development application related to the food
environment). In keeping with our understanding of wicked problems and competing
frames, foreseeable opposition to such a complete development application would
emerge from regional councillors, due to lost municipal revenue through business
taxes, from convenience store chains, who would have a vested interest in such a
policy decision, and from developers, since they tend to have strong ideas about the
desires of their target markets in terms of neighbourhood amenities.
Recommendations must be presented with other, corresponding data to make the
case for action, particularly with respect to other considerations of urban planning,
such as the tax-base, mixed land-use requirements outlined in municipalities’ Official
Plans, and developer concerns, to name a few. The Region of Waterloo is admittedly a
unique case, since food systems considerations have already been included in the
Regional Official Plan (19), both to promote the local economy and to promote public
health goals. In other jurisdictions that are less ready to act, the initial step of building
a case for action to create buy-in from policymakers might be more pressing of a
concern.
The inclusion of a food environment component in a complete development
application may entail specific restrictions on the number or placement of
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convenience stores in new developments. While this approach will not affect
convenience stores that already exist, alternate approaches to improving the
consumer nutrition environments within conveniences stores would also be
supported by the evidence presented in preceding chapters. Changing the consumer
nutrition environment within convenience stores could be done through zoning as
described above (293), or could be done through Healthy Corner Stores initiatives,
which have had positive impacts on the availability and promotion of nutritious foods
as well as consumer behaviours (243, 244).
Relative affordability as a target
Third, absolute affordability (defined as the mean cost of the Healthy Food
Basket in different areas) did not predict diet quality or obesity measures among men
or women, but relative affordability (defined as the NEMS-S affordability scores) did
predict obesity measures for both men and women. Therefore, strategies targeting
the cost of more nutritious options of the same foods (e.g., whole grain rather than
white bread, low-fat dairy products rather than high-fat dairy products, lean ground
meat rather than regular ground meat) may be more effective than strategies
targeting overall food cost.
The problem with this recommendation, of course, is that neither public
health practitioners nor zoning regulations can control the prices of food sold in
stores. That said, public health departments could provide subsidies for nutritious
foods, and could also support Healthy Corner Stores initiatives. Additionally, in terms
of acting on this recommendation in a regional setting, it is possible that public health
practitioners could engage with local business owners to determine the feasibility of
altering the relative affordability of nutritious foods in stores and restaurants. For
example, a study to determine the feasibility of implementing a Healthy Corner Stores
program, which would make nutritious foods more affordable in convenience stores,
is currently underway in Toronto (personal communication, Brian Cooke, Toronto
Public Health).
The opportunities for action outlined above could be presented to municipal
bodies, including regional councils, local public health departments, and community
advocacy groups interested in food systems to create buy-in. To that end, in early
November, 2012, results of this dissertation will be presented to members of the
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Food Systems Roundtable in the Region of Waterloo, and to the Chief Medical Officer
of Health. The presentation will be revised according to their suggestions, and
arrangements are underway for me to then present findings to the Regional Council.
These are but examples of specific actions that can be taken create links and highlight
overlapping areas between existing plans, policies and programmes, as recommended
by the IOTF framework. Moreover, these activities feed into the IOTF framework’s
fifth stage, “Selecting a portfolio of specific policies,” since these actions (presenting
findings to different stakeholder groups) will facilitate conversations with stakeholder
to gain their input into judgements on the potential policies and implications for
implementation, as recommended by the IOTF framework.
The only IOTF framework not identified in this section was stage 4,
“Evaluating potential interventions”. This particular stage will be discussed in the
fourth section of this chapter, which describes future research priorities.
3.3

Stakeholders to whom findings of this dissertation are relevant
Federal, provincial, and territorial governments are interested in the effects

of food environment features on the dietary behaviours and health of the population,
as evidenced by the 2012 report, Measuring the Food Environment (3) commissioned
by the Office of Nutrition Policy and Promotion, Health Canada. Indeed, federal,
provincial and territorial Ministers of Health and of Health Promotion/Healthy Living
have explicitly identified increasing the availability and accessibility of nutritious
foods, particularly among vulnerable populations, as a governmental policy priority
for reducing childhood obesity (4). Since healthy diets are essential for maintaining
health and preventing chronic disease, municipal and regional governments have
begun to consider policies that would limit residents’ exposure to less nutritious foods
or programs that would increase access to nutritious foods within food outlets.
One of the key features of this research was close collaboration between the
research team and end-users (in this case, the Region of Waterloo). Because the
Region is already supportive of creating healthy food systems (19, 20), results from
this research will serve to directly inform local policies. Regional and provincial public
health planners and dietitians are also interested in the results of this research; as
mentioned, over the next weeks, I will be presenting findings to the Food Systems
Roundtable and the Chief Medical Officer of Health in the Region. Over the past two
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years, I have been approached by several regional public health departments in
Ontario and by the Provincial Health Services Authority in British Columbia to consult
about provincial and regional measurement of food environments, and direction and
action related to the food environment. The Ontario Provincial Planners’ Institute
(OPPI) has additionally identified healthy food systems as a priority for urban planners
(309); results from this dissertation will be disseminated to provincial professional
planners bodies to inform planning for food systems. More broadly, findings from this
research will be of interest to provincial Healthy Cities or Healthy Communities
governmental and non-governmental organizations, as food systems are becoming an
increasingly important consideration in communities across the country.
4. Future Work
This final section will address implications for future research. Two specific
issues will be discussed, including establishing a program of research to more fully
address how food environments “get under the skin” of residents, and advancing
food environment methodology through cross-Canada research partnerships.
4.1

Establishing a program of research
The previous discussion has outlined several fundamental gaps in the existing

food environment scholarship, including the inconsistent assessment methods used,
the lack of articulation of mediators and mechanisms by which food environments are
hypothesized to “get under the skin” of residents in much of the extant research, the
lack of theoretically-grounded geographic scale operationalization, and the high
prevalence of cross-sectional (rather than longitudinal or quasi-experimental) studies.
All of these issues should be examined in future food environment research.
Continuing to understand how food environments “get under the skin” of residents
will require two separate and complementary avenues of inquiry, including activity
space research, and research on food environment interventions. Both components
are described in more detail below, and address the four fundamental gaps outlined
above.
4.1.1 Activity space research
Activity space research has been used to examine individuals’ movements
and travel within their environments, and can be used to examine accessibility to
services based on travel patterns rather than residential locale. Recently, activity
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space research methods have been applied to food environments, and has been
identified as being on the forefront of food environment research advancements
(183). Moreover, in examining where people go to procure food, examining activity
spaces is a novel way of examining the mediator added to Glanz and colleagues’
model, food procurement (see figure 6-1).
The two data sources for the research presented in this dissertation
(NEWPATH data and the primary food environment data collection) will be used to
begin to examine activity spaces related to food environments. Preliminary research
questions include:
1)

2)

How do individuals navigate their built environments to procure food,
and how do these activity spaces differ by socio-demographic factors
such as age, sex, income, education level, car-ownership, and household
structure?
To what extent are individuals’ activity spaces associated with relevant
diet-related outcomes, such as diet quality and weight status, and food
purchasing behaviours?
As mentioned, inconsistencies in food environment assessment, and the use

of inconsistent geographic scales are two major research gaps in the extant literature
(5, 8, 119). Four studies to date have examined where people go for food (i.e., their
activity spaces in relation to diet-related health outcomes. Three relied on the same
data set, which combined Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) data and travel
diary data from two different surveys to estimate activity space exposures of CCHS
participants (176, 177, 273); one linked activity space data derived from participants
who wore GPS devices for seven days with dietary intakes of the same participants
(175). The Canadian studies relied on large, population-based samples, but were
unable to directly link activity space data with weight status, since CCHS data came
from different participants than the travel data (and thus, activity space data).
Additionally, all three studies were conducted in one region in Quebec. In one U.S.
study, Zenk and colleagues were able to link travel data with dietary intake in the
same population in Detroit, but given that their sample included 120 participants who
were mostly female, African American or Latino, and of low socioeconomic status,
there are concerns about the generalizability of their findings (175). None of the
studies to date have used within-food outlet measures of food availability,
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affordability or quality; all used food access measures such as fast food outlet density
or supermarket availability.
In addition to the previously described NEWPATH data employed in this
dissertation, NEWPATH collected detailed travel data over a two-day survey period
from every household member over 10 years and household food purchasing data,
including the frequency of household shopping at different outlet types. The travel
data include the address of each location visited during the two-day survey, the mode
of travel, purpose, arrival time, and activity at destination (310). Travel surveys took
place on day-pairs throughout the week to provide mobility information across the
whole week. Geocoded locations visited by participants were entered into ArcGIS
software. To develop activity spaces for each individual, the locations visited by
participants (including home) will be defined as the anchor points for deriving activity
space exposures. To develop the activity spaces, Kestens and colleagues’
methodology to develop “Activity space experienced foodscapes” will be employed,
since it uses similar travel data and is also consistent with the only other Canadian
research to date examining activity spaces (176, 177, 273). One exception to Kestens
and colleagues’ methodology will be that instead of relying solely on local food store
density (e.g., density of fast food outlets), this proposed research will additionally
employ scores derived from the shelf-space measures, the NEMS-S, and the NEMS-R;
scores from these measures can be categorized as relating to food availability, food
affordability, and food quality, thereby creating activity spaces reflecting a variety of
consumer nutrition environment constructs. Using within-outlet scores represents a
major innovation in this nascent field; researchers to date have only used food outlet
density measures in activity space development.
Outcomes will include diet quality, self-reported BMI and WC, and food
purchasing frequency from different outlet types. Covariates will include individual
age, sex, education level, and household-level car ownership and income.
From a policy and programming perspective, activity space research will help
to identify neighbourhoods where residents might especially benefit from food
environment interventions because of restricted mobility (i.e., smaller activity
spaces). Moreover, activity space research will help to inform the field of food
environment research by examining mediators, such as food procurement, which will
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allow for further refinement of conceptual models and will also contribute to the
clarification of underlying food environment constructs. Finally, using activity spaces
to geographically operationalize food environment exposures represents a large
methodological contribution to the field of food environment research.
4.1.2 Evaluating Food Environment Interventions
The evaluation of food environment interventions falls under stage four of
the IOTF framework, “Evaluating potential interventions”, since it will answer the
question, “What are the specific, potential interventions and their likely effectiveness
and cost-effectiveness,” as identified in the framework. As evidenced through the
literature reviewed in Chapter 2 and all subsequent chapters, the fact that most food
environment studies are cross-sectional in nature represents a major barrier to
understanding mechanisms and causality related to food environments. As noted, of
the five longitudinal studies published to date, all have examined community
nutrition environments to the exclusion of consumer nutrition environments, and all
have found a limited impact of food outlet exposure on adults’ and children’s dietrelated outcomes (129-133).
A small number of studies have examined neighbourhood food environment
interventions. Extant interventions have targeted the consumer nutrition
environment within convenience stores (243, 311, 312) or have examined changes in
residents’ dietary behaviours after the opening of grocery stores in deprived areas in
Scotland (174, 313) or England (314, 315). Limitations of interventions in convenience
stores include low rates of exposure to the intervention (e.g., a healthy corner stores
program was implemented in only nine of 100 stores in one study (312)), and all
studies to date have recommended increased “dose” – comprehensive and sustained
food environment interventions at multiple levels.
Recently, I have been invited to lead the quantitative evaluation component
of a mobile food vending project and a healthy corner store initiative in Toronto,
Ontario. My specific role will be to examine whether a) increasing access to affordable
fruits and vegetables in underserved neighbourhoods (identified as food deserts by
the Toronto Food Strategy (316)) will be associated with local residents’ dietary
outcomes, such as diet quality and fruit and vegetable consumption, and b) whether
improving the consumer nutrition environment within convenience stores (through
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increasing availability and relative affordability of nutritious foods) will be associated
with residents’ dietary outcomes. Over the next few months, I will be helping to
create a proposal to rigorously evaluate the effect both of these food environment
interventions, which will represent a substantial contribution to the field.
The evaluation of food environment interventions is a crucial next step that
has practical, theoretical, and methodological implications. First, the implementation
of the two programs mentioned above is being documented by a policy researcher at
the University of Toronto, which has implications for how other jurisdictions may
choose to go about adopting or adapting food environment programs. Second, as
outlined, the evaluation of food environment interventions will be longitudinal and
will also provide the opportunity to examine mediators (specifically, food
procurement), which is necessary to clarify pathways by which food environment
features affect diet-related outcomes, and also to further elucidate underlying
constructs of food environments. Third, as mentioned above, applying a quasiexperimental design to study these food environment interventions will contribute to
the currently small but important evidence base outlined by Stage IV of the IOTF
framework.
4.2

Advancing Research through Partnerships
In early 2012, I was commissioned by the Office of Nutrition Policy and

Promotion at Health Canada to write a report entitled, “Measuring the food
environment” (3). Briefly, the federal, provincial, and territorial (FPT) Ministers of
Health and of Health Promotion/Healthy living endorsed a Declaration on Prevention
and Promotion and Curbing Childhood Obesity: A Federal, Provincial and Territorial
Framework for Action to Promote Healthy Weights (Framework) at the November
2010 Health Ministers’ meeting. One of the policy priorities identified in the
Framework was to increase the availability and accessibility of nutritious foods,
particularly among vulnerable populations. Because the food retail environment plays
an important role in influencing the availability of nutritious foods, a report was
commissioned to: (i) facilitate an understanding of food environments and their
impact on Canadians’ diets and body weights; (ii) assess the existence of ‘food
deserts’ in Canada, and; (iii) identify specific Canadian challenges in the availability
and accessibility of nutritious foods for different populations. The report includes a
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literature synthesis, with a particular emphasis on Canadian evidence, as well as an
environmental scan and findings from interviews with 19 key informants from across
the country to determine how food environments are being conceptualized,
researched, and how findings from the research are being used.
The key informant interviews were particularly illuminating. One of the key
findings that emerged from the interviews was particularly relevant for moving the
field of food environment research forward: the essential nature of collaboration
between researchers and practitioners. In addition to collaboration being a
mechanism by which knowledge translation happens more readily, collaboration
between researchers and practitioners is necessary to take advantage of
opportunities to evaluate the health impacts of policies that affect food
environments, even if the policy’s intention falls outside the realm of promoting
public health. The examples outlined above of both Comox, British Columbia and
Saskatoon Saskatchewan banning (or attempting to ban) drive-thru windows are
pertinent here (264, 291). Working with practitioners from a variety of backgrounds
can help to determine not only research areas that are timely and useful, but also
potential ways of framing research or public health policies that would increase public
support and buy-in from policymakers.
5. Conclusion
This dissertation has examined the construct validity of food environment
measures and has begun to examine how food environments “get under the skin” of
local residents, and has made theoretical, methodological, and substantive
contributions along the way. Implications for policy and practice have been discussed,
and areas for future research have been identified. Recognizing that much work
needs to be done to provide interested policymakers with solid evidence upon which
to base food environment policies, the research described in this dissertation was
intended to provide a strong methodological foundation for rigorous evaluation of
food environment policies using valid and reliable assessment methods. It is my hope
to continue in the field of food environment research and to contribute to the
development of policies that will ultimately promote healthy diets in Canada.
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Figure 6-1: Adaptation of Glanz and colleagues’ conceptual model of Community Nutrition Environments (1)
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Appendix C: Nutrition Environment Measures Survey –
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Appendix D: Nutrition Environment Measures Survey – Restaurants Tool
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Appendix E: Region of Waterloo Shelf Space Measure
Protocol
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Number of Displays, Shelf Space and Location of Food Items
- Record the number of separate display stands or aisles for particular
foods that exist in store.
- Measure linear floor space in feet and inches and record for each separate
display. Do not measure depth or number of shelves in an aisle. Measure
the consumer accessible circumference of all display stands. If display
stand or aisle is partially empty, measure only portion of display that
includes food.
- Circle yes or no on whether display is within one meter of a cash register
(approximately the length of the rola-tape measurement device fully
extended).
- For FRESH FRUITS, raw fruits in salad bars are eligible for measurement.
- For FRESH VEGETABLES, raw vegetables found in salad bars, tomatoes,
avocadoes, fresh herbs, fresh garlic are eligible for measurement.
- For CANNED FRUITS, mixed fruit, fruit cups, dried bagged fruit, and
applesauce eligible for measurement. Do not include cranberry sauce.
- For CANNED VEGETABLES, chopped tomatoes, tomato paste, and beans
that are green are eligible for measurement. Do not include salsa, pasta
sauce, beans that are not green, chili, pork and beans, soups, pickles, olives,
other pickled foods, or other mixed dishes.
- For FROZEN FRUIT, do not include fruit with added sugar, popsicles made
with fruit or other fruit-flavored frozen desserts.
- For FROZEN VEGETABLES, do not include mixed dishes, frozen dinners,
or frozen fried potatoes.
- For SALTY SNACK FOODS, chips, nuts, pretzels, cheetos, rice cakes, soy
crisps and other salty snacks are eligible for measurement. Do not include
beef jerky or other salted dried meats. Do not include salty snacks found in
vending machines
- For COOKIES & CRACKERS, count pre-packaged cookies and crackers as
well as cookies found in the bakery section. Do not include unprepared
cookie mixes or cookies or crackers found in vending machines.
- For DOUGHNUTS & PASTERIES, doughnuts, pastries, baked sweets, pies,
cakes, etc. are eligible for measurement. Include seasonal or holiday
related items. Do not include unprepared baking mixes, pop tarts, granola
294

bars, or energy bars. Do not include doughnuts & pastries found in vending
machines
- For CANDY, hard candy, candy bars, gum, bagged candy etc. are eligible
for measurement. Include seasonal or holiday related items. Do not include
candy found in vending machines.
- For CARBONATED BEVERAGES, all carbonate beverages including diet
sodas, tonic water, club soda, and other carbonated alcohol mixers are
eligible for measurement. Do not include sparkling juice or energy drinks.
Do not include carbonated beverages found in vending machines.
Q12. Total Floor Space
- Measure entire interior length and width of store. When taking the width
measurement, measure the width at the back of the store. When measuring
the length, measure the length down the middle of the store.
- When shape of store is complex, sketch the shape of the store and
measure all dimensions.
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